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B.. Doane

VHF Test Syatem 35%
Transistors Pe Tester 25%
Miscellznecus 40%

The test system operates errors at 25 Mc, makes an error
after an average of a few ad thousand pulses at 30 Mc, and
works intermittently at 35 Me. I expect that more work will improveits performance, and allow wider gin: at higher frequencies. At
present, the operating pulse width is 15 uzec at 25 Mc, decreasing
to 7 to usec at 35 Mc.

The F, tester is nearly reacy. It ures cables cut to 4
wave Length at 9 Meo (3/4 at 20 Me, 5/4 at 5C Me) to provide a
3000.. source impedance for the base anc 2 2'3 chm collector load by
tranuferming a 2 to 2 Ligh nce in the first case,
and an open Cart a Lew second. With this

:

wes to be changed whensystem, only the
the

J. e cmOse

EN 1073 ON%
BY LOSS 40%

Durirg the week of Decenber ).Oth by Charles Shade

with him to be retested. I spent the entixe first day describing
the tests of cock tyre that ke brought. Ee worked the next
day and a half with observing the actual testing of

learning the icns the 2309 Burst Generator and
thinks that APL will prebably buy cone.

of Bopkins Lan. Ee brought about 100 modules

each module type. He war partioule ly Gasca oy the thorough-
ness of our retcst proceedurcs. Me als srent some time

Q. C. has taken over the handling of the second copy ef the test
data sheets. Only 10% of the sheets fron each lot are filed.
When theee sheets are 6 months old, 90% of them are discarded. We

will always retein at least one sheet from each lot time unit. All
first loi test data sheets will be retained; 90% of these sheets
will be discarded after months. This system will allow us to
obtain the desired historical data and also minimize storage space.
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Grey

Lact week we had another with our Amphenol plugs on system
modules. Li seme that airce we started ucing washmrs as spacers
the plug tended te tip in the direction. "here were less
rejects per let than bofere, Ikvever. Accually this was not due to
the washers but to a plate added to the riveting machina to keep
the ping parallel to the boaré. Removing the plate solved the
problem.

R. Gaboury

During the past two weeks Mechanical Inspection has had the final
and intermediate inspection on machines:

Intermediate Final
DEC PpP-4 IBM Memory Tester 1520
DEC CRT Display 3CA
DEC PNP-1
IBM 2114 Core Tester

A comparison between our shop ona vendors for the time 12/5 to
12/19 gave the following re : ules:

Shop Vendors

2.2% rejection 2.3% rejection

These figures are based on sheet metal work, paint, and finishes.

R. Winslo

Semi-conductors tested since last report.

Types Units Tested % Reiect
Fhileo 64.88 0.43%.

SDA1 2 0.00%
83 1071 T.1. 7 0.00%

7 1796 Philco 50 4.0%SP 390 T.I. 65 9.3

1 0.0%
2811843 R.C.A. 150 11.0%28744
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lN 764 Transitron 280 0.00%
1N1217 Go. 2 0.00%

D. Dubay

Test Equipment Service
The following equipment hase been calibrated since Necemher 10.

Description Type No. Calibrated
Oscilloscope 543/543A

541
545
1373

Curve Tracer 575
Preamp. CA

K
L

Meter 260
630BA
6S0NA-RM
980
931
433

IN
)

RK
P
Aa

N
O
KM

kK
KY
N
N
N

A

The Type 545A oscilloscope, which has been at B. B. & H. since last
January, is back in the plant. has been recalibrated and
checked out to Bob Beckman.

We have a Hewlett-Packard Types 175A oscilloscope on loan from
Yewell Associates. This is a genaval purpose scope with a rise
time of less than 7 nsec. Ceveral typas of plug~in vertical ampli~-
fierg are available as well as plug-in horizontal time base units.
At present we heve a high gain (Smv/om) single trace vertical plug-
in unit with a sweep delay horizontal time base plug-in unit. We

will have a dual trace vertical plug-in unit within a few days.
This scope has been placed in module test to give it an appreciable
amount of use while it is here.
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R. Gagne and D. Adams

EN 1098 100%

Within the last two weeks the second Autometic D.C. Tester has been
changed from relay control to D.C. logic control. It has been
checked out and calibrated and has been running for production for
the last week.

In the last week we have had a lot of trouble with the Automatic
A.C. Tester, especially with the 567 scope. One time we had trouble
with the upper and lower limits controls. This was traced to a bad
relay in the tester itself. We then had no readout in the 6R1 plug-
in on all the X2 time per division scales. This was traced to a bad
transistor in the scope. The latest problem has been in same part
of the scope's power supply.

I have also had to replace a couple of the 22 pin module sockets on
the A.C. tester boxes because of one or two pins breaking off.
This was a rather difficult job because when these were originally
made they used a taper pin socket and taper pinned all the Magni-
craft relays to it. In replacing the socket, I used the new AMP
socket and soldered the relays to it.
We are now working on some special units to improve the Automatic
A.C. Tester--both in reliability and depencability.

P. Greene

The first system for Western Electric, Korth Andover, has been
built and the second one is well on its way.

Contact has been made by telephone with the University of Chicago
concerning their "Spark Chamber experiments. it appears that
they have experimented with 80 mill storage cores and got them to
switch with 100 nanosecond pulees of 1 amp magnitude. After making
these experiments they have contacted us to find out if we could
switch cores at a L Mc and then a 5 Mc and later on at a 10 Mc

rate. These speeds are well beyond the rate at which we can
switch cores. After a little investigation I found out that they
are using an EH pulser which has 8 nanosecond rise times. It
looks as if Mr. Bounin of the University of Chicago is willing to
compromise and perhaps he will be able to use the techniques
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P. Greene (cont'd)

alrercy developed by uc.

We are planning to bid om a jeb for Photon of ten by the end
of next week. The jab is for a reader thot e wil 1 write paper tape
from mag. tape and vice versa. We will Bove to
machine and paper punches etc. to do the jo

buy a Potter tapead

K. Doering

Txeaty ohm trimnots ourns had been lenking (with a green mess)
om 4170 returned GE in che last biweekly.
Prom & e wa learned that thete axe not
of a sealed trpe end chet a.they were never denioncd te be dipped into

senled type is considerably rere
ea Lo pr yon: as

for new, these exe not any mere, just brushed

@ with

+Gari

Te

Production hac modules onto their
brackets. A choc: 10% of the
bonrds c& on er holes. These modules by-pacaed mech-
anical inspection.

The D has for the Amphenci connector pin, CA syotem nodules
ave 1.2 7 uscd evecc y some temporary

Ghose a took care
moc gee : that

a over tae sbner way.

te Le

a 74

of orevicus hot a

the blac now
: : 3 892

Sore printed cirevit laye SOE discovered when we
that Seis ave 1/32" nerrow.

One 8 cially crowded 1 the wes veny close to the
HO thot it not he Cc, approximate-

ly 60,C00 und "hich te be slated at a
Layout. menvufacture these

boards with an old die. ncver got me Aas es ed to our latest print,
besouse we made a die of our to take care of this business
of bresking cut boards ourselves.

Our die has not been put in use yet-~the stock has to be used up.
We have one die that punches the two locating holer into a panel
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with 8 boards; a second one that breaks the boards out of this
panel one at a time, and a third one thet punches the 22 holes for
the Amphenol connector plug for one board at a time. These dies
were made by Burgess Brothers some 6 months ago.

Acceptance inspections of these dies revealed that several dimensions
were beyond tolerance limits. We have never accepted them, but the
disposition of these dies has never been decided on. After we had
the die inspection forms and drawings made up, reinspections were
done and properly recorded.

The people connected with this business should now get together and
make a decision. There are seme things involved that make a
discussion necessary.

Representatives from Components Mfg. Company visited us last week
pertaining to ovr problems with banana plugs (those with colored
plastic molding around). Ucinite supplies them with the metal

@ portion of the plug and Component puts the molding around. Some
two months ago we found difficulties withdrawing these plugs from
each other. Ucinite at that time partly solved the problem by
increasing the I.D. of the receptacle end. Two thousand other
parts were reamed out. Wow the old pro: lems have come up again ~
one can't pull the plugs apart. As Ucinite obviously is either not
willing or not capable of colving a single engineering problem,
Component Mfg. people are thinking of manufacturing the metal
parts of the plug itself. They have a die makex who needed some
detailed which we discussed with Leren Prentice,
M. Sandler, and Zalwell. Before this project will start, months
might pess. In order to solve our immediate delivery difficulties
on these plugs, we agreed on Component's reaming out the receptacle
end of the plug, which means additional unnecessary, but at this
moment, unavoidable costs.

I am leaving on a winter vecation today and shall return on

January 3.
J. Fadiman

Poday we finally shipped the Memory Tester 1520 off to IBM, Owego.
Checkout has been nearly completed on the Core Tester 2114, also

ing it. The system will probably be shipped the first week infor IBM, Owego and an engineer from IBM has been down here inspect-
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J. Fadiman (cont'd)

January. Construction t becn proceeding rapidly on the MemoryTester 1521 for Perroxcube aud this will be ready for checkout in
akout one week. Delivery on thia mvaetem chould be made the third
week in January. Gther ugstems uncer censtruetion exe the Core
Testers 2113 I and J for E.M.I., tie Memory Buffer 2010 for the
University of ConnecHicut, and the Exerciser 2212A for
Western Electric.
New Business
The following new business is expected shortly.
1. Core Testing systea for NCR; probobility for getting this order

95%.

2. Memory Exerciser 2211D for Amex Computer Products Co.;
probability for receiving this order - 86%.

3, Memory Tester Model 1516 for Cienens in Germany; probability
for receiving thie order - 95%.

4. Memory Tester 1516 for Mobara Works of Hitachi; probability for
receiving this order - 70%.

5. Core Tester 2113 for Mobara Works of Hitachi; probability of
receiving this order - 70%.

6. Spark Chamber Analysis System for Harvard University; proba-
bility of receiving this order

We have alsc made bids to Raytheon and to Daystrom en two different
Memory Exercisers and we are preparing a bid for Photon for a
magnetic tare to paper tape and vice versa converter. We have
spoken with two people from Dupent Co. visited us last week
concerning the possibility of supplying then with specialized
Digital equipment for proceszed ccatrol work. This might turn out
to be a very large and impertant business but as yet we are still
at the talking stage. However, they are already starting to use
our modules in small quantities.
The manual for the Memory Fxerciser 2207 for RCA is finally being
completed and the rewritten copy is now being typed.
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A. Blumenthal

EN 2253 40%
EN 1016 60%

Installation of the United Aircraft machine (PpP-1C-24), was
carried out on December 5, 1962 thru December 7, 1962. The accept-
ance test on the basic machine vent off without a hitch and was
completed on the afternoon of the fixst day. In checking the
special options a couple of bad 213 modules turned up in the D to
A output buffers. These were replaced with spare units the customer
had on hand.

A fair amount of readjustment was necessary on the Packard Bell A
to D equipment mostly to get the offeets back in line. Curves were
then plotted on each channel individually to check the jitter and
linearity through a +120 to -120 volt range. At some parts of the
range the total error excseeced the 32 mv accuxacy we wanted
(4 times the LS3), notably around 80v input. Another chronic
problem on the multiplexer is the poor resolution of the gain cone
trols for the individual channels. These circuits were modified by
Packard Bell to accommodate a *128 volt range using the same gain
pot as the original circuit. This caused a drastic change in the
resolution.
United Aircraft has agreed to accept the computer with the under-
standing that our responsibility to improve the Packard Bell equip-
ment continues. After the installation crew had left, United
Aircraft made a quick lashup betweem the PDP-1 and their analog
computer and reported that the performance was excellent in spite
ef the anomalies in the A to D system.

J have arranged a meeting on January 4, 1963 with the local Packard
Bell representative and a factory engineer at which time we will
determine the means by which these pxcblems will be corrected.

A concerted effort is under way to reduce the cost of our memory

systems. It is felt that consiGerable and PDP-4 business
can be salvaged if expanded memories can be supplied at lower cost,
as well as opening the door to the sais of memories themselves.
A considerable saving can be realized by the same driving
and selection circuits for several 4K stacks instead of the com-

pletely independent systems we now employ. We hope to make this
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possible far memories up to 16K registers. A new addressing scheme
hia been devised which reduees the selectina circuits by a factor
of 4. A number cf circuits for driving and field celection have
been designed but net yet tried. Side savinge are in power supplies
and rack space to house the systems.

A memory tester similar to the one used predrction is being
asgempled to tect there systems and shouid be complete within a few
days.

D. Wardimon

EH 1016 100%

Por a long time there has been a need to improve the existing 1973
memory driver. circuit failed whenever a multiple selection
or a & (oz occurred, new module has been
constructed which is dosigned to withstand multiple selection and
shorted output ground,

A protecting resistor has been incorporated in the circuit which
limits the current to safe values whenever the output is loaded
above normal ang thus eliminating the possibility of oucput tran~
sistor failures. This resister has to dis irate a substantial heat
ana therefore has to be meunted somewhere outeide of the module.

This fact and also genent of pins assicaments on the module
will make the new circuit incoupatible . ith the present scheme;
therefore, a new? wicing will be necessary in the future menczy
systems or whenever a necessary change is maée on existing systems.

vhe introduction of this new memory drive: (1969) will be
accompanied by a change on the 7/35 menery power Supply. The unit
nce been released for pro€uction and hopefally will cut down the
failuve rate of the 1973 memexy drivers that occurred during
testing and new instailation as well as in existing sys-
tems on the field.
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Linc Tape Drive Project Ll: 3
EW 1006

ic. Bike land and Ms.

Mr. Rawson srenm one day here and
two days. These days were Docemoar and
from that relacing to the styling of the Linc Tare
some general areas
eation in gencenl, end
dating of PEP=4. This
Ken Olsen, and Pola
to any interestod
Their

Rost particularly with a
has

wbhb be
been
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10%
10%
80%

Ne. Cridland
Ve have a report

WoLt and also
te oux trademarks and product identifi-

Scotti Miller,
rade available

contacted directly.
probabiy arrive tes

late to influcnce wnite to wade. Cae cf these
suggestions may be incur: efter that.
Eight motors hevre been mite and four heads
are on order. The cecis guild two engineering

arch. A be s 3 interested parties
en a single unit housed ia be cet on a desk top
or a computer table. his will be kept co the ninimum size of
12 to 13 x 20 = 12 1/2.

We are losing im cour these people are

aftor the of the year. for at this

models, plus two to four

or Shertly

people wili not

Quite gome time base heen
going over the drawings for the

seems complete as of tedey. wore one)

in January.

endplugs
company has

these for us. The plug
them indicating

We Goan approve the plug.that if thoy will updete
Some questionz ctill te be

used in their patch cords. They plan to
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L. Prentice (cont'd)
etc. and manufacturing them in their own area rather than procuring
them from Unicite. This w2e discussed with Mr. Arthur Healy of
the game company, wno is their die man, as te various methods of
securing the spring element on the jack an' mere precise forming
and the possibility of electro-polishing the spring before it is
attached to the screw-machined pact of the jack.
Sqt. Bushman of the Pinkerton Detective Agency has been moved to
the Worcester aarea and up-gzaded to a lieutenant and if satisfactory
after 30 Gays will be promoted to captain with full surveillance
over that area. We are very fortunate to have @ man of his stature
here on our guard force. Ne is being replaccid om a temporary
basis by Mx. GCsorge Gault.

K. Fitzgerald
Ba 1023 50%
3523 1037
EBZ 1000 420%

Garpenter Shop
The carrenter shop is still running bebind on its scheduled work
load. Eowevor, wa conth get too ney emergency rush jobs we
could have the back log up in art. imately tvo weeks.
Preparations for the a as porty tarew another big

as do all of theseeximp in the sch2:Jule of the cax
lest minute unplanned fox work requisiticns.

Machine Shop
machine echop load is about average but will soon be very

heavy, due to the need for wonufacturing special jigs to be used
when arsembling OL If this jig is successful,
otiexs WLLL have to be made for all the sines and styles
of mounting panels that wo 25 manufacture. We are also
anning to be pretty bucy in che machine shop as scon as the

desion and mazexial for the Line Tape Reader is finalized. A great
percentage of tue parts used in the assembly of these Line Tape
Units is manufactured in the machine shop and if all gces accord-
ing to predicticns, one man will be tied up on this work for at
least a month on the preliminary go~around-
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K. Fitzgerald (cont'd)

Cabinet Assembly
The cabinet assembly shep ic more cr less keeping even with its load
because we have been able to juyqle personnel back and forth between
the cabinet shop and the cheet metal shop.

Sheet Metal Shop
The load 1s presently down and it looks like it may stay down for
two to three weeks according to the werd froa the produetion control
department. This will be very fortunate for us if this does happen
as we are expectii.g to lese four people during the month of January.
Host of these poople are planning to HrLELLL Axmed Forces obliga=
tions.
X have been spending quite a obit of tine lately on designing the
jig to be uced for the assembly ef cus 1901 Mounting Ponels. Ags

mentioned earlier, if this jig is sucecssful, we will have to buildg

them for ali SPU Mounting Panels.

We have been getting many complaints Lately that the mounting panels
have been teo tight and medules could not be inserted or withdrawn
easily. in every instance where this nas ccaurssc, we have been
able to reetify this simply by all the fasteners on the
whole mounting panel, the tuo aide plate retainers and
retighteniag. This has chown us that it secms thet the biggest
problem with mounting pancle is of Tha new jig is
designed to properly space all ae ake and clanp them in positioa
befcre any of 6.20 sexrews, ants ox bolts are installed. This jig
will also facilitate che assenbly of these vnits, using the new

style Amphenol gluc. At this tine, we co not whether the best
way to huve those Ampheno!. plugs is with a threaied insert in the
end rather than the threaded etud, which is preccntly on the new
design. However, information is being pertaining to
machines thst will feed and a and
machines that will feed and drive a net autanatically. At first
glance it seems that a threaded insert would be better in the event
that any time os any place a plug is found to be loose on the
mounting panel becavse of a stxipped thread, it is a simple matter
to Grilli through the insert and insert the regular nut and bolt,
whereas with a threaded stud it would beccme most difficult to make
a repair.
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K. Fitegerald icont'd)
When the jig is completed, dummy piugs simulating threaded inserts
and some of our new plugs with threaded studs will be used to make
an evaluation as to which method is best assembly. Vendors who
handle the machinery for feeding and inserting these nuts and screwswill be asked to bring their equipment in and demonstrate it under
regular assembly conditions.
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J. Smith

G. Rice

Recently there has heen considerable interest in a new tape controlunit and/or tape tranrport. What the customers are Looking for are
systems with any or all of the following characteristics:

1. High reliability
2. Automatic contxol for the PDP=-4
3. : density unite 200 and 556.

R. Hughes

In the 1539 sense amplifier modules and in the 1567 display pre-amplifier morale we uce transistors. 'Thie is a differential
has tuo silicon planar transisters in one can.y :

These transisters have matched heta and VvBE

Out of the SNA-i's we Frarted to select what we called SDA~1 red
transistors. These had an emittex to bare breakdown voltage rating
of volts. We were using there in the 1572 module, which is a
DC difference amplixier. Then we discovered that as used in the
1572, this transistor hed to have a beta greater than LOO at 100
microamperes, and we started getting a 6% yield of SDA-L's which
would meet this recuirement. This is very peor, &0 we asked Texas

to supply us with a device called the SDA-2, which
would Rave an LL volt emitter to base breakdown voltage rating, and
a beta of 130 at Loo microamps.

They will net sell us this device as a device but will sell it to
us on a basis o a certain percentage of SDA-l's. We ere in hopes
of being able. to buy SDA~l's and GbA~-2's in a ratio of four to one
respectively.
Amphenol sent us 70 of the new mounting panel connectors which they
have been designing especiaily for us. Inspection of the samples
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1
This was onethat the contact had 0.062" fleat in them.

V We to
The Aw float was to be 0.016" 80 we

with this new coneO tne pro
B ark

these back to Anphenel chey are going to solvecae provlem again.

J. Cudmore

EH 10 31 3 8h%
EN 1038 20%

The Contronics automatic diode wes finally delivered on
Wecnesday, Decenber mea: axes the forward peakand reverse recovery of Ginger. It hac the capability of beingconnected to the Terradyne tester to all che tests to beat one pass. dhe machine to work by itself but
must be mide the two will opexate proper ly together.

: 1...

Goasn't work with the Some€ logic changes that
This methine was o by June 22.7 q

The Final machine 46 from the oxiginal design.
The measucenenks > the przinciple of the

up to 40 ma
tlne range is 10

: AM es
a 3

: :
24:

x 2 Ne, whichever is2, 4:NOTE be
re ap te 4 volts with4. »3

1s presently 3-4 sec.We :

en is speeded up.
comp machine will be accomplished

by the end Of

:: :

we

Carl Moberger of the Hilbert Inevun ance Company has visited
us twice. Gee ixst tame ae wos a hy Al Dewden, an
electyical The of these has been Digital'sliability to its custemers. Several recommen have been made
and a memo wiil be published when z receive tie final report.

3

Our module test specifications axe beinc re-evaluated and will be
urdated as ow. conte ete data Lecomes available. Some of our
snecifications haven't been updated since 1959.
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KR. Doering
An instruction chart was sent cuc lect week which spelled out where
certain screw finishes are te be uscd. How tnexe is something to
go by, but nobody is havoy about it. We a going to check future
assemblies against thece criteria. 'here will be many questions,
suck as what part is "exposed to view after etc. What we
mean by that is mainly a part like an operator ccntrol or other

panel that has sereened leitering on it or is clearly defined
as a "front panel".
We have worked eur a correlation record form for semiconductors and
compenents which will be prt into vse. The vendor sends
in 10 scapies of every shipment coming in with his readings on his
tert Before we test the shipment, we first check out
whether we coxrelate on these 10 samples. ZE the result is positive,test will ke performed; if negative, tne vender kas to be notified

ali.

A

first.
Last week we also sent the people involved--a chart with
electrical assem>oly inspection criteria that spells out in detail
wnat the inspectors are checking. We Neve had such bad experience
in the past where we found imgroper coldar cennectious at final
inspection, which showld have bccn Sound at intermediate inspection,
that we rigidly tightened up at intermediate. A vendor complaint
forced us to reinspeet some machines very in the final
stage. This caused some friction the pacple in charge of
the machine felt that all this shouid heve reen done earlier.
They were right, but ve still had to get a good machine out which
we finally succeeded in doing, and that was the important factor.

The intermediate electrical inspection on a PHP-1 took 4 hours
yestexaay.
Yhere is a publication about good soldering practices, with many
illuetrations, which we erdercd. We hope to use some of these
pictures to help our people improve their work quality.
One hundred seventy one lab mcdules that were in the production
precess when the new Grill jig and inspection gage for the back
panels were issued were ceinspected. Thirty four of them were
rejected and replaced by proper back panels. They are now
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K. Doering (cont'd)

continuing in the electrical test process.
Trimpots from Bourns have a pocket in them which can store trichlor-
ethylene. We reesived seme moaules from a customer which had green
gtnk on them. It appeared to have ceme cout. of the pot and we sus=
rect that trichlorethylene secled off, but under elevated
temperature conditions (we assuwie) leaked ovt and started to
dissolve the insniation on the green pot wire. Two 1564's were
sent back from a customer. We agreed with production not to dip
these trimpots into trichlorethylene any more until this preblenis solved. Bourns is going co send a representative. The modules,
in finished goods, with trimpots vere Jest Rus into an oven for
8 hours at 60°C and did not Leak at all. tximpot has been putinto tri. and we will check the results Oot this test.

A

Mechanical assemblyinspection criteria are being worked out. An
improved form for recording the checkout cate of the die inspection@ has been issued today {DF22-19}.

R. Grey

An electrical a inspection for all units has been
distributed. Jt suculd be of consicderabie heip in the assembly
area.

Most of ovr time in the laet veeks has bean consumed by
J Vv inspections including a trig to If? by Dave Adams and my-

gelf for an inspection of This trip peeved of value in that
it gave us an idea of the condition of a machine in the field.

D. Adams and R. Gagne

EN 1098 100%

Roger Gagne started working in Automatic Module Test this past
week. For the past few days I have been bringing him up-to-date
on the operation of the Automatic D.C. testers, and he ie now in
the process of converting the other moto::-driven tester to D.C.
logic.
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D. Adams and R. Gagne (cont'd)
We have finished the logic drawings of the automatic A.C. tester,
which makes it a lot easier to trouble shoot. I am in the process
of making a few logic changes so that it is possible to test the
rise and fall times of inverters twice fast as we are now doing

A switch panel has been added to the tester which enables it
to advance and stop on any combination of tests without having to
rewire ox change plugs.

them.

We hope to make up some new tester boxes and plugs for testing
binaryeto-octa!. decoders and as many others as we can.

Test Equipment Service
The following equipment has been calibrated since November 27th.

Description type No. Calibrated
Oscilloscope 543/543A 13

5450 2
551 2

Preamplifier CA 18
2
1

E
* H
a K L

Multimeter 920 7
630NA 16
260 L

D.C. Millianmeter A26B 1

The following equipment hes been received since November 27th.

1 Boonton Model 95A Sensitive D.C. Meter
5 Tektronix Type P6016 current probes with passive termination.
Three of the current probes were ordered for Bob Beckman. The
other two current probes were ordered for Ed Harwood.

D. Dubay

ENL144 100%

1
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D. Dubay (cont'd)
The Boonton D.C. Meter was puxchased to provide some relief for
the Fluke meters. is a center ecale meter with full scale sensi-tivities of + 10 microvolts to 1,000 volts and + 1.0 microamperesto L ampere. Input resistance is 10 megohms.

R. Gaboury

During the past two weeks Mechanica 7 Inspection has had the follow-
ing final and intermediate inspections on machines

Intermediate Final
DEC Display CRT 306 DEC PDP~4
DEC Display CRT 30 DEC PDP-1
I8M Memory Tester 1520 DFC Mag Tape 50-51 Control
ITT? ADX 8 IT? ADK 8
MIT Drum MIT Drum

The POP~l had its marginal check waived, also the display CRT 30 -

they were being shipped to a shov.

A comparison between our shop and vendors for the time 11/26
through 12/5 gave the following resulte:

Shop Vendors
3.03% rejection 1.51% rejection

These figures are based on sheet metal work, paint and finishes.
A new dial indicator from Federal has been ordered; the one we
have in use read inacevrately and has to be sent out for repair.
It reads to .00CL of am inch. It is used for surface plate work
on our die and jig inspection pregram.

A micrometer for checking the crimp height of the taper pins has
been ordered.
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R. Winslow

Semiconductors tested since last biweekly.
Type Manufacturer Units Tested

éw 1250 250 2.8%

% Rejection
SDA-1 Texas 31 90.0%2N~744 it 200 0.0%2i-1309 1000 4.2%28-1600 16 6.3%1N1217 Westinghouse 731 0.25%
1N3315B Dickson 155 0.0%Transitron

E. Towle

Interoffice Comaunication
The telephone bill in recent months has been reaching proportionsthat has caused us much concera. It's to lower telephoneceet without disrupt Lise ex hindering communication. However, in
orcer to at least maintain a more reasonable rate of increase, the
following steps have been

1. Removal of unnecessary pheres
2. Restriction of several phones
3. Requesting information on calls from restricted phones4. Closer of phone biils

Because our sales Gee te a degree on the tele-
phone as an important 30 in expanding the sales program, it
would not be feasible to reduce expense in this area. Therefore,
the suggestions that L would Like to consider concerns communica-
tions between the home plent and all branch offices. It is not
possible for me to decide whether a $20.00 or $30.00 phone call is
necessary to coordinate our activities. nce there is a definite
need for tmmedtate comnunicaticn at a particular time, thought
should be given to the method of conversing (vhone or TWX) and also
topics to be discussed. Timing of the call is an important factor
and should be considered when you find it necessary to contact a
particular person. Calls have actually »een received during the
Lunch hour as weil as after hours. Needless to say, the person to
be contacted is seldom available and the advantage of using the
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EB. Towle (cont'd)

phone has been lost. Schedules may seem a little cut and dried at
times, but for routine consultations with the Salee and Engineering
Departments, it may be advantageous for all of us to actually plan
our daily communications. Time schedules covld be worked out for
the teletype and the telephone so that people desixing to talk to
a particular office could be notified by ovr operator prior to the
time of contact.

Our recent phone bills have pointed out several unusually long
phone calls. The length of the conversation is extremely important
and thought should be given to each tepic of discussion prior to
the conversation.

The above suggestions have not been intended to reduce the effec-
tiveness of the telephone but xather to increase the efficiency of
our interoffice communications while keeping an eye on needless
expense.

I would be interested in comments from anyone regarding my sugges-
tions especially from our branch offices since they are directly
affected.

F. Kalwell

I've been working With Klaus Doering on setting up various speci~
fications on material used in Preduction and also compiling and
gathering literature, prints, and HEL standards on units presently
used by Production.

Our new Segal Eyeleting Machine arrived on Tuesday and is presently
operating in Production, setting 59358 USHC eyelecs.

This week I circulated four sets of eyelet prints used in our four
applications. These prints are availanle from Klaus Doering in
Quality Control or myself, and are used in the following areas.

A1733 Eyelet ~ Used on our laboratory modules.
A721 Eyelet Used to fasten Amphenol Connectors to our

modules.
Al090 Eyelet - Used to fasten printed circuit boards to the

handle.
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F. Kalwell fcont'd}

Al527 Byelet - Yeed on curxent Crivers printed circuit board.

R. Blackwood

Within tha week we have received ton etched panels from Metal
Bu. a ad. Although t-. were sub-

wah, wo Fes not a paxe of the etche
ing prevess, but the : + of Metal Cat : B shipping department
Im nou Ue stade to
sevatch the face of che two : : : One pane! is now mounted on a
Paes in the computer WAL LAG section for anyone interested
im ite ance «

Since the lest bi-weekly, I have txken ove. from Dick King the buy<
ing of all tcols and office surplies and furniture, including
beth purchasing and rental ef typewriters.

"els7

4

e R. King

Recently a wlll, cur biister packages. The
blietex was varying in eise and bul wg t after being sealed.
I have talked to the vencor tris problem, and steps have been
taken to cexrect this in LO We also have made arrange-
ments to send Shed the : seplacement.

We have added to onc maintenance Gem -2 equipment by pur-
chasing a LE" polish and BLN + iia floor machine for Building 5.

Bob Blackwood is nowy 211 tools and the complete line of
office supp ies, whieh includes all furniture and office
machines. All fo: typewriters or ecding machines as well
as repair werk on Leased machines should be directed to Bob.

o. Fadiman

During the past two weeks final checkout work has proceeded on the
Memory Tester 1520 for IBM. We have diccovered new methods of
termination which involve a variable resistor for each Line. This
allows us to compensate for the diifere..t drops across the silicon
control rectifier in the Read-Write Switches 1986. However, it is
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J. Fadiman (cont'd)
still necessary to have matched pairs of SCR's, since there can onlybe one control for both the positive and negative pulses going
through the SCR's. All of these details have finally been taken
care of and we expect to ship the machine next week.

All wiring has been completed and modules inserted on the Core
Tester 2114 for IBM, Owego. Checkout was started today by
Ed de Castro.
All redesign has been completed on the Memory Exercisers 2212 for
Western Electric. Drawings have also been completed and wiring of
the mounting panels is well on the way. All front panels are in
construction. Work on this machine is being done by Lee Butterworth
and myself.
We are designing a new -10 reference supply to be used in Core
Testers and Plane Testers. Circuit design is just about completed
under the direction of Dick Tringale.
Intex-panel wiring is now proceeding very rapidly on the Memory
Tester 1521 for Ferroxcuse. Three technicians are spending full
time doing this wiring and we empect to complete this in about one
week. Checkout on this machine will not be so difficult as we have
all the experience behMhd us from che 1520. Dick Whipple will be
in charge of checkout of this machine as he has been in charge of
the 1520.

We have received purchase oxders for a Decoder-Test Set and an
Encoder-Decoder Test Set, both for Western Electric in Andover.
Pat Greene is taking care of this and construction is alveady being
started.
We have also received orders for two more Automatic Core Testers,
Models 2113, I and J ~ both for Electronic Memories, Inc., in Los
Angeles. The first machine is due at the end of January and the
second one in the middle of March. These machines involve a
special program for testing transfluxors which I have already
designed into the machine. Jim Hogan has already done all of the
wiring changes and the mounting panels are already being wired by
production. All front panels have also been ordered and these will

DF633
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be fabricated shortly.
Possible New Bueiness
We feel quite confident that we will get the job from Harvard Uni-
versity for the Data Reader for a spark chamber gap. Pat Greene
has already done most of the design on this. I have made a quotationto the Mobara Works of Hitachi, LLid. for an Automatic Core Tester
2113 and a Memory Plane Tester 1516. This is a new plant near
Tokyo which is being started to produce Memory Cores and MemoryPlanes for Hitachi. Inasmuch as Hitachi already has three of our
systems, our chances of selling two more systems to this new plantlook very good. TDK, which is the largest core manufacturer in
Japan, is also interested in purchasing a Core Tester and Plane
Tester. Mr. Hata, one of the Chief Engineers of this company, will
probably visit DEC within the near future to view our plant and
discuss this test equipment. Chances of making this sale are
probably about 50%.

We have recently submitted a bid to Raytheon in Sudbury for a small
Memory Exerciser. Chances of making this sale, however, are only
about 30%. I plan to submit a bid to the Photon Co. in Wilmington,
Mass. for a system to translate magnetic tape into paper tape. We
have decided not to bid on two johns for Philips Petroleum. One
involves a memory, which we feel that Ampex can probably provide
more cheaply and more rapidly than we can and the othex involves a
very complicated A-D convorter system which we feel that we are not
in the position to manufacture at the present time.

There has not been any considerable activity in the European field
recently. Siemens ig still interested in a Memory Tester but have
Made no concrete plans fer purchase. The president of Cofelec
visited us aout a month ago and showed considerable interest in
our Automatic Core Tester. However, I gather that at present he
does not have the money to purchase this e : wipment. Chances look
good for selling another PEPR project to the people at CERN in
Geneva, Switzerland. If and when the opportunity for this arises,
Dick Tringale will take care of it. Arrangements have been
completed for Mr. Gunter Heuve, who will be our European engineer.
He will spend the month of April in our plant here in Maynard

@ learning about Systems, Modules and Computers. We will then open
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J. Fadiman (cont'd)
our office in Munich on May lst. Plans for the office and for
hiring a secretary will be made in

P. Greene

EN 2446 10%
EN 2447 10%
EN 1057 80%

Since the last biweekly two purchase orders were received from
Western Electric, North Andover for test sets for their manufac@-
turing plant. The total quoted price of these orders is §13,600.
It is expected that these machines will be delivered in 5 and 6
weeks respectively.
After submitting the bid to Harvard University, I have since found
out that Computer Control Corporation and Epsco are our competitors
for this secment of busineas. It appears that the job will be
awarded to us in a couple of weeks.

An inquiry has come in fxom the University of Chicago about our
current drivers from the Sales Department. Fred Gould has been
communicating with them, but after talking it over with Dick Best,
the inquiry was referred to me. The expexinent that is being
planned in Chicago is identical to the one being done at Harvard
with one exception. The Chicago people plan te use an "on-line"
computer whereas Hervard is going to write a tape for permanent
storage and then process these records in a computer.

After a telephone conversation, Jurgen Bounin of Chicago University
has agreed to send me a block diagram of their proposed system
in order that we may make a quotation for a complete system to do

the job. The job will ke approximatediy 30K, if we sheuld build it.

Some very interesting problems have been showing up in the 1520

Memory Tester. It appears shat (Silicon Controlled Rectifiers)
have to be matched quite closely to meet the .5% current ampli-
tude spec laid down by IBM. Quality Control, Engineering, Systems
and Vendors pecple have been in close communication tc get to the
root of the problem. DC tests were made by Quality Control, after
being requested to do so, but they proved to be inadequate.
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P. Greene (cont'd)
A pair of test sockets were mounted on a 1986 module and SCR units
were matched to each other on a dynamic basis in the system. The
method worked extremely well. As one can see, we have two goalsin mind in conducting this research with SCR's (1) To up
the 1520 memory tester with enough modules so it can be shipped
and (2) Learn enough abovt SCkKk's in order that we may clearly
define the method for their tezting. Progress is being made, how-
ever, and the problem is now under control even though it is diffi~
cult and tedious to get the units matched.

L. Prentice

Line Tape Units
Detailing the various parts for the linc txpe units is under way.
Drawings and specifications for the head should be completed today.It has been agreed with Roland Boisvert to make him up a blank
chassis for the firat actual working model to be delivered to him.
He will punch all holes and movnt components, ete. Several details
should be released to the pattexm malzeru and the machine shop this
coming week. Gcott Miller has compicted line layouts of a single
cabinet, dual cabinet, and a single vnit with control panel.
Display 31 drawings ave ncarly complete. These represent the com-
plete unit as presented at the Exstern Joint Computer Conference.
Work is under way to reduce zs mony av as possible so they
can be cast. Approximately 6 patterns and 6 drawings are involved.
Ron Gajolet is werking on a for lecating printed circuit
boards on the Dynorezt machines. Seme work for the shop should be
released this coming week.

I have spent several hours gathering infermation in regard to
requests made by insurance brokers in regard to fire alarm syetems
tied into the sprinkler system in our buildings and paint spray
booth requirements to mect undezwriters specifications and insur-
ance company recommendations.

Some time was spent with Bob Lassen discussing the forthcoming
Christmas party, December 16, to provide sufficient guards and pro-
tective measures for the large number of people expected at the
Christmas party.
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Carpenter Shop
The Carpenter Shop worked 83 man hours of overtime preparing for
the Eastern Joint Compmter Conference last week and as a result of
this it is running quite fax behind schedule. It will take approxi-
mately 1% to 2 weeks to get caught up.

Cabinet Shop
The Cabinet Shop is working about 75% tc 80% capacity and filling
in the other 20% to 25% handling small assembly jobs for the Pro-
duction Department. Also, whenever a man is free in the Cabinet
Shop, we have been utilizing him as a spare man in the Sheet Metal
Shop.

Machine_Shop
The Machine Shop is running about 85% to 90% capacity with the re-
maining 10% to 15% being used on small experimental rush jobs that
always seem to crop up. The jigs for the 901 mounting panels and
laboratory modules have been completed, inspected and delivered to
the Production floor and are in operation. The second set, for
back up of these jigs, has baen ordered and work will commence on
these on a very low priority basis.

Sheet Metal Shop
The Sheet Metal Shop is currently operating on very close to 100%
capacity with delivery dates being promised in the order of six to
eight weeks. This shop seems to have its vps and dcewns on work
loading regardless of how much planning we try to do simply
because of unpredictable loads from Enginesring and Special Sys~
tems. A gocd percentage of our load in the Sheet Metal Shop at
this time is 1901 mounting panels and 1903 mounting panels. The
Production Department has been experiencing difficulties lately
with the modules being too tight in some of these mounting panels
so we are presently trying to devise a method of bending these
flanges 1/2° less than we previously specified which should cause
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K. FitzGerald (cont'd)
the sides of these units to fold out slightly and therefore insure
a better fit of the SPU unit. However, this is not the complete
answer to the problem, as the method of assembling these is still
not good. We feel that a jig or fixture of some type is necessary
to hold the side plate retainers and end panels while the plugs are
being installed and the complete unit assembled. In other words,
our present method of manufacture allows us to actually have a
discrepancy between orposite ends of the mounting panel of as much
as 3/16". This is allowed by the size of the hele which fastens
the side plate retainer to the end panel. The size of this hole is
extra large in order to compensate for a possible build up of
tolerances in the regular fabrication process. We have also
discovered a mechanical interference in the design of these two
wnits whereas the width of the 5Pd unit is specified as and the
inside diameter of the mounting panel is also specified as 4".
It seems that it would be quite costly to rectify this problem at
this time because of the amount of money we have tied up in tooling

@ that was designed around these dimensions. However, it is still
possible not to change this tooling and assemble the units correct=-
ly and allow approximately .030" clearing between the mounting
panel and the plug-in unit. A jig for assembling the mounting
panels will be developed very soon. The new Arghenol plugs with
the built-in safety stop and threaded insert should help to solve
the whole problem. The fixet shipment of these is due in February.

8. Olsen

The Fall Joint Computer Conference in Philadelphia seemed to be
quite a success with many people commenting that our booth and
demonstration were the beat at the show.

The module business continves to smash right along and December
promises to be another record month like October. After some slim
months in computer sales, things are keginning to pick up with a
planket order for five machines from Foxboro and an order coming
shortly from JPL for three machines.

In the next week Allan Titcomb will be joining us here in Maynard
and Ron Colman out in Los Angeles.
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&. Olsen (cont'd)
We have been pretty active in real estate lately and will be movinginto new offices in Los Angeles and in l'sw Jersey in January.
In the second week in January I plan to ge to Munich to meet with
Guenter Huewe to arrange the opening of our Ruropean office.

G. Bell
THE COMPUTER GUIDANCE COMMITTEE

Purpose

Functions
1.
2.

5.

Membership

Provide direction for marketing efforts, and to
coordinate the development of equipment and software
on both a short and long term basis.

Up-date Sales Plan
Review/Establish Projects
a) Schedules
b) Pricing
ee) Requests for personnel changes (prior to Works

Committee Appeal)
3. Generally review hardware projects prior to discussion

in the Engineering Committee.
Short Term Sales Discussionsa.
a) Review reguests for quotations from written

ahstxact of quotation.
b) Review final proposal drafts.
c) Approve pricing for non~list price items.
Examine Various Product Lines.

Present members are the following K.H. Olsen,
H.B. Anderson, S.C. Olsen, W. iiindle, G. Bell,
H. R. Morse, and N. Mazzarese.
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G. Bell (cont'd)

Working Arrangement:
The secretary of the conmittee should forward the
minutes of the meetings to the chairman of both the
Works Committee, and to the Engineering Project
Evaluation Committee, and to committee members.

A meeting may be called by any of the members, although
a regular meeting time will be established. The
committee may cancel any following meetings. Three
persons plus a secretary shall constitute a quorum.

Immediate Reviews
Sales Plan
a) Pormation
b) Progress review
Development of PDP~l system in light of sales plan
(equipment & software).

2.

Development of PDP-4 system in light of sales plan
(equipment & software).

3.

Advertising & Technical Publications Plan Review
Hardware Developments

4.
5.

2) Peripheral Bquipmeat
b) Magnetic Tape
) Displays
a) Magnetic Core Menory
@) New Computers
8o0ftware
New Systems Line
(eg. Establishment of a Data Transmission Group)

Specific Proposal Review
a) Proposed Monsanto system design and sales plan.

6.
7.

8.

Medical Market Review9.
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G. Bell (cont'd)

LO. Development of the Link Computer Project
ll. High School Market Review

BIWEEKLY
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A. Blumenthal

Difficulties with the Packard Bell A-D equipment are still keeping
the Aixcraft machine here. The sample and hold circuit
failed early Last week and was sent back for repair. We expect to
have it back this afternoon. The defective multiplexer cards have
already been repaired and returned.

Packard Bell is still working on a solution to the problem of oven
switching noise.

Investigaticn of the troubles in the ADX-O system led to the up-
dating of the machine with respect to terminate and clamp diode
installation. An intermittent MA flip-flop was also uncovered. A
timing change w2s made to reate more favorable conditions for
address and data set-up to memory during high speed channel trans-
fers.
Because of the extremely low rate of failure (about every 20 hours),

@ the absence of meaningful clues at the time of failure and the
extremely complicated and little understood rrogram, it was
impossible to attack the problem in a manner that weuld accurately
pinpoint the trouble. At the time we left, however, the system had
been operating continuously for about 100 hours.

F. Kalwell

Wood Bleatric Corporation in Lynn, Mass. will be quoting us on cir-
cuit breakers. hey have recently been licensed by Heinemann to
produce the BANE units Heinemann has supplied us in the past.

The Seles Department his requested information on a deeper tape

aveilable at a cost of $1.10/ea. in quantities of 500. A four to
delivery is r I'm peesently workirg on a special

tray cover to prevent i tapes from falling out. recently
pleced an oxder for 509 deep trays, to be delivered the week of
December 17.

"oF storage oO}! : paper tape. A unit bel 1%" deep is

Our new Segal WPGM Byeleting Machine which will set USMC 5933 eye~
lets will be shipped tne week of November 26.

@ Our new capacitor clamps have arrived and have received favorable
comments. This shovld eliminate the problem we've had in the past
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F. Kalwell (cont'd)
with our 35,000 mfd capacitors falling off while our units were in
transit. I've recently placed another order for 290C such clamps,
which are semewhat modified. These units will be received the week
of November 26. A new bracket used on the 9300 mid capacitor is
presently being evaluated by the model shop.

R. Blackwood

A Blanket Order has heen placed with Eastern Metal Mill Products for
10,000 lbs. of 5052-832 aluminum sheet. As this material is ordered
on a 130-17 account, please direct all requisitions to Maynard
Sandler for approval. I have found it advantageous to use blanket
orders in my area with the quarantee of continuing supply at the
lowest economic cost.

R. Doane

8201 and 8103 Models 15%
Test Equipment 15%
Miscellaneous 10%

VHF Clock 50%
VHF Test System

The third-try clock module circuit and layout are finished and a
model will be ready scon. Changes inclide revising the remote
range-change to reduce multivibrator loading and polarity reversal
of the multivibrator section to allow larger keeping
transistors out of saturation better. (So far operation has been
limited to 40 Me).

A VEF Icgic modvle was used in the Magnetics Shew special system,
and performed adequately. It provided a narrew pulse.

fhe VOF test system will be demonstrated to the Engineering Projects
Comaittee on December 3.

Vir problem areas at present
l. Transistor and diode specifications
2. Tenparature measurements and pussible packaging

changes
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Fuge 3

R. Doane feonk' ad

3. Final cleck design
The International Solio-State Circuits Conference has formally re-

4

jected °"nterconnectable VAP Logic" {along with about 100 other
papers out of 150 offered). Ve will soon elsewhere.

P. Greene

1038 85%
Eig 1057 15%

The final details of the Harvard Cyclotron Lzb Project have been
completed official two-part bid hes been ted A price
of approximately $30,000 was quoted for the complete aysten and
$22,0C0 for the partial system. 'The on..y difference is that the
partial sysi:em is wired completely, but all of the modules are not
included. Original of the system allowed tiie xeroval of
these modules for tre operation ox tie vith u minimum of
wiring changes.

It. appears that. the bidding is only a formality to keep the govern=
ment regulations exrder. At lense this is "he impression left
with me by Miller.
Work is being dens with R. Whipple on the 152G Memory Tester to
alleviate certain noise problems. {f ras shown taat che
electrolyti:: eapaciio used in Ow} power s : not nave a
goud high frequency characteristic. A crali (.3% paper
capacitor acror : "he voltage put to the module (especially
Further werk will be Gone to acsist in the carliest possible
shipping date for the machine.

the rack cor.taining the sence reduces : no Se markedly .

&. Harwood

Tha computer est floor was practically cleaned out this week with
the shipment of thece machines. Ghee are the PL machine, which
was leaned to Raytheon, tre Atomic Energy * y x € which was

ot the current orders and will be shipped out before the first
of the month.

shiped out Wednesday, end BEX 8 which, incidentaily, is the last
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BE. Harwood (cont a}

The installation at Raytheon went smoothly, although we found three
bad packages and a pair of crossed wires. The total time for the
installation was under three hours including lunch time. I am sure
this impressed the Raytheon people with either the proficiency of
our installation people or the ease of trouble-shooting the PDP-1.

The Atomic Energy of Canada machine which was shipped on Wednesday,
November 21, is the first machine to go out into the field with the
new Punch Panel -~ that is, the Punch folding mechanism, which
necessitated a change to the looks of the machine. This, we hope,will solve all of the paper tape folding problems which we have had
with the punch.

The ADX 8 machine, although it has left the test floor to be crated,
probably will not be shipped much before the first of the month,
the reason being the ITT people will not be able to fit it into
their building until they ship their ADX 6 & 7 to their customer,
which is Bastern Airlines, New York City.
The computer which we had checked out to be sold to the Sales
Department was loaned temporarily to Customer Relations, so that
their machine can be used for the FICC. This machine was delivered
to the Custcmer Relations Depaxtment on Tuesday, November 20, and
starting with the 2lst, we should have full use of their former
machine.

K. Fitzgerald
EN 1000 100%

Most of my time for the past two-week period hzs been spent in work-
ing out problems and details concerned with the laboratory modules
and 901 cases. The jigs made in the Machine Shop have been com-
pleted and sent to the production floor via the Inspection Depart-
ment. The new jigs utilize air for the holding and clamping of the
boards while drilling which has necessitated adding additional air
lines on the production floor, which also has been accomplished.
A duplicate set of these jigs will be made as secon as the back log,
created by the setting aside of many jobs while these jigs were
being run, is cleaned up.
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K. Fitzgerald (cont'd)
The Sheetmetal Shop is currently experimenting with trial samplesof the zinc phosphatizing treatment by Amchem Chemical Corp. Thisis a treatment to increase corrosion resistance and paint adherence
on our painted steel components. It seems quite possible that we
may have to set up a complete processing unit for this treatment.

The Carpenter Shop worked 24 man hours overtime last week getting
ready for the Eastern Joint Computer Conference and as a result
some of the regular carpenter work which had been scheduled for this
week has more or less been slowed up. However, the show work is
just about complete and we should be able to get back into our
regular schedule very soon.

The Cabinet Shop has finally managed to get all of the component
parte which we had in storage in Building 5 into vertical stinding
eabinets, correctly labeled, and numbered. As a result of this
some interesting figures were compiled. These figures might not be
100% accurate, as many times @ work requisition for cabinet work
is placed and then the unit is either changed or, in some cases,
cancelled but the paperwork remains open in the cabinet shop, »ut
nevertheless here is a rough rundown of work outstanding in the
cabinet shop.

14

5 Mag Tape 50's
1 Mog Tape 52
1 Dum System
1 Display 31
2 Memory Testers (3 bay)
1 Memory Tester (2 bay)

Core Tester
1 Special 3 Bay System

a

1

This makes a total of 94 bays somewhere in the building for which
we are storing parts preparatory to final inspection and shipment.
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"Le Prentice
EN 1000 90%
EN 1136 10%

Most of my time during this period has been spent in evaluating
and correcting the causes and vagaries of removal forces of the
laboratory modules in the 90l Mounting Panel. This, at last, is
bearing some tangible results. We have finally accepted a jig for
drilling the chocolate blocks that conforms to the necessarytolerances for the rear chocolate block and also a jig for the back
panel of the 901 Mounting Panel. The eleven chocolate blocks andsix 90l's have been delivered to Klaus Deering for his evaluation.
The first of these has been tested out and while figures are not
available as yet on the amount of tension required to remove the
unit, Klaus has just called me and said these ran from 10 lis. to
14 lbs. to remove the unit. We just discussed the possibility of
running further tests to determine if rework of the banana pins
would lower this figure appreciably.

Link Tape Units
These overall design characteristics of the link tape unit have
been discussed with Tom Stockebrand. His recommendations will be
incorporated in the final design. Two prototype models are beingbuilt to our own design for evaluation purposes and it is hoped
that sketches, drawings, etc. can be released to drafting cn the
26th of November, so that drafting can be started on the final
model or production model. Scott Miller has made drawings of both
the link tape unit and the proposal for the styliny of a Burroughs
tape unit. These were presented before the Works Committue.
Ron Cajolet is proceeding with the 31 Display details. Three
should be complete and ready for installation by November 25. He
is making a valiant effort to find out whether or not we wili
receive the shield for this unit. If not, a temporary support unit
will be built to replace the shield for the show. Ron Cajolet also
supervised the installation of the first Burroughs unit into ow
standard cabinet. This is a rather crude set-up, made to test tie
unit and also to be used as a prototype for further design.
Ken Fitzgerald has under way a project to look into various types
of phosphate coatings for steel to improve the adhesion of paint.
These would be applied to end panels and doors of all our computer
and special systems cabinets. This will improve the quality of the
product for the consumer. As there are several types of this
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L. Prentice (cont'd)

phosphate coatings available, considerable evaluation work might be
done before one can be selected.

R. Tringale
1022 40%
1018 35%
2409 15%
Mise. 10%

In the past two weeks I have been devoting most of my time on a
precision -1.0V power supply module which will replace the 1562.
This new power supply will have, resolution in the order of less
than 0.5 mv, ripple will be less than 0.5 mypp, load regulation
less than 0.2 mv, temp. stability less than 0.16 mv/c®, and the cur-
rent limits will be 2 100 ma.

J. Fadimane Checkout work is finally being completed on the Memory Tester 1520
for IBM. Some new methods of termination have been devised in
order to obtain a better waveform and these are now being incor-
porated in the machine. We should be reacy for shipment in about
a week. The other two large machines that we are working on, the
Core Tester 2114 for IBM, Owego and the Memory Tester 1521 for
Ferroxcube, are now being wired together and are proceeding approxi-
mately according to schedule.

The construction of the Memory Exercisers 2212 for Western Electric
is behind schedule due to some required logic changes in the
pattern verifier. The original specifications were a bit ambiguous
and it appears now that some fundamental changes in the pattern
verifier have to be made in order to satisfy the timing requirements
for Western Electric. All front panels have already been completed
but there will have to be changes made in the wiring of the mount~
ing panels.
The Core Tester 2113H was delivered and installed at RCA, Needham.
It appears to be working perfectly, although RCA has some questions
on accuracy of banding.
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J. Fadiman (cont'd)
New Orders We have received the order from the University of
Connecticut for another Memory Buffer system. This will be due
March 1 and we are already starting construction on it. We expectto receive an order soon from E.M.I. for another Core Tester 2113.
We have alsc been informed from our West Coast Office that we will
definitely receive the order from the National Cash Register Co.
for a three-station Core Tester for a price of about $40,000. This
system will be due in about 12 weeks. We also plan to start build-
ing another Core Tester 2113 for stock which Lockheed Electronicswill possibly buy. We are almost certain to receive the job for
Harvard University, Cyclotron Lab, which Pat Greene is taking care
of.
We have also been asked to bid on a job for the Observatory for
Harvard University on a proposal for marufacturing a system to
accept data coming in on radar sets from meteors, digitizing and
multiplexing this data, and putting it on magnetic tape. A large
required here. The bid is due on December 10, if we decide to bid
on this system. The only other person bidding on it is Epsco.

number of analog-to-digital converters of 8 bit accuracy are

I also went up to Wilmington, Mass. to the Photon Co. to determine
if we should bid on a system for them which is essentially a mag-
netic to paper tape converter. The system would require a simple
tape unit (read only), some buffers and shift registers, a Tally
Punch, and possibly a small memory. It is also possible that addi-
tional buffers could be used instead of the memory stack if a
magnetic tape wnit of sufficiently slow reading speed can be found.

J. Cudmore

EN 1073 75%
EN 1098 25%

The test data sheets for all mounting panels have been just about
completed. These sheets will fulfill two requirements; the first
of which is a formalization of the electrical test and inspection
procedures; the second is the wiring instructions to the customer.
These instructions were originally included with each mounting
panel as a separate sheet. Somehow this sheet has faded into
obscurity. These instructions will be updated and clarified before
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J. Cudmore (cont'd)

being printed on the back of the test data sheet.
The subject of cest data sheets comes up once again. Perhaps the
concept and the use of test data sheets should be re-evaluatec.
None of the computer people want them. The Special Systems groupsends them cut to the customer with each machine, but maybe this isjust another way of throwing them away. The time and work invo!vedin the making, correcting and updating is getting oppressing.
Perhaps only one sheet for our files is sufficient. If a customer
requested a copy, we could furnish it very easily. The handlingof our copy of each data sheet is very fculed up at the moment.
QC will take over this responsibility and rid Sales of this cumber-
fone project. Test Data Sheets will be sent from the inspectionarea to the QC department for filing. We start this project on
December 3.

e K. Doering
The difficulties on the 901 mounting panels ceam to have come to an
end. The "kack panel" jig has been released to production and the
"terminal Bcerd" jig is going to be released within a day. A last
inspection has to be done here.

We had the $01 mounting panels as well as lab modules drilled by
the new equipment. The modules plugged into the panels move easily
and retention force as between 10.5 to 13.5 lbs. hese values
look rather gocd because even at 13.5 lbs. the mcdule can be pulled
out easily.
We kept current orders going by always reworking the parts needed.

We had a nice pin gage made up by the machine shop with which we
ean check the hole location on the lab module panels. All
modules in finished goods were xeinspected; 73 mcdules weze reject-
ed, ten of them fox reasons other than hole location. Six had the
old package vsed in 1960, which is not as attractive as our present
one. Production is now reworking these lab modules.

Approximately 110 mounting panels (901's) were Sized on their
bananz pins. After that the lab modules could be inserted and
removed nich moze easily. Five pins were broken on five mounting
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K. Doering fcont'd}

panels and were replaced. The mounting panels are now being re-
turned to finished goods.

It looked as if the sizing operation made up for the mislocation of
holes.

All inspectors and testers in our company have been assigned inspec~ter's or terter's stamps. This is done for reasons of clear identi-
fication, which was a difficult task on handwritten initials. Any
stamp number can only be assigned once. Tf the person leaves the
company or cets transferred, his or her stamp goes back to Q.C.
Thus we keep up with current military requirements. 'he supervisors
are responsible for notifying and returning the stamps to Q.Cc.
because keeping track of them is difficult. An updseted list about
who has what number will be issued to the responsible supervisors
periodically. This business is going to be taken over by Bob Grey
in Q.C.

Defective module tags can be picked up from Q.C. We have quite a
few in stock, but hope they do not have to be used very often.

D. Adams

EN 1098 100%

The last two weeks have been spent tracing out the wires of the
Automatic A.C. Tester and getting a logic diagram drawn up from the
wiring. We have also adéed a Start~Continue Synchronizer to the
tester. With this synchronizer it is easier to start the testing
and it eliminates skipped tests due to someone pushing the continue
button at the wrong time.

Both 567 scopes were calibrated within the last two weeks. The
two D.C. testers are working properly with the exception of a drift
in the testing of lower level. This showed up in wits that were
rejected on the first run of tests. The second time it was tested,
it passed all the L.L. tests. I will trace this down as soon as
I am through making a few more changes on the A.C. tester, and
getting che drawings completely up-to-date.
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R. Grey
In the process of roving inspection, two things were noticed.
{1) The center rivet on the system module handle was very loose ona good number of units. This was corrected by proper instructionsto the operator. (2) The taper pin crimping machine was out oftolerance and had to be readjusted.
The two Muffin fans and one Pamotor fan being life tested have
passed two thousand (2000) hours without failure.

R. Gaboury

During the past two weeks mechanical in pection has been checkingjigs for the back panel of the lab modules and the 901 mountingpanel. We have also checked out approximately 400 lab modules in
the finished goods stockroom and found that 73 modules were reject-
ed mainly for hole misalignment in the back panel.
An inspection of 1901 and 1903 side plate retainers was necessary
when a customer wanted the pieces to an obsolete print. A material
thickness of (1/16) instead of the present (3/32) was of importanceto the customer, also a few dimensions. We had to manufacture the
1901's to an obsolete print.
We had five final inspections of the following machines

Corning Glass Works PpP-4
CEC Display 30A
J.P... PDP-1
R.C.A. 2113 Core Tester
United Aircraft PDP-1

Also three intermediate inspections
DEC PDP-1
DEC PpDP-4
DEC Display 30
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D. Dubay

The following equipment has been calibrated since November 12th.
Description

e
No. Calibrated

Oscilloscope 543/543A 8
Curve Tracer 575 2
Oscilloscope 567 1

541 2
321 1
515A 1

Preamplifier CA 8
s 2

a 2
* R 1

Sampling Unit 3576 1
3177

Current Probes P6016/131 Amp. 7

Type

L 1
Digital unit 6R1 1

1

Starting November 19th we began a new calibration schedule. All
scopes used in production testing will be calibrated on a six weeks
basis. This includes all scopes in Module Test, Quality Control
Test, Transistor Test, and Memory Test. All other scopes will have
a 3 months calibration interval. The more popular types of special
purpose plug-in units will be calibrated on a weeks schedule.
This group includes Type L, Type Z, Type D, and Type E. Preamps
which are not used as frequently, such as Type O, Type R, Type K,
and Type M, will go on the three months calibration schedule. We
will continue calibrating meters every 6 weeks and generators
every three months. This leaves us with the following calibration
schedule

Oscilloscopes 1.6 per day
Preamplifiers 2.1 per day
Multimeters 3.5 per day
Misc. equipment 1 per 3 days

The time clock in building 3 has been replaced by one of the new
synchronized clocks. It is tied in with the master clock system
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D. Dubay (cont'd)
and agrees with the rest of the clocks in the plant.

R. Winslow

Semiconductors tested since the last report.

MD-114 Philco 10981 1.9
2N-494 64 0.0
2N-1204 63 7.9
Sw-1250 Transitron 650 L.5
1N-3316B Dickson 106 0.0

Manufacturer Units Tested % RejectType

R. lassen

Two Personnel Comittee meetings during the month of November re-
sulted in the following decisions 3

l. The Personnel Office will have authcrity to review and approve
both Transfer and Tuition Refund requests. Questionable cases
will be brought to the attention of the committee.

2. L. Prentice and R. Lassen will develop a plan for employee
evacuation in the event of fire or other extreme emergency.
The proposed plan will be submitted to the Works Committee for
approval.

3. The Personnel Committee will periodically review all onen
personnel requisitions for the purpose of determining whether
er not further study of individual requests is advisable.

4. The proposed 1963 Company paid holiday schedule was approved
and will be submitted to the Works Committee this week for final
approval.

5. Plans for our annual DEC Family Day were reviewed and discussed.
We are now forming the necessary committees and work is already
under way. The success of this large undertaking will depend
greatly upon the cooperation and work of many and we
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R. Lassen (cont'd)
are optimistic that it will be a most enjoyable day for all who
plan to come.

6. The Committee agreed that we should improve and systematize our
present job and wage ciassificacion program for hourly employees.

Basically, the improved program will allow the cost center
manager to automatically reclassify an hourly emrloyee accordingto job responsibility. The principal purpose of the programwill be to provide a more wiform ani up-to-date hourly job and
wage structure.
Job and wage classes will soon become a part of the employee'soverall personnel record, which together with other historical
data will provide a much better tcol for evaluating and review-
ing hourly people.
After the first of the year we will conduct an area wage and
benefit survey~-the wage portion of which will be used in con-
junction with the hourly wage program.

7. It was also decided that the Personnel Office will work with
the cost center managers in reviewing and discussing the
progress of hourly employees, paxticularly with respect to a
continuous follow-up of quarterly merit ratings.

it is now advis-Because of the size of our hourly employee group,
able to record individual personnel ta on punch cards.
Pred MacLean has been very helpful with respect to designing an
employee data card for each hourly levee, and Dick Mills and I
have discuss2d the type of reports thot. would be most helpful in
administering our personnel programa.

The improved Job and Wage Classification program, Wage and Benefit
Surveys, and Personnel History recording (including i2M recording)
are major projects which will require a creat deal of initial leg

the net results will be most beneficial.work; however,

The December Quarterly Merit Rating for hourly employees is under
Barbara Charnock will be responsible fcr administering theseway.

ratings. We have outlined a procedure to elininate the guesswork
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malting quarterly xatings a routine of our over-
a. bila yur coopera n in meetingdeadlines " ged.

: refunds, personnel rewuests, etc., arc the
to Although we at the use of

: general, we again x everyoneto follow . : : ative procedures in &
> interests of good

Tom pe

Recently remo to all cost emt : manager ow.) ining:

procedures vcr departmental trans

: : :

:

busineas practice
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R. Oakley, wco

PDP AT SEATTLE WORLD'S FAIR
It was unfortunate we didn't get all that we expected in publicity
from the use of the WCO PDP=-4 used by JPL at the Fair. The number
one reason is, of course, the national crisis regazding Cuba which
prevented President Kennedy from attending the dedication ceremony
and secondly, the fact that most newspapers were not covering news
in this medium at that time.

There were six people at the Fair working with the PDP-4; three
from JPL, (Bill Scholey, Don Sparks and Bob Stiver) one from DEC,
WCO, (Bob Oakley} and two from DEC, Maynaxd, (Dit Morse and Steve
Lambert). The use of the computer was not defined completely until
we were about one cay from the actual ceremony. 'The only thing we
were sure of was that the PDP-4 absolutely had to work in order that
the effort would be effective. The whole effect was to be such that
the JPL Mariner Spacecraft would be of specific significance in the
dedication. The plan we had was to use the actual Mariner signal
to keep track the distance traveled from earth and some of the
scientific data which was to be printed on teleprinters immediately
following the dedication initiation supposedly per formed by Presi-
dent Kennedy and actually performed by Senatox Magnuson of Wash-
ington State. The Mexriner Telemetry signal was to be transmitted
over the World's Fair ?.A. System for five minutes following the
dedication. Sverytaing was checked out and the telemetry signal
was coming from the Goldstone Tracking Station loud and clear just
an hour before the ceremony. The Gold Nugget Key circuit to the
computer had been checked and we could all say with setisfaction at
that point "all systems are green." Then - - - ~ it happened The
telephone company stepped in. It seems that they decided to put in
some additional public address system ampl! "fiers so that the
speaker stand would. operate separately from the Faix's normal sys-
tem, probably to handle the Mariner II audible signal and the
speakers simultaneously. They evidently used a phone-line circuit
with the grounded input amplifiers causing crosstalk in the phone
system trunk at the fair grounds. Furthermore, the additional
power required by these amplifiers caused a line drop to the
speaker's stand which in turn caused the teleprinter on the stand
to become unreliable. Also duxing the installation of this wonder=
ful public address system, someone accidentally broke one of the
wires from the Gold Nugget Key. Sometime during all this we were
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R. Oakley, WCO (cont'd)
informed that we could not switch the Mariner signal by way of the
computer because we wers causing crosstalk. Actually the crosstalk
was there as soon as the P.A. Anplifiers were hooked up. I.was. toldlater by a NASA official that he could hear the Mariner signal onseveral telephones he had used (crosstalk). In fact, the crosstalk
was 80 bad that he thought the ratio was about l: l. We didn'trealize why the Marinex data input to the PDP4 was intermittentuntil we realized it failed only when the band was playing, someone
was dialing a phone nearby, or a speaker was talking into the P.A.
System. We then prompt: J hooked up a tape recorder with the Mariner
signal on it to the DE-4 input. It was very interesting to notethat we had a tape recorder along in case we encovntered this typeof problem. Dr. William Pickering, Director of JPL, had suggestedthat we bring a tape recorder.

Then, when the Gold Nugget Key was set by Senator Magnuson, nothing
happened. Tne Senator did a magnificant job of describing that the
delay was due to the fact that the Mariner was presently over nine
million miles from earth. Meanwhile, we got the computer to do whatit was supposed te do when the key was struck. The teleprinters
printed away the histoxic message and the Senator read the message,
{very accurately considering the fact that the teleprinter on the
speaker's stand was not working too well and the message was a
bunch of black smears) .

After the ceremony, most of the officials concerned with the success
of our project told us we did an excellent job and were very pleased
with the results. The people from JPL were very grateful and basi~
cally felt thet they could have done very little for this demonstra~-
tion without the PDP-4. They aiso realized the flexibility, relia-
bility and ease of programming of the PBP-4. This should help the
possibility of a number of. sales of PDP-4's at JPL.

L. Prentice

EN 1000 90%
EN 1136 Tape Unit 10%

On October 16th an investigation was started to try.to determine the
cause of non-alignment between the laboratory modules and the 901
mounting panel. On October 3lst reports from the Inspection
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L. Prentice (cont'd)

Department indicated considerable migalignment of the jigs. An
examination showed that the jigs for drilling the chocolate block onthe back of the laboratory module was considerably worn and needed
replacement, and considerable misalignment existed, up to approxi~
mately .050, in the jig for drilling the back boards for the 901
mounting panel. The program was begun immediately in the Machine
Shop to provide new jigs for both of these items. Difficulty has
been experienced in getting drill bushings for the back board panel,as these did not arrive until November Sth. They had been promisedfor shipment and arrival here November 5th. The first jig producingthe chocolate block panel appears to be less accurate than
we had hoped for. We will immediately start producing another one.

Meanwhile, investigation had gone on to determine if the banana
jacks and plugs were in some degree at ault, and tests were run on
these which indicated the 3 1/2 to 5 lb. pull-out for each individ-
ual banana jack, which in itself, even though there was ne misalign-
ment, would cause a removal pull-out tension on the wnit of around
25 lbs. Aid was enlisted from Joe Gill from the Model Shop, and an
investigation was begun to find out if a tool could be made to
reform the banana plugs themselves to reduce the pull-out pressure.It was found after several trials that a tool covid be made to reduce
the pressure to approximately 1 1/2 lbs. to 1 3/4 lbs. Plans are
now under way to pursue this further to see if the back panels in
the 901 mounting cabinets can be reworked to reduce the pull-out
to somewhere around 12 to 14 pounds. A change order will be
initiated to include the 1/8 by 1 3/4 roll pin in the front top
section of the laboratory modules to assist in their removal. As
soon as the Machine Shop has finished the work on this tooling
(which at the present time is an all-out effort), tests will be made
of the miniature banana jacks to see if improvement can be made in
their method of manufacture.

Another small item under investigation is the misalignment of the
22=pin connector on the SPU units, first brought to our attention
by Jim Burley. This problem was attackcd in three ways.

i. As a new plug is being molded for this, a boss is being
added to the plug to replace the material cut off at the
bottom of the printed circuit board. This should have a
tendency to hold the plug in proper alignment.
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Le Prentice (cont'd)
2. Specifications were drawn up for a washer made of brass,

cadmium plated, to provide some kind of support.
3. The fcllowing improvements were made in the tooling. A

platform was attached to the air staking device with
supports to hold the plug in alignment and a new staking
tool was made up with adjustment in small increments so
that the sgueeze on the eyelet could he controlled. (Thelast mentioned method was regarded only as a stop-gap and
apparently a cut down on the reject rate to a reasonable
figure.)

Link Tape Unit
Investigations have been under way in the «se of Martin or other
types of hard coating to be used on the tape guides and panel for
this unit. It was found on the first prototype models that it is
extremely difficult for the plater to control the throw and buffing
operations required to produce the tape guides. Two-prong approach
is being made here. A set of each type of guide will be made up,
one to try to find better methods of plating to maintain the proper
tolerances and two, a set of aluminum parts of the proper alley for
hard coating will be mace and hard coated and tried out to find out
LE this is a proper manufacturing method.

Proposed Chances to Pimch Mounting in. PDP-1
As our company becomes larger, apparently it becomes more and more
difficult to communicate changes that are proposed or pending for
differen: vnits already in production. I would like here te recite
a little history to show how this happened....This office received
a request from Mx. Ed Harwood dated 5/11/62 to make changes in the
punch to inerease the ability and reliability of fan folding of
punched paper tape. A thorough investigation was made of the
project by Mr. Ron Cajolet and Jce Gill in the Model Shop and quite
a few hours were put in before a formal proposal was made to
Ben Gurley on 8/10 of this year. Mr. Gurley approved the changes
and work was started immediately on a prototype and to make the
necessary ECO's to change the parts. At the seme time a program
was initiated to find out what a retrofit kit would cost. This was

reported in the biweekly report by Mr. Cajolet and also by myself
on two separate occasions. This evidently failed to reach the
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L. Prentice (cont'd)

proper people and so it became a surprise to the Systems service
people to find the first prototyre mcdel on the floor. I regret
very much that these people were not notified in a more formal
manner than the biweekly so that they may have had a chance to con=-
tribute their ideas to this project. We are initiating changes to
the drawings to make the change compatible to the service personnel's
request and we are producing a prototype of their suggestions for
their tryout for a simplified retrofit kit.

K. FitzGerald
EN 1000 50%
EN 1030 50%

Most of my time for the past two-week period has been spent in the
design and fabrication of special jigs and fixtures for Grilling the
back panel for the Educational Building Blocks ana the terminal
board for the mounting panel for Educational Building Blocks.

It was discovered that the jigs that have been used in the past to
build these units were dimensionally incorrect as much as .007.
This, we feel, was causing a mechanical intexference between 901 case
and the Educational Building Block. Kew jigs have been designed
which we feel will not only drill the pieces more accurately but
also hold them while drilling. I hope to have the new jigs back on
the production floor by Monday, November 12th, if all goes according
to schedule.

Because of the urgent need for getting these jigs and fixtures made,
all work in the Machine Shop, with the exception of the Precision
Display 31, has been more or less set aside,,and jobs in the shop
at this time may be late on their promised delivery dates.

I still don't have a definite answer aa to whether the small, black
defects on our SPU handles were caused by inclusions the stock
or not. However, we have over §600 worth of this stock on the floor
which the aluminum company has agreed to take back and give us
credit for even though they will not admit that the pieces do have
inclusions of some foreign material. f have had four or five
complaints recently about the paint adherence on painted steel
pieces as well as complaints that the CRC machine seems to be show~
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K. FitzGerald (cont'd)

ing rust through the paint on the steel surfaces. We haven't had a
chance to do any investigating on these yet, but I do have samplesof a zine phosphate coating material in the mail that should solve

i these problems. It seems very likely that we may have to set up; tanks in order to zinc phosphoratize all of our steel pieces before
they are painted. However, our cabinets do not lend themselves verywell to this treatment; therefore, they will probably have to be
treated the same way that they have been in the past.

J. Fadiman

During the past two weeks final checkout has been completed on the
Automatic Core Tester 2112H for RCA in Needham. The CH70 Handler
came in and the required inecdifications have been made. The entire
system will be checked out by RCA personnel on Monday and will be
shipped toward the end of next week.

@ Pinal checkout is also proceeding on the Mcrory Tester 1520 for IBM,
Owego. IBM personnel have been here all week and we are working
hard trying to solve the problems of getting good, clean current
drive pulses with the required rise time and linearity. All of the
logic appears to be working rerfectly, but there are still problems
in cleaning up the wave We plan co ship the machine in
about two weeks.

Machine construction is proceeding on both the Core Tester 2114 for
IBM, Owego and the Memory Tester 1521 for Ferroxcube. We have ree
ceived wiring and some panels but are held up by lack of more front
panels and the Mossman switches to go in them. However, when all
panels come in we expect to proceed very rapidly with the wiring
with the help of an extra technician from Production.

Design work has been completed on the Memory Exerciser 2212 and the
mounting panels are now being wired up. Except for a few minor
changes, the drafting work has also been completed on all front
panels and these will be manufactured shortly.
New Business

@ Unfortunately, we did not get the job for building two Memory Exer-
cisers .2 microsecond cycle time for Bell Labs. in Murray Hill; the
order was given to another company. However, chances are about 90%
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that we will sell another Core Tester 2113 and Ramsey Handler CH70
to E.M.I., who were here last week. Also, we expect to eell another
Core Tester and Ramsey Headler and another Memory Tester 1516, both
to Burroughs Corp. in Philadelphia. Xn addition, it is almost cere
tain that we will receiva the order from Harvard University for the
Spark Chamher Test Set that Pat Greene is designing. Equally cer=
tain is the order from Western Electric for two Decoder Test Sets
and the Encoder Test Set, which Pat Greene has also designed.
A bipolar repeater test set for Western Electric, North Andover,will probably materialize in a couple of weeks. Preliminary nego-
tiations are now being carxicd out by Pat Greene.

On Tuesday I attended a bidders conference at Harvard University,
Observatory Lab, for a system which would put radar information
from eight test sites on a magnetic tape. This system involves
peak detectors, sample and hole circuits. a large number of analoge
to~digital conversions, a emall core memory and an auto~
matic tape transport. We have not yet made a decision to bid on
this unit. However, several other bids have been submitted, such
as a Memory Exerciser for Kearfott, a Memory Exerciser for Raytheon
in Sudbury, a three station Core Testex for National Cash Register
Co., a special time measurement test set somewhat similar to the
Astronomical Clock for Texas Instruments, and another special
Encoder Decoder test set for Western Electric in Andover. We are
thinking of getting involved, in the future, in some systems for
converting magnetic tape to punch paper tape.

bably

Manual work is proceeding more rapidly. The 2108 manval has been
completed, the 1516H manval is being typed, the 2010 manual is
being printed, and the 2207 manual is being written. Still to be
produced are the manuals on the Memory Tester 1521, the Core Tester
2114, and the Memory Exerciser 2212.

A. Biumenthal

The transfer of computer checkout responsibility to N. Mazzarese
was completed this week with the delivery of the Adams computer to
checkout.

@ The United Aircraft machine is still with us. Random errors on the
A to D converter have been the cause of the delay in completing the
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A. Blumenthal (cont'd)

job. A couple of days ago we discovered it was caused by transients
generated in the switching of the chopper ovens which operate on
110 V.A.C. We are trying to filter the noise out with LC networks.
Packard Bell has been notified and is also working out a solution.
Our first look into the problems of designing a 2 usec memory indi-cates that cores and planes of this speed can be difficult.
Our present approach to selection will probably not be applicableto the new memory because of its speed limitations. The new
approach may make use of switch cores to drive the lines.

J. Cudmore

EN 1098 609%
EN 1073 40%

® During the past two weeks, the test department has tested approxi-
mately 4200 modules. There are about 500 modules that have been
tested but not inspected, and abcut 3900 modules on the shelf wait=
ing to be tested.

The latest modification to the automatic DC tester has been com
pleted and checked out. The time required to make a DC measurement
is about 200 ms. for this machine.

Monday, November 5, sampling inspection of the finished goods stock-~
room was started. Units are drawn out, reinspected and retested.
This inspection will include all items.

Our module repair department is becoming bogged down as a result of
testing a large number of modules that have no defects. These

"overages of several computers. Either too many modules are
ordered or sloppy checkout results in a large number of modules
whose status is unknown. I realize that the checkout crews are
under the pressure of meéting a delivery date, but a little more
care could be exercised in the handling of these units and would
permit the repair department to fix the defective units more

modules are usually returned in a large group and represent the

rapidly.
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J. Cudmore (cont'd)
Before the NEREM show I requested the sales department to deliverall the modules and loose pieces of equipment that would be on
display to the Q.C. department for inspection. This equipment in-cluded a 901 mounting panel, a 722 power supply, and an assortmentof laboratory modules and patchcords. All this equipment was in-
spected and tested. New housings were put on several of the
modules and a new cover was installed on the 722. The patchcordsincluded were checked for continuity and for ease of intercon=
nection. I would like to see all equipment going te any show
reinspected before leaving the building. This inspection and test-
ing should save us from any embarraagment in the future.

K. Doering

We have had considerable difficulties on the 901 mounting panels.
In some cases it was impossible to pull the lah. modules out. First,it was difficult to grab them because there was not much to hold
onto. Second, one had to tip the medule in order to pull it out.
This caused additional friction. Third, there was misalignment of
holes between the back panel of the module and the terminal board
of the mounting panel. Fourth, there had been a modification made
on the male as well as on the female part of the banana pin.
Back panel and terminal board drill jigs were drawn up and inspected
immediately. The jigs were used by production in between, which
caused some delays.
The results of the jig inspection were so disappointing that engin-
eering had new ones made up. The new back panel jig has already
gone through inspection and shows good results. Ten out of 14
holes were off nominal dim. by .003" to .009"; the worst of the
other four was off by .0038". 'The tolerance on the back panel it-
self calls for 2 .015". This new jig is of a relatively superior
quality. If we could only get more of this kind. The new terminal
board drill jig is now being made.

Our models are in rather bad condition. We pick up as many as
possible and get them brought up-to-date. They go through Q.C.,
are retested and reinspected, and get a green approval sticker
signed by Jim Cudmore and me, like any new model does. We have to
cover quite a bit of ground to get this situation in control. On
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K. Doering (cont'd)
new models we are rather well off, because they automatically go
through the required tests and inspections.
Approximately 3500 patchcords came to us recently and passed throughinspection rather easily. Component Manufacturing Service, the
company that molds the plastic around the pins, reamed the holesin the back end of the banana pins to remove burrs, brass chips,
and excess plating (at our expense). Future shipments will have a
bigger hole diameter.

The patchcord banana pin problem is not yet straightened out.
Component Manufacturing Service supplied samples (gold plated) with
a contact retention force from 2 to 4 pounds. A test showed thatit actually was between 0.5 and 1.5 ponds. This partially result-
ed in our trying the pins out, so they slightly wore. We asked for
new samples to get a txue idea whether 2 to 4 lbs. is acceptable.
(This is the range they can supposedly stay within). These pieces@ were still good and a recent shipment of 310 #2 patchcords (brown)
had only one reject.
When I passed by the booth at the NEREM show this week, I found
boxes with patchcords to go with the 901 mounting panel, which I
could not plug into each other. They did not come ovt of finished
goods. Now I wonder if there is another source where we can get
these patchcords in our company? We would like to check them in
order to prevent defective items from getting to a show.

Our PDP-4 at the same show had paint touch-ups on the long doors
which showed up rather strongly. A considerable amount of paint
touch-up is always done on these doors, and this job cannot look as
good as the original paint job. Therefore, I would like to suggest
that we put these doors onto the machine at the very last moment,
especially on units that go to a show. 'hus, we can eliminate the
possibility of the doors being scratched up in the process of
assembly, checkout, and other handling within our place.

The 22 wires that come from the Amphenol connector pin and go into
the board circuit usually look out of the board by approximately
3/32". The girls in final module inspection clip this wire end off,
thus leaving the wire end uncoated with solder. This is considered
to be a poor solder connection.
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K. Doering (cont'd)
We talked with Cy Kendricks and he is going to make sure that either
the wire does not stick out or has been clipped before soldering.

N. Pitch and D. Adams

EN 1098 100%

In the last few days we have been tracing out the wiring of the auto-
matic switching time tester so that we will have a complete drawing
of the tester as it stands now. In the past there have been many
changes and additions to this tester, and the drawings have been
falling behind. As N. Fitch, who has been doing most of the work
on this tester, is leaving next Friday to go back to school, this
gives me a chance to learn more about this tester as well as bring
the drawing up~to-date.

The switching time tester has been modified to test rise and fall of
inverters. We have found a few minor problems in automatically
changing the 567 scope sync. polarity and test limits, but these
will be cleared very shortly
The 6202 burst generator has not been added to the tester yet, as
we have had to make the inverter modifications first so as to keep
up the flow of the modules that are now in test.

The D.C. control logic of the automatic D.C. tester has been com-
pleted and is now in use for production test. In converting this
tester to legic control, we came upon a few unusual problems, but
with a little trial and error we coxrected them all and it is now

running properly.
After the newly converted D.C. tester has had a production test run
for a while to see if there are any bugs, we will convert the
second D.C. tester to legic control.

Ro. Grey

In the past two weeks we have spent considerable time in the
""Pinished Goods stockxoom. We have inspected the systems modules
for any defects they might have had and are presently checking lab
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R. Grey (cont'd)

modules, power supplies and mounting panels.
The use of the new inspection forms hes greatly increased the effecetiveness of electrical inepection. With the addition of a procedurefor possible rejects on computer wiring techniques, etc., we will
be in good shape. If this form with instructions is given to the
wiremen and other groups involved in the computers' construction,there will be less corrections to make at the intermediate and final
inspections.

D. Dubay

Test Equipment Service
The following equipment has been calibrated since October 29th.

Description Type No. Calibrated

Preamplifier CA 16
80 2
81 2
82 2
0 1
D 2
K 3

a E 1
H 1
G

a M 3

Oscilloscope 567 L
Digital Unit 6R1. L
Sampling Unit 3576 1

3T77 1

Preamplifier 1

Meter 630NA 21
630NARM 25
980 il

VIVM 412A 1

543/543A 16Oscilloscope
581 2

tf

1}

Meter 931 4
433 L
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D. Dubay (cont'd)
The type 3576 sampling unit, serial #172, has excessive noise onI found the trouble to be a faulty diode in the samplingThe replacement diode has to be shipped from Portland,Oregon, so it will be a few days before this trouble is corrected.

channel. A.
bridge.

Semiconductors Tested Since Last Report
Type
MA 89
MA 90
MD 94
251204
2N1494

181217
1N1217
1N1220
2N1600
1N825
183156
1N825
IN758A
1N648
1N3316B
LN3209
D662
D664
D664
pool
pool
Q5100
D003
D003
D007
D007

R. Winslow

Manufacturer
Sprague

a

Philco

Westinghouse
G.E.
Westinghouse
Texas Instrument
Transitron
Motorola

Texas Instrument
Clevite
Dickson
Motorola
Clevite
Continental Device
Texas Instrument
Transitron
Clevite
Int. Diode
fransitron
Clevite
National fransistor
Transitron
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Dnits Tested
1000 1.2
1000 1.2
2369 0.42
490

% Reject

2.9
50

163
2000
1000

35
50
35
10
31
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0.0
1.8
0.1
0.5
31.5
6.0
0.0
0.0
12.9

100 2.0
0.04

200 0.0
18216 6.4
2928
5939

107300 5
51695 0.58

17 5.9
477 0.92
5000 0.32
5460 9
675 49.7
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R. Gaboury

The Mechanical Inspection Department has been busy during the past
two weeks. The main bulk of work has been intermediate, final, jig,
and first piece inspection.
Patchcords* and S.P.U. handles**, which two weeks ago were being
rejected, are now almost perfect.

* Here the hole diameters were reamed out by the vendor.
Rt An appearance standard review resulted in loosening up on the

inspection criteria.
R. Doane

VHF Clock 58%
Circuits for cheap NPN transistors 7%
NEREM 15%
Miscellaneous 20%

A 5 microsecond piezoelectric glass digital delay line has been
ordered from Corning to work with 10 usec pulses or equivalent.
Delivery will be probably late in December. I hope to design cir-
cuits to provide Manchester recording in such lines. There appears
not to be any severe limitation on the shortness of such a line in
the 1-10 microsecond range, and since its electrical characteristics
are almost entirely determined by the transducers, circuits opti-
mized for a given delay line should work optimumly with any similar
line in this range of delays. The ability to store VHF data in
guch a Line should be a valuable resource for future computer design.

R. Savell
1000 40%
2440 10%
1034 18%
1152 11%
1024 3%
1027 5%
Misc. 13%
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R. Savell (cont'd)
The advertising brochure for Precision Display Type 30 (note the new
name) is almost completed. The hardest part of the job has been
rounding up suitable applications photos to be used.

Technical Publications did a great job in practically zero time
getting out a "stop-gap" brochure on the Type 30 to use at NEREM.
There was quite a bit of interest in the display and having speci-fications and descriptive material to hand out may result in a
couple of sales for us.

The simpler of the two character generators under development is
ready to wire. We hope to have it installed in a Type 30 and
running by November 16. It works as follows

Thirty-five bits are transferred to a shift regieter from the AC
and 10. The generator begine to scan digitally a 5 x 7 dot matrix
while simultaneously sensing the bits in shift register. Bits hold~

@ ing a one will cause the associated lecation to be intensified for
a period of about 5 microseconds. Bits holding a zero will cause
the scan to move immediately to the next location without the 5
microsecond delay. In this manner average characters of about 16
points will be formed in about 100-126 microseconds as against the
milliseconds required at present.
Other features are hopefully 4 sizes, automatic indexing in the X
axis to the next adjacent character location and subscript position-
ing. If it all works, you can see it at BICC.

The special counters and pulse height analyzer inputs for the ARFCT,

PDP-l were completed, installed, and checked out on schedule.

fhe special Tektronix display logic for the MGH PDP~4 was completed
ahead of schedule, but could not be installed dve to the absence
of the 4. It has travelled to a few shows.

A Fast Block Transfer instxuction modification is presently being
installed in PDP-1c-3 (cRC) for Itek Laboratories. Itek has sold
CRC a flicker-free display (curs, Type 30~B) along with logic which
they supply and programs to run it. They are able to generate 500

@ to 1000 linear inches of information flicker free this way.
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Ro Savell (cont'd)
The main drawback of their system is that it takes lots of storage.
Speaking of flicker~free display, we are very interested in findingout what is needed by our customers along this line. We have some
ideas, but the sales offices can be a big help if they will let us
knew (me directly, preferably) what's needed such as - line draw-
ing, curve drawing, flicker-free, light pens, film-reading,acter generation, fast point plotting, etc.
How about a display 30 to work from a 7090? We're pushing ahead onthis one, so tell us if it sounds good. It will probably work
through an IBM or one of ovr own "Display Adapter Units".
Is there interest in any other type of peripheral equipment we
don't now offer such as a medium speed printer, etc.?

H. Crouse

An order for 100,C00 male connectors has gone to Amphenol Connector
Co., Fairlawn Division. This connector will replace the 133-022-21
now used on the system plug-in wnits.

The connector is of DEC design with the following characteristics;
ene piece contacts rather than split, wide blades replacing the
guide pins, two bosses on the side touching the board to fill the
void between the handle and board, a sclid block rather than two-
piece, and DEC's name on the top side. The unit price is $0.89.
We expect to receive first runs in February.

for $0. 5Phileo has offered us the last of the 2N1754
each. The total quantity is 60,000 pieces, 18,000 of which we
have ordered earlier at $0.90. Credit of $0.15 each will be
applied against the 18,000 pieces received. The devices can be
scheduled over a period of time.

Three model 25C9 readers from Digitronics and one 28C Printer from
Teletype have been ordered for PDP-4 production.

The major components i.e., Soroban typew iters, Digitronic readers,

@ and Potter tape handlers, will have deliveries extended to April.
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H. Crouse (cont'd)

They were to begin tentatively in January.
A major portion of the transistors in obsolete stock will be sold
into the surplus market place.

R. Blackwood

The ten etched PDP=4 Operator Control Panels rejected to Metal
Etching Corp. of Long Island for various reasons are due to return
here on or about November 16. Since this cxder was placed, we have
found several local sources that are equipped to do this type of
work, and if this source in Long Island does not work out, we would
consider using the local sources.
Since the last biweekly, we have acquirec. another vendor for Silk
Screening, namely, Revere Metal Products Corp. of Jamaica Plain, a
subsidiary of Aluminum Anodizing Corp. of America. Their quality
exceeds, in most cases, those of Precision Sereen Process and their
price in all cases is considerably lowex than that of Precision
Sereen. When practical, we will try to divide the work between
these two vendors in order to have either ready for immediate use.

An order has been placed with the Kirk Moulding Co. of Clinton for
1000 reels to be moulded from ABS #710, a high impact material con~
taining rubber. 'These reels are due for shipment on or about
December 21. An order has also been placed for 1000 labels, labeled
"Digital-Line". Delivery on these should precede the delivery of
the reels by a few weeks.

R. King

I have recently placed an order for some 10" x 12" paper trays.
These trays should be available in the cafeteria in the near future.
{These trays are disposable and can be taken from the cafeteria.
($16 .68/M)

I have received quotations in regard to the installation of bulk
storage tanks for our Trichlorethylene. This, o course, will re-
place our ordering tri in 55 gallon drums. These tanks would be
installed with no cost to DEC, other than using the vendors tri.
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These tanks have a 275 gallon capacity and would flow via gravityor with pumps directly into our degreasing facilities. Maintenanceof this installation will be the responsibility of the vendor and
the tanks will remain the property of the vendor at all times.
Decision is still pending on this matter.
I have also received quotations for our reception areas in Building
5 and Building 12. Our quotations are based on furniture manv-
factured by Howell Company.

J. Atwood

The cooperation we have received the past few weeks from Production
has been most welcome. With as many as seven major manuals, three
large mailings and miscellaneous house printing jobs being processed
simultaneously, we would have been herd put to meet our deadlines
without che help the girls have given us. Nan Bickford, who does a

@ consistently superior job of handling our binding and mailing
operations, is quite pleased with the spirit the girls have shown,
as well as with their ability to maintain very satisfactory produc-
tion rates on widely varied assignments.

The October general mailing to over 21,000 prospects has been com-
pleted, and the November mailing is in process now. A mailing next
week to computer prospects culled from our list and a variety of
other sources will extend an invitation to see our demonstrations at
the Fall Joint in Philadelphia. This show should be one of our
best, judging by present progress on demonstration programs and
booth arrangements.

There is quite a batch of literature in the works. Jon Fadiman's
Systems Brochure is ready for the final press run (1,000 were
printed for the Magnetics Show in Pittsburgh this week pending a
decision on the total we warited to have). Proofs on the PDP~1
Programming Manual should be in late this week, with final copies
due the week of the 26th. The CRT 30 Brochure is complete with the
exception of a few additional scope-face photos to show what the
unit can do. Also in the final stages are preliminary bulletins on
Current Drivers 53/63 and Current Calibrator 72.
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J. Atwood (cont'd).
The PDP-4 Programming Manual is ready for the typesetter, and the
new PDP~1 Brochure is going together quickly. These are both amongthe items we would like to have ready for Philadelphia. Among the
product bulletins in preparation are the CRT 31, Color Display,
Tape Transport 50, Tape Controls 51~52~54, Line Printer 62, Card
Punch Control 40, and Card Reader 41. Work has also begun on.a
PEPR bulletin, and we will get going on a final VHP Modules bulletin
as soon as we get an okay.
We are now running the last chapter of the PDP-4 Maintenance Manual,
and the rest of the job is being collated and bound. The PpP-1
Installation Manual will be ready to go with the completion of the
last few drawings, and the MAINDEC 1 Manual is nearly through print~-
ing. The CRT 30A Manual is complete except for the cover, which is
on its way to press. The CRT 30C Manual will follow close behind.
In the works are manuals on the CRT 31, Card Punch Contxol 40, Card
Reader 41, and Line Printer 62. The BCD Application Note (Appendix® A of the Module Catalog) is being packaged like the Pulse Train
Techniques Application Note for general distribution, and the new
PDP=4. Programming Cards are all set for printing.
Lots of other things

<

are going on around the shop, but these are the
highlights.

.. Johnson, wco

Our top customer in this area, JPL, assumes top priority attention
with their current evaluatiori of for three projects TPS
(Telemetry Processing Stations), Digilog (Data Recording Systems)
and Videcon (Program for transmission and recording of Inmar photo~
graphs taken starting at 2500 miles from the moon). PDP~1 and our
systems capability will be up for another round soon on a space~
craft checkout system. The competitor for the PDP-4 is the SDS 910.
All signs are good for PDP=$4. We should have something definite to
go on in a week.

Several groups at Bceing-Seattle have been investigating the PDP-1.
Astrodata finally received their P.O. for the JPL Windtunnel Sys-
tem (the red-tape will probably delay our delivery of PDP-1).
Ron Colman is working on a wire list printout application for North
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Johnson, WCO (cont'd)

American. We are discussing an experimental Dataphone Link from our
PDP-4 to the Western Data Processing IBM 1009 at UCLA. This experi-
ment was initiated by Dr. Lusted at the Oregon Primate Research
Center. He wants to connect with the recently acquired UCLA
medical Center's 7094 Dr. Dixon at UCLA is a key figure in medical
center data processing at this point.
Our staff will move to new quarters (1% blocks down Sepulveda Blvd.)
in approximately three weeks. The new offices will be significantly
more prestigious (and this area is collecting quite a number of
computer company officess Computer Sciences; IBM SBC, Control Data
Corp.), will provide an opportunity to place the demonstrator
in a proper setting, and will give the staff some much-needed elbow
room.

. Ke. Larsen, WCco

Three engineers from Systems Development Corporation visited our
office and I talked with them about usiry our Visual Display Scope
in conjunction with a memory drum which will receive info on their
Philco 2000 Computer. This equipment will be used in one of their
"man-machine studies and will include 15 to 20 displays. The
Philco 2000 computer will be constantly monitoring the operator's
response to display patterns. They are making preliminary studies
using a Tektronix scogg and some loan niodules. If these studies
prove the feasibility of this system, they may ask us to bid the
displays installed in their consoles.

Ron Colman and I visited Telemetrics to clarify their request for
quotation. They are one of the major suppliers of PCM Telemetering
equipment and they wich to be able to offer an off-the-shelf system
utilizing their equipment and a ccmputer for on-line data monitor=
ing and engineering tape preparation.

Collins Radio Corporation called us in to talk to them about a

memory tester to test the memory stacks at the receiving inspection
station with patterns from and under control of an existing memory
exerciser unit. They need to use more precisely controlled current
pulses so they can correlate their testr with those of the vendors.

@ (This is the same group that designed the system to compete with
ITT's ADX).
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We received some help from Dit Morse and Steve Lambert at a recentseminar held at JPL. One phase of JPL's program has evolved to the
point that Ron Colman and I are submitting to them three hardware
and software approaches utilizing the PpP-4. Other areas at JPLwill soon require that similar information be submitted.
National Cash Register is presently evaluating our proposal for the
magnetics test system. I assembled a demonstration kit using our
x10 sense amplifier and a slice amplifier to demonstrate the ampLi-tude discrimination and the strobe timing technique used in our
magnetic core testers. We tied it to their testing device and
found that it worked out quite well. It wculd perform the acceptand reject functions on a thin film strip with known defective areas.
They seemed quite pleased with the outcome of this demonstration.

R. Mills
Capital Equipment Purchases - Month Ended October 31, 1962

Date Vendor Qty. Amount Description
10/1/62 IBM L $ 700. Typewriter
10/29/62 Botwinik Bros. 1 4,065. Surface Grinder

$4,765.
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D. Denniston, NYO

The ISA Show consumed a considerable portion c our time for this bie
weekly period. My opinion is that the show was quite good and that
there can be a lot of follow-up work done on the potential customers
we talked with there. 'ihe reply cards gathered at the show are
already returning here from Maynard.

Since the last biweekly contribution, my visits have included the
following

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill and Whippany, N.J.
Computer Products, Relmar, N.J.
IBM, Yorktown Heignts, N.Y.
United States Military Academy, West Point, N.Y.
Western Electric, Allentown, Pa.

I might mention that there has been a fairly gcod exchange of sales
leads lately between the offices and the Sales Department in Maynard.
Many of these have been quite worthwhile, and I'm sure that we are
all open to suggestions from everyone.

Our "fantastic" delivery has eliminated many of our daily headaches,
with the possible exception of some of the uncommon accessories such
as 922 Power Cables.

Technical complaints have been few, but have included our patchcord
problems. Also, IBM has had some trouble with 6401 clock jitter, and
Western Electric has experienced a few minor difficulties, such as a
taper pin mounting panel with both "E" jacks filled with solder in
one connector and a current driver with a banana jack undrilled.

K. Fitzgerald
EN 1000 100%

This is a four-week xeport due to a couple of real busy days two
weeks ago getting things ready for the shows in Chicago and New York.

Carpenter Shop
Por the past couple of months the carpenter shop has handled all of
the plant carpentry woxi, display building for shows, crating, and
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K. Fitzgerald (coni'd)
has made many special shipping containers for handling ragile itemsthat are fabricated or worked on by outside vendors. These have in=-cluded such things as: special cases to ship our SPU handles fromthe plant to the anodizer and back, and boxes for housing the Plexi-glas display shields from the outside vendor to our plant. Theseboxes will be used for shipping as well as storage in the stock room.If anyone else has any items of a delicate or fragile nature that
they feel should have a special container made for storage and
handling while they are in transit or in the stock room, please let
me know and we will see what we can do.

Our method of crating computers and systems has also changed in the
past four-week period. At the present time we are working on an
experimental design which is simply setting the machine on the skid,
covering it with the plastic shroud, putting a wooden cap on the
top, and vertical one by four wood strapping on the corners and
sides. This has the effect of a skeleton type erate where the unitis visible through the plastic shroud. If this meets the approvalof all concerned, we will do more design work on it with the possi-bility of incorporating foam rubber or polyethylene foam corner
protectors to keep the crate from chafing through the "Kim Pack" and
rubbing on the machine. Also we feel that we have had wires breake
ing off in the unit due to the road vibrations transmitted from
truck to the machine while in transit. There is a possibility that
we may be able to design a molded semi-rigid polyethylene cushion for
the whole machine to sit on while it is on the skid. 'This would go
a long way toward eliminating the transmission of these road vibra=-
tions.
Machine Shop
The machine shop has increased its staff by one new apprentice
machinist. The shep is presently working on fairly large orders for
memory stack mounting hardware, tilt turn mechanisms for displays
and re-work of plenum dcor latch pins. Aso in the shop is an
experimental focus coil and yoke adjustment assembly for Display 31,
special jigs and tooling for silk-screening and blanking of printed
circuit boards and we hive recently completed two special dies for
the new type switches being used in special systems.
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Assembly Shop
The assembly shop has had its ups and downs in the past four weeks.
For about four days they were practically without work and now they
are operating at about 90% capacity. For the period when they were
without work they were used for handling the cverioad that we had
in the sheetmetal shop. Since all of the people in the cabinet shop
are transfers from the sheetmetal shop, it makes it very easy for us
to send over work whenever they are slack. Also duxing the past
four-week period they have retro fitted all cabinets in the plant
with the new plenum door latch pin and replaced all of the mag tape
door push button fasteners with a longer one which seems to work
better. Recently the cabinet assembly shop has also taken upon it~
self to do a little of the paint touch-up that is necessary before
the cahinets are OK to leave the shop. This should take some of the
load off Jerry Bouthiller's people and insure that the cabinets get
out of the shop sooner.

fhe sheet metal shop has had to bring back one of the contract
workers from Labor Pool in order to try to get ahead of the produc-
tion demands for SPU handles. For the past week I have spent most
of my time running down problems that have arisen with the SPU
handles. These problems were in the nature of small, black marks
and etched areas on the handles after they were anodized. These
were 0 serious that at one time we had a reject rate of over 75%.
As a result of this, production demands used up all of the back log
in the stock room and at the present time they are working more or
less hand to mouth. As che units are received from the anodizer and
inspected they go right on to the floor. At this time I think we
have been able to lick the problem although we still are not certain
exactly what the problem was. The only thing that we have proven so
far is that the small, black marks, which accounted for about 10% of
the rejects, were caused by inclusions in the raw stock. We have
contacted the supplier who has sent us a new batch from a different
mill order which we are running now. We hore that this will eliminate
the black spot problem. However, the small etched areas are still
giving us some trouble. TE the handles are shipped immediately after

6
sanding, kept wet, and anodized immediately, we don't seem to have

Sheetmetal «Shop
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K. Fitzgerald (cont'd)

any trovble, but as soon as they dry out these etched areas appear.At this time it looks as if this problem is being caused by elec~trolytic action between the pieces or caustic etching from the
coolant in the sanding machine while they as being shipped. However,
we have not proven this conclusively yet. If this is the case, wewill contact the supplier of the cooling solution that we use in our
sanding machine and see if he can devise a new coolant that will pro-hibit electrolytic action or caustic etching. If that doesn't work,
probably our only solution then be to theroughly wash and dryeach handle before it is packed. This is a rather expensive opera--tion and we hope that we will not have to resort to it.
The paint department has been painting samples for us every day for
the past three to four weeks and we are about to get together with
Quality Control, so that we can set up a maximum and minimum of
paint textures and finish that can be reasonably expected. However,
out of approximately 75 samples we did not get the range in texture
that we expected to get. However, I do feel that our paint quality
has improved just due to the fact that we are examining samples every
day. This does have a tendency to keep the painters on their toes.

Now that our new tool crib is in semi~operation I don't think it will
be too long before we will be ready to administer the engineering
technicians' and engineers' tool boxes, which were started sometime
ago. An order for replacement tools for these tool boxes will be
sent out this week. As soon as these tools are received, the tool
crib attendant will start calling in tool boxes in order to bring
them up to the standard list. If after this is done people are
still not happy with the quality or quant ty of the tools, contact
me and we will see what we can do about changing the standard list.

R. Doane

BTL Memory Exerciser bid 30%
VHF paper 20%
VHF clock 20%
Calibrator 72, VHF logic and flip-flop, 30%

and other miscellaneous
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L. Prentice
General Eng. 90%
EN 1136 Link Tape Unit LOX

Our greatest problem during the past two weeks has been the high
rejection rate of SPU Handles. This matter has been handled by
Mx. Pitzgerald and will be covered in his biweekly report.
Security
More locks have been installed and we are now approximately 90% com-
plete on installation of locking and securing various areas. It
must be realized that with our changing and moving about of various
departments in the company, that lock system is never complete. We
have changed the heating system about the shipping area platform,
installing two blower heating units. These should be checked out
and ready for use in the coming week. This necessitated the change
of some 16 to 20 sprinkler heads. These hzve been purchased and
will be installed by Maynard Industries as soon as they can free men
for this work.

Last week a tour was made of the plant with Mr. Hugh B. Huntley and
Mr. Carl G. Moburger, Supervising Engineer and Senior Safety Engin-
eer at Liberty Mutual Insurance Company. They called to our atten-
tion a whole series of hazardous practices and conditions. I noted
down the most serious of these, approximately 12 in number, and
work orders have been issued for correction of approximately half
of these. More work orders will be issved as soon as people's time

available to correct these conditions. 'hey said very
iittle about our general housekeeping conditions, so I assume that
they are as good or better than they have found elsewhere. However,
I noted several areas where fire escapes were blocked and material
is placed in front of switches blocking off the ready access to
these units. These should be carefully controlled by supervisors in
each section.

Getting quality work from our outside vendors in regard to finishes
and plating is still a problem. This problem is going to be under
a considerable amount of attention in the next few weeks because
of the development of work necessary on the Link Tape Unit.
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Paint samples within our ovm shop have been kept on an every daybasis for the past month. These are now ready for evaluation by the
Quality Control people to establish standards for painting.
Work on the 31 Display by Ron Cajolet is reaching the period where
a trial setup can be made of a new focusing device,and drawings for
the shield of the latest design is now ready for release to the
vendor. Tests have been completed and tcoling har been made up for
the installation of the new type of stud for all our aluminum
panels. Change orders will be initiated in the near future for all
panels requiring studs. These new studs do not penetrate completely
through the panel and hence if one is loosened, or even entirelytorn away, the front panel will probably not be damaged. This
should cut down on the rejects in this area which in the past have
been extremely expensive for the small number of items involved.

Seott Miller is working on a new front end design for the PDP-4,
labels for the tape units, artist's conception for several possible
dayouts of the new tape units and labels for some of our other equip=
ment. He has also completed the design for a cover for the 31
Display Unit.

P. Greene

EN 1038 60%
Special System for

EN 1057
Harvard University

40%
Core Tester Development

Work is still being done with professor Miller of Harvard University
for the development of a data reduction system for the Cyclotron
Lab. Finalization of the specifications is now being completed by
Professor Miller with our help. Some internal "red tape" is being
encountered at Harvard because the project is so new not many
people know about it. Therefore, it is anticipated that initially
a smaller system will be built and put into operation. After some

preliminary data is collected and processed in a computer,
Professor Miller feeis confident (because of a similar successful
experiment in Europe) that the "red tape" will be cut and the
"go ahead" for a larger system will be given.
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P. Greene (cont'd)
A 21086 Core Tester is being built for the Magnetics Conference next
month. The "G" model indicates a modification of the original 2108
System to include some of the new 30 mc logic. VHF Module 8103 is
being used in conjunction with our regula 1000 Series line to
develop added flexibility to test the extra fast cores now being
manufactured.

K. Doering

This week we met with Ken Fitzgerald, whose paint shop had collected
a number of color chips which are a representative production sample
of the last three to four weeks. There was a considerable variation
in the tweed texture. On an arbitrary basis, but supported by past
experience rather than scientifically, we selected standards for an
upper (heavy texture) and a lower (flat texture) quality limit.
These limits are wider than our present standards have been, which
we then adjusted to the new limits, effective October 26. While
these samples were run, the shop people experienced a number of
variables being responsible for the texture variation (a) varying
line air pressure; (b) different mixing methods; {c) humidity;
(a) temperature; (e) the human element.

According to Ken Pitzgerald, there can be very little done about
point "a". Point "b" has been solved; points "c" and "d" require a
prohibitive amount of money to build and maintain special facilities;
and point "e" is only controllable to a certain degree.

Our paint quality has definitely improved; on the other hand we
learned that our quality requirements have been unreasonable. We

have not had any customer complaints as yet, which is a remarkable
point. The paint shop shall continue to make color samples of
their production runs which will be a basis for a possible revision
(either relaxing or tightening of our paint standards). It also
has a psychological effect on the painter who shall be more con-
scientious about what he is producing.

On our SPU handle problém, we have also achieved a remarkable
quality improvement due to the very fine cooperation we got from
Ken Fitzgerald. He detected that our vendor did not etch the

@ handles long enough.
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K. Doering (cont'd)

Also, the stock we bought already hed imperfections. Ken's people
are now using a different cutting compound, besides a cleaned
rinsing solution in the sanding station, as well as a more frequent=
ly renewed sanding belt. In addition to this, we re-evaluated our
appearance standards. We plan on re-evaluating standards frequently
so that inadvertently we won't reject good material with arbitrary
standards. The D-007 diodes from Transitron are giving us diffi-
culties, because their marking is not adherent and comes off even
if one rubs it with his hand. I have contacted Transitron about
this problem and they are already working on it. We hope that the
cause can be located soon and the problem soived.

R. Gaboury

Last week another girl joined the mechanical inspection department.
Her time will mainly be devoted to the inspection of finishes such
ass chromicoat, paint, anodize; also visual and simple electrical
inspection of resistors and capacitors. This takes the strain from
the boys who can spend more time for surface plate work such ast
dies, jigs, and gauges, and all other intricate inspection.

D. Dubay

fest Equipment Headquarters
The following equipment has been calibrated since October 15th.

Description Type Bo. Calibrated

82 1
80 2
81 2

1

Oscilloscope 543/543A 24
581 1

Preamplifier CA 24
a D L

Multimeter 630NA 12
980 10
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D. Dubay (cont'd)
The machine shop has been completely rewired for speakers--the shop
had been remodeled so many times that speaker wiring ran in all
directions.

R. Grey

Taper pin patchcords have given us trouble the last week. Because
some bad ones were found in "finished goods, all are being re~
inspected. In one batch of 3400, 299 rejects were found.

Some bad taper pins were also found on machines. Instructions have
been given to correct these faults, and on-the-spot checks will be
made on production runs.

We are working on an electrical inspecticn procedure for computers
which will be distributed to the various groups. This will give
the groups an idea of what may be rejected on their machines and
they will have a chance to remedy these things.
Of the counters that are being life tested, the Elgin, of the
National Watch Company, failed at 175.7 hours.

N. Fitch and D. Adams

Automatic Module Test Development 100%

Since one of aur type 567 readout oscilloscopes has been made avail-
able to circuit design, we are now converting the automatic switch-
ing time tester so that we will be able to test inverters and
Giodes on this machine. This entails the addition of calibrated
legic and another 50 pin taper pin plug so that we will be able to
program the tester.
David Adams has completed the control logic for the Mark I automatic
D.C. testers This will speed up this machine by approximately 10

times. He has completed the mounting of the necessary equipment
and is now checking out and calibrating this machine. Conversion of
the Mark I should be completed shortly, thus making this machine
available to production test early next week.
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N. Pitch and D. Adams (cont'd)
The 4201 Burst Generator for the Switching time tester has been com-
pleted and checked out. Also, the 6202 burst generator design has
been completed.

Jd. Cudmore

EN 1098 75%
EN 1093 25%

Work is proceeding on the modifications to the DC Automatic Module
Tester. The logic has been checked out and the necessary calibration
checks are being performed. The flip-flop switching time tester is
being modified to enable it to perform as many functions as possible.
The MD94W transistor testing procedure has been investigated. The
measurement techniques have been refined so that we can make a VBE
measurement. with some degree of consistency. This transistor was
originally specified to be used in the 1570 slicer flip-flop. Every
time this unit reached test, it created a lot of trouble. 'The VBE
match called for in this circuit was added to improve this situation.
No significant improvement in ease of testing resulted. A lot of
1570's is now being tested using carefully tested and tagged MD94
transistors and the results of this lot should prove very interest-
ing.
The most recent delivery date on the Contronics diode tester is
November 12. This tester will perform forward and reverse tests on
a go no-go basis.
In the past two weeks, approximately 3,500 modules have been tested.
There are approximately 800 modules that have been tested but not
inspected. About 5,000 modules are on the shelf waiting to be
tested.

R. Winslow

The following semi-conductors heve been tested since the last report.

Type Manufacturer Units Tested %Rejected
2N 398A RCA. 5 80.0
2N 398A Motorola 26 0.0
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AYPe
2N 456A
2N 656
2N 709
2N 744
2N 813
2N 994
2N 1146A
2N 1304
2N 1305
2N 1305
2N 1494
2N 1499A
2N 1719
2N 1754
2N 1796
GA 212
GA 439

1217
IN 1220
IN 3156
2N 1600
D-001
D-001
D-662
Cores s

T-1
0-3
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Manufacturer Units Tested % RejectedTexas Instrument 300 0.33a it 50 12 . 0Fairchild 250 2.4
Texas Instrument 400 0.25
Raytheon 10 0.0
G.E. 250 5.2
Texas Instrument 1cco 0.7

w 300 1 .0
25000 0.76

G.E. 3500 0.6Philco 86 3.5
Sprague 2000 0.75
Texas Instrument 50 0.0
Philco 18500 0.31

250 4.4
Texas Instrument 3000 1.1

ry 3000 0 . 73
Sprague 1426 1.5
Philco 2000 1.3
Sprague 10663 0.68
Philco 8000 0.76
Sprague 696 1.3

10874 0.52
Texas Instrument 1000 0.7
G.E. 181 1.1
Texas Instrument 100 6.0
fTransitron 59 6.0
Motorola 10 0.0
Westinghouse 163 1.8
GB. 2000 0.1
Westinghouse 1000 0.5
Motorola 35 0.0
Texas Instrument 35 31.5
fransitron 57300 Zoi
Clevite 51695 0.58

18216 6.4

Indiana General 34013 0.0
11728 0.0

BIWEEKLY
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Crouse

The ITT cancellations have raised problems we in Purchasing had not
experienced previously. The major components commitments had to be
rescheduled and crecuced creating with our venclors kindred produc=tion problems. Most vendors accepted our rescheduling in stride;
i.e., Teletype, Sorcban, Digitronics, and memory stack sources
(RCA, Ampex, Ferroxcube and General Ceramics). Potter Instrument,
however, responded with our initial cancellation of twenty handlers
($131,500) with a cancellation charge of $2.',G00. Obviously, the
charge equal to four hendiers prohibited direct cancellation.
Potter's option to reduce the quantity to ten with no charge other
than increasing the discount rate to the published 5% from 10% was
more in order.

Ampex has delivered a new FR-400 Tape Handier to Roland Boisvert
for evaluation at no charge.

@ A Burroughs Mcdel BAG Tape Handler has been ordered for Roland
Boisvert at a cost of $6,000.00. Delivery expected December, 1962.

Tally Register is providing the latest design paper tape reader for
Bob Savell to evaluste. It expected in next week.

MD-1143 Transistors. Sprague and Philco have supplied this device
for the last eight months, and until the last several weeks quite
successfully. Industry demand for MADT transistors in a smailer
package and competition caused both sources to adopt a TO-18 con=
figuration as a standard with more automatic production and testing
techniques. The TO-18 MD-114 does not meet the high frequency
parameters and is not 2 direct replacement. Sprague's contract was
ending and they were preparing a complete line to supply us a TO-9
package when Philco with 30,600 units to deliver on a contract
notified us they were no longer producing a TO-9 package and were,
in fact, to supply the T0-18 type to com, lete the order.

Sprague will begin shipments on a new contract the week of
October 29. Philco with 20,000 outstanding will ship in on a hand-
to-mouth basis as they have with the last shipment of 870 pieces.

2N1499's and 281754's will replace the MD-114 for the next several
weeks until Sprague begins regular shipments.
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H. Crouse {cont'd}

The cafeteria is mating progress with an expanding food Line ~ pleasenote the better grade of doughnuts now being served. A formalcafeteria committee has been formed and will meet regularly until
the cafeteria is weil under way and cunning as a smooth operation.
Recent major orders have been placed as follows:
Vermont Research $ 7,800.00 Ted Johnson
Packard Bell A/D Converter 66,500.90 Ed Harwood

Memory Drum

Sprague Electric $125,000.00 Maynard SandlerMD~ 4
Burroughs *Tapa Handler 6,000.00 Roland Boisvert
Elec. Associates 5-117 assembly $ 1,630.00 Bd Harwood

Ft*Tape handler ~ complete is $7,405.00
$6,090.00 handler
$1,200.00 head
$ 2065.00 under tape sensing devices (IBM)

R. Kiny

Due to recent orchleas with our present vendor, we have decided to
re-evaluate ou precent Microfilm Program. Roger Melanson and I
recentiy visited Microfilm of New England, Ine. to have a

lca: at facilities. Graphic has also submitted for
our evaluation a propos.! containing three various programs for us
to consider. We are prosently studying these three vrograms to
determine which one will bast meet our needs here at DEC.

I have recently been pricing various for our new cafe=
teria in Building 5. Wih2 the addition of this equipment it will
afford the cafeteria personnel the opportunity tc present a wider
and more divecsifiea menu. It should also help to speed up the
dispensing of food and allow employees more time to enjoy their
Lunch.

We have added recently to our list of maintenance equipment by pur-
chasing a 6 horsepower, 26-inch Snow-Bird power snow remover. With
this addition we will be able to keep our shipping and receiving
departments running smoothly in the winter weather, as well as
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R. King (cont'd)

keeping paths open for guests, salesmen, anc employees.
F. Kalwell

I ve vecently ordered 1000 special capac! tor clamps to be used on
our electrolytic computer, 35,000 mfd capacitors. 'This shouldeliminate the problem we ve been having with the capacitors becom-
ing loose while in transit. These clamps will be shipped the weekof October 22.

R. Blackwood

During the Last two weeks, I have been working almost exclusively
on the pricing of the various components which are used on our
modules. Using a list supplied by Ed Simeone of 675 various com-
ponents, we went through j Fuller's production control records
and listed the last three purchase orders on each particular com-
ponent. We then made up a list covering each of the components,
consisting of:

x

1. The three purchase order numbers
2. The vendors to whom these purchase orders were issued
3. The quantities bought on each of the purchase order

numbers
4, The price of each item

When you consider that there was in the vicinity of 2000 purchase
orders to check, you will appreciate why this job tock the time it
did. As of this moment we are still checking the last of the prices
on these purchase orders and will probably be finished by the i2th.
After this phase of the work is done, we will make a quantity
judgment on each and every component and list the price at which it
can be bought in that particular quantity. This list will then be
forwarded to Ed Simeone and using it as a basis his people will
then affix a standard cost to these components.

As of today, I have the following jobs outstanding with subcon-
tractors:

200 Computer Cabinets
200 Plenum Doors
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200 Long Computex Doors
5 Other small sheet metal jobs

12 766 Power Supplies
12 Panels being silk screened

Set of Séquence Break for ITT 256 Channel

This list is approximately one-third to one-quarter of the amount of
outstanding six montas ago.

G. Rice

This past week has been quite busy for PPP -4 personnel. Two machines

machine. It has been sent to Chicago for The National Hlectronics
Contexence Show and daring the weck of October (5th it will be at
the ISA Show in New York City.

were vompleted. one Foe a customer and second will be a DEC

Two problems heve plagued the PDP-4 delivery recently. First, there
have been faulty modules coming out of Test. There were seven bad
modules found during the checkout of PDP~4-5 and an associated A-D
converter. The field offices have aiso found this problem with some
of theix customers. The second problem concerns delivery. The
module delivery has greatly improved, in faet, it is now possible to
obtain modules from off-the-shelf. However, every system there
is usually one module which isn t available. There aren't many
systems that will work if ene of the mcduies is not available. It
is anticipated that this problem will be eliminated in the near
future.
For those people presently or planning to use Packard Bell A-D
equipment, they may be interested to know Texas Instruments has
a complete line also. The outstanding feature is the .1 micro~
second aperture time. 1.7. also has a complete line of multiplexer
equipment. T. I. will have a man here and will display their
equipment at the up coming NEREM show.

ci

A. Michaud

Memory Checkout
In the past two weeks, the memory stacks have been coming in at a

rate which is enough to have 5 or G stacks aaways on hand in stock.
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A. Michaud feont'd:

This is a great improveneni to the speed of testing memory systems
without waiting for stacks.

Every stack which in is first tested co sea
for a system and a schmoo test is made on each one.
acceptable, it is emt beck.

is reliable
it is not

Yhe fact that the 1538 DC Sense Amplifier is now sing used has in-
creased the margins of the systea gveatly. : a rave been +5
volts with 1540's but new can be "10 volts "itn 1538's. The 1538's
seem to be working very well.
The other day f a 1538 DC Sense with A and B
shorted by a solder on tne bourd. This a loss 9 time in
tracking down as it L the +10 voltage of the power supply
together making the : seem in the supply.

Also, a 1972 Rs Wo cane From FAN ished goods with a GA212-235
transistor missing. Tne switch worked almost pe Feat except the
wave form had a email difference, It is why it still
worked.

xB 3 : 17

Upon receiving the Bopex stacks, it was found thar a chenge had been

rents of 210-220282 and i of 2 With this
increase of va it is fc: thet the 1973 will not

system is in 4 COME

made in it which wade it work + t h better, but 7
: R/V cur=

:

stand up to the new te blow . after
becoming warm lead to A 4 3 Ja wren the

The memory systicom is now being put under a heat test to see if it
has a great atfect on che packages. not affect the
operation, it wili de The OK this test will be
made final by R. hughes.

oc. Fadiman

During the past two weeks, the only system saipped out was the
Astronomical Clock, Medel 2315, for Mitre.
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Systems uncer construction inclyvde the Memory Tester, Medel 1520,
for IBM, Gweca. Gue 1; the Memory Tester, Model 1521, for
FPerroxcube, due December 27; the Semi-Automatic Core Tester, Model
2114, for THM, Oweco, dve December 27; the Automatic Core Tester
2ll3H, Cue x 2) and two Memory Exercisers, Model 2212A and
22128, for Western Electric in Hawthorne due January 4, and
February 1, respectively.
The Memory Tester 1520 is now being checked out by Dick Whipple.
Wiring a: heiny completed on the Core Tester 2114. Final

wiring is now being dene on the Core Tester 2133H and
this should be ready for checkout in appronimarely one week. The
blosk diagrams Bare n : completed for the Memory Tester 1521 and
we are at present Oko the block diagvams fox the Memory
Exerciser 22120.

Russ Doane and rdn, bsen preparing a bid for a Memory Exerciser,
sModel 2213, for R mn Will. exerciser: 2

1 i L
which will test memori.es down to .2 microses cycle time. It
will require use of a considerable amount of new y a equipment;
price is in the neighborhood of $42,000. Pal Greene is working on
bids for other speci») systems, which are describeu in his
Biweekly. Jt looks #5 if we heave a good chance of getting these

u by

group at least throuch Fekeruary. By that time I expect to receive

hopefully, a Core Tester at °utonetics is interested
in a special kind of mesory test system which Ted Johnson and
Ken Larsen have worked out for them. Also beth RCA and Indiana

new business should be coming from tlese firms in the early spring-

systems. In all, it looks like a SF : y busy time for the systems

orders for ancther Menevy Tester anc Coré ter in Japan and also,
coughs.

General are A our a 1521 Some

time.
P. Greene

At the moment ic a bid out for a special system to Western
Electric Co., North Andover, for aa Encoder-Decoder Tzst Set for
approximately $6,000 ox $7,000. This is a two~price bid which
terminates October 31. i92. Another bid is in the process of

@ being formulated for Western tric, Nexth Andover, ior a

Decoder Test Set. t is expected that the bid will be in the
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neighborhood of $5,00G. Liason work is being carried out with theHarvard University Cyclotron Lab for the design of a data reductionsystem concerning one of their experiments. Although a specificpurchase order has not been received, we have a geod chance of
obtaining one. The desired system must have enough built-in flexi-bility to grow at a later date in an orderly manner to accommodatethe increased number of bits of data.

R. Tringale
PEPR Controller 2310 35%
Voltage Calibrator 2114 30%Current Calibrator 2114 30%
Miscellaneous 5%

The past two weeks were spent primarily on cleaning up all the
PEPR drawings, before they are sent to MYT in book form.

The rest of the time was spent on design of a special voltage and
current calibrator fox the TEA Core Tester 2114. This will be a
one of a kind type deal. Therefore, the calibrators will be built
and tested by Special Systems, in order to reduce the time and cost
in producing the calibrators.

R. Whipple

The vacant look on the Special Systems assembly area is really very
misleading. In fact, we are still snowed under with work but
almost everything at the moment is of completeiy new design.attribute this to our becoming known as reliable special systems
builders by such companies as {fBM, Western Electric, G.E., etc.
compared to last year when we were essentially building just our
standard systems for some of the moxe specialized companies. All
of this new design has necessitated the expansion of our group to
5 persons with systems design experience. So what does this prove?
The next time you think of, cr hear of some small or odd ball sys-
tem that some one might be interested in, please let us know
because we now have enough design people * consider more diversi-
fied types of system.

If I look a little happier to passersby, now, than I did a few
weeks ago, it is because the MT1520 is beginning to take shape and
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even operate, almost properly. I think I am safe in saying we'rebecoming very famiar with systems that are programmable from plugboards. The MT1520 is the first of three we have designed, usingplug boards so far (the other two being cT2114 and MT1521) and Iam sure there will be more.

R. Lassen

A proposal for a more consistent wage administration program hasbeen adopted. Basically the plan will provide a more uniform
method of assigning wage categories, especially with respect to
new employees. It will become effective January i, 1963.

We will resume our quarterly merit rating for ail hourly employees(including clericai and secretarial peopie) as soon as a new IBM
employee iist is run off. We pian to administer the program on a
regular September, December, March and June schedule. The
Personnel Office will provide the necessary back-up including,
quarterly reminders, rating forms, employee lists, scoring, record-
ing, fiting etc.

Although we will continue to have a formal job classification re-
view for hourly employees once a year (during the annual review),I pian to work more ciosely with each department to keep a con-
tinuous watch over our hourly rate structure. In conjunction with
this, I am going to outline a wage, policy and benefit survey which
we plan to conduct in January. We are now setting up a large loose
deaf survey binder that will inciude wage, policy and benefit in-
formation from several sources, including our own surveys.
Barbara Charnock is also compiling labor Laws and is preparing a
loose leaf binder that will provide much needed reference material.
One of our most immediate projects is to prepare a historical
personnel record of each employee. I am designing a folder that
will contain not only the historical personnel record of the
employee but aiso related papers. This will be used in place of
the present personnel folder. The new record will enable us to
review an employee much faster and with more accuracy.

@ Jack Atwood and I recently reviewed the draft of the new employee
handbook. Jack plans to make a final draft incorporating some
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changes proposed by the Personnei Committee. The Personnel Com-mittee will take one more look at the handk-ok before it goes to
press. The committee also recentiy reviewed a draft of a new
employment application biank. The new form will be more compre-hensive and will help in evaiuating job applicants.
It was agreed at a recent meeting that I shovld periodically meet
with our supervisors. The prime chjective of these meetings is toestablish an effective iine of employee communication. We hope to
learn where our problems exist before they become serious and in
turn we plan to communicate with our supervisors so they will have
a better understanding of company problems and philoscphy. I planto ask for the help of some of our managerial people as the need
arises. I am not sure when this program will begin, since a great
deal of planning must be done initially.

R. Hughes

Components
We are looking into the possibiiity of using one passivated planar,
epitaxial silicon diode to replace the D-001, D-003, D-664, D-662,
and D-007. These are very xugged diodes have a big "S"
shaped strap which makes contact with the semiconductor material in-
stead of the Little curved whisker wire which our present diodes
have.

We are aiso looking into PNP passivated, epitaxial, sili-
con planar transistors. Actuaily ve have been using epitaxial, mesa
and planar transistors for over a year but we want to keep our eye

and indications are that of ali the various tech-on the future,
niques, aiioying, meltkack, grown, drift, mesa, madt, or
planar, we feel that pianar wiil be the surviving technique, and
it is a good idea to get early indications of this so that it may
be included in the company s plans.

Inc. areNational Semiconductor Corporaticn and Texas Instruments,
both making dual emitter chopper transistors, and we have been
thinking of using these in our new A to D conversion equipment.
These are very expensive Gcevices, and cost $25.00 each in 1000
quantities, and we may not use these at ali, but simply use matched
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pairs of choppers which we can buy for about $12.00 each in quan-tities of 1000 with an improvement in per formance.

J. Cudmore

1098 60%
1073 40%

Dave Adams has joined the Avtomatic Test area and will be the onlytechnician in this area when Norm Fitch returns to school on
November 10th. Dave is presently working on the logic necessaryto replace the mechanicai stepping switch and motor that have
been one of the biggest headaches in the reliability of the pctester. Norm Fitch has constructed the necessary equipment to con-nect the 2nd comparator to the existing tester. This will elimi-nate the meter relays and greatly speed up the testing rate.
Klaus Doering and I went to Clevite on Friday, the 5th, in orderto clear up a correiation problem on the reject diodes. Previousto our trip Clevite had visited us and brought along some taggeddiodes. Their measurements did not agree with ours and yet our
measurements agreed on both the Teradyne and the curve tracer. We
brought tagged diodes with us to Clevite and remeasured ail the
parameters. All the measurements correiated beautifully. The
only point of conflict was in comparing the results of their
Teradyne vs. our Teradyns on reverse ieakage. If the leakage was
50 ma, our Teradyne would measure it as 50-60 and their Teradyne
would measure it as 40-50. We also noted that we measure reverse
recovery with a different time zero reference point. his means
that we measure a L10 NS, by their measuremert, recovery time as
100 NS and should therefore have a very low reject rate. We have
kept one-half of the tagged diodes and Clevite has the other half.
These samples will be used if any difficulty arises again.

Recently an experiment to test a new form of packing was conducted
by the sales department. A 722 PS was packed using a new type of
fitler and then shipped to New Jersey and back. The package was
then opened and examined. There was no external damage to the
power supply, but the insides were a mess. One capacitor had
pulled out of the clamp; one was half way out, but the remaining
two were still in their clamps. Of these two in the clamps, one
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was rattling around loces becaure the screws holding the clamp tothe chassis had fallen out. 'Two of the front panel screws wereloose. These screws were both along the bottom edge of the panel.A suitable clamp hes been found for the capacitors that will hold.
These clamps should be uscd in all power supplies which contain the
large electrolytic capeciters. The problem with the screws loosen=
ing up will be solved by using the proper size screw and by using
a larger nut and a larger lock washer. As soon as a new unit
embodying atl these changes ic made, the shipment will be repeated.

K. Doering

In the past two weeks we have had our assembly inspection system
working. 'The people for having these inspections per-
formed and all others, inom we know of being involved with the
problem, received a full set of procedures and a sample of the
forms being in use. Fn some caves, every hing worked excellently;

@ in others, however, people did net even reud the procedures con-
cerning them. However, things axe impcovine now.

The Amphenol connector pin on Gur tes is usvaliy not parallel
to the board. Jim Burley drew our on to this fact. A few
days ago we even got two incdules back from a custeomex, who claimed
due to this fact that it was hard to plug che modules in. Cy
Kendrick adjusted the riveting machine, but still did not get the
desired results.
Loren Prentice is working on a wodification of the blue connector
pin. They are getting a boss on it which will rest on the SPU
handle and not ailow the pin to bend into tie space between board
and handle.

W. Fitch and B. Adams

Automatic Module est Develogument EN LOSE 100%

Correlation of the 1201 Automatic switching time tester with pro-
duction test has now been favorably completed by Dave Adams, and
we are now ready to use the tester in production test. This wiil

@ greatly speed up the testing of 1201's.
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The design of the 4201 buret generator has been completed and should
be in use within the next few days, enabling us to also test 4201's
on the automatic switching time tester.
Dave Adams has completed design of the logic to replace the stepping
eliminate the mechanical difficulties of the stepping switch, but
also speed up the machine so that it will take approximately 300
msec for each test,

switch on che Meck T automatic D.C. tester. his will not only

Another Keference panel and {solation amplifier and Coritronics
adaption panel have been built, so that we will be able to use the
Contronics dual voltage comparator in the othex DC tester, instead
of the control meters, thereby speeding up this machine.

R. Grey

No major problems in electrical inspection have occurred since the
last biweekly report.
The two Gold Seal muffin fans and the Pamotor fan that are beinglife tested at €2°C, have passed a thousand hours. These fans are
on 24 hours a day.

We also are life testing time meters of four different manufac-
turers.
Lock washers are being used on all capacitor brackets. This may
help somewhat to hol da the capacitors down.

D. Dubay

Test Equipment Headquarters
The following equipment has been calibrated since September 29.

Description Type No. Calibrated
Oscilloscope 543/543A 15

545A 2
551 2

t LE5SA 1
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Description No, Calibrated
Preamplifier CA 20

187B
Meter 630NA 18

980 LO

We have received the following new equipment during the past two
weeks.

1 Hewlett-Packard Oscillator Type 200
1 American Electronics Labs. Automatic Type 240

BIWEEKLY
REPORT DATE October 12, 1962

1

In-Circuit Transistor Tester

1 Tektronix plug-in unit Type 84

Three C.R.T.'s have been replaced in Tektronix oscilloscopes during
the past two weeks. Two of these C.R.T.'s were in warranty. The
other one was replaced due to a badly burned screen.

R. Winslow

Semi~conductors tested since last report.
TYPE MANUFACTURER UNITS TESTED % REJECT
MD~114 Sprague 696 1.29%
MD-114 Philco 10874 0.52%

Gen. Elect. 181 1.11%
Sw-1250 Texas Instrument 300 0.33%
2N~398A Motorola 19 0.00%
2N-398A R.C.A. 106 0.94%
2N~456A Texas Instrument 300 0.33%
2N-744 400 0.25%
2N-1184B R.C.A. 6 33.3%
2N~1304 Texas Instrument 3000 1.0%
2N-1305 25000 0.75%
2N-1305 Gen. Elect. 3500 0.63%
2N~1494 Philco 14 7.15%

SDA=1

2N~1600 Texas Instrument 35 31.4%
Philco 230 3.78%
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TYPE
D-001
D-003
D-007
Q6-100
IN-429
IN~1217
IN-1315
IN-3316B

@ Amount
75
5
36
Lo
250
50

R. Winslow (cont'd)

MANUFACTURER
Transitron
Clevite
National Transistor
International Diode Corp.
Hoffman
Westinghouse
Hoffman
Dickson

Untested Semiconductors on Hand

Type
Sw1250
2N398
21494
2N813
2N709
2N1718
MA90
SP390
MA90
2N1719
2N308A
1n3156
2N1494
S31L07L
MA90
MA89
2N1146A
GA212
GA439
MAS9
pool
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UNITS TESTED % REJECT
25000 1.11%
3571 0.35%
2060 0.39%

12 0.00%
200 1.00%
280 0.00%
94 0.00%

100 10.0%
I am including the following information for whatever possible valueit may be to interested personnel.
who wish to see this data included in future reports, would notify
Bob Hughes, Klaus Doering, or myself.

I would appreciate it if those

Manufacturer
Transitron
R.C.A.
Philco
RaytheonPairchild
T.I.
SpragueT.I.
SpragueT.I.
Motorola

Philco

Philco
T.I.
T.I.
T.I.
Sprague
Trans.

5747
100
4916
150
26

as9
36
1000
g000
2000
1000
3000
3000
1426
12750
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R. Winslow (cont'd)

Manufacturer
19550 pool Trans.25000 DOOL Clevite
50 1N825 Trans.
26 1N3156 Motorola
10 1ng25
250 2N994 GE.
401 D664 T.I.
100 1N648 Clevite
50 1N469A Hoffman
937 D007 Trans.
1429 DB003 Clevite
L182 D662

R. Gaboury

Amount Type

1000 1N2220 Westinghouse24 1N2670 T.I.

During the past two weeks, our workload has increased due to
incoming inspection which has required overtime, but right now we
are back to normal. Once in a while paper work is missing on some
items and we have to chase after it. This is a time consuming job.If in a case like this, somebody has to wait for his work being
inspected, it is not always the inspection department that keeps
things from going.
Production Control gives us a priority list. which helps to get work
out in the order it is needed. It is recommended that any other
department which needs anything in a hurry should also give us such
a list, because we simply do not always know what is needed at
certain times.

K. Larsen, WCO

I visited several people at Los Alamos Scientific Labs who expressed
interest in the PEPR system. One gxoup has a specific interest in
the M.I.T. use of PEPR system. Another group is looking at a PEPR
type of system to examine medical slides. A pathologist and a
mathematician are working together to determine if there is a
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pattern on medical slides that is not visible to the human eye andif the pattern can be examined by a computer to determine con-
clusively whether or not @ tumor is cancerous. The slide is a veryfine cross section of a tumor which is examined by pathologists who
in many cases must make intuitive judgments. These two people
intend to visit Dr. Pless of M.I.T. and the installation at
Lawrence Radiation Lab. Another group is evaluating computers that
might be used to monitor and control a nuclear reactor for the
Ultra High Temperature Reactor Experiment (UHTREX).

At Holloman AFB, the latest system built with DEC modules was
designed to check the quality of magnetic tape for analog use.
They write a known signal on the tape and check the read-back with
slice amplifiers and print out the number of drop-outs. A drop-out
is detected when the read-back amplitude is 10% or 40% below spe-
cification. A switch on the control panel sets the 10% or 40%
points.
At White Sands, New Mexico, I talked to several people at their
computer facility about our PDP-1 compute. They are planning
quite an extensive expansion of their data reduction facility and
I will be keeping in touch with them to inform them of our latest
equipment.

I made a trip to U.6.N.0.T.S. at China Lake and had an opportunity
to demonstrate our lab modules and digital--to-analog equipment.
They ace specifically interested in the digital~to-anaiog modules,
and have since told me that they have submitted a purchase requisi-
tion. Because of familiarity with the product, they are a large
3-C user so I will be taking advantage of every possible oppor-
tunity to talk with them to make them more familiar with our
equipment. I think the D/A equipment has been a good "door opener
in this case.

In Seattle, Washington, I spent two days with Oliver Judd. We

visited the analog computer group that was Looking at a for
tie-in with their existing analog equipment. They are presently
reviewing a quotation that was submitted to them for a PDP-1 with
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analcg hardware attached. It
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K. Larsen, WCO (cont'd)
leoks like there is a lot of interest in our PDP-l computer forthis application.
A group from the antenna department will soon be evaluating computersfor use with their Scientific Atlanta antenna pattern record system.
They need to more fully evaluate the antenna lobe characteristics
with an on-line systen.
I also talked to the people who are using our modules in a systemthat reads analog tapes generated during flight tests, and digitizesthe information. Then it prepares a formatted tape for the IBM
7090. They are quite pleased with the overall reliability of the
system. They are currently designing another system and will be
ordering DEC modules for it.
At a recent visit to Ampex, I learned that they are quite pleased
with their latest 2113 Core Tester. They had it in operation with
a Ramsey core handier the same day they received the equipment.
They will be using this full time for grading their 30 mil cores.
This is the second 2113 for their 30 mil core facility. They are
using Ramsey's new 500 core per minute 30 mil core handler with
both of these testers.
At present we are working on a system proposal for National Cash
Register that will involve a program pattern generator and three
remote test stations. Each test station will have current drivers,
sense amplifiers, and decision logic for testing their thin film
elements. One test station will be monitcring the strip as it
comes from the process oven. One station will be used to test the
strips after they have been cut to length and the third station will
be testing the elements after the windings are in place.
Bob Oakley and I are working with JPL's computer applications group
to solve their problems so that we can put PDP-4's in place of
special systems to do formatting of Ranger Space Probe telemetry
data for output to an IBM data acquisition system and to a magnetic
tape for back-up.

Ron Coleman and I went to Aerojet. General to talk to the analog
people who submitted a request for quotation on a hybrid digital-
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K. Larsen, WCO (cont'd)

to-analog computer system. They indicated that they would like tosee the bidders include the PDP-1 for the digital portion of the
system. They are strictly an analog group and were pleased to have
us go over various subroutine timing relationships with them.

R. Mills

Capital Equipment Expenditures

Month Ended ~ August 31, 1962

Date Vendor Qty. Amount Description
8/6/62 Claus Gelotie, Inc. 1 $ 837.90 Drum Dryer
8/15/62 Tektronix, Inc. 650.00 #82-Plug=-in unit
8/27/62 Technical Inst.,Inc. 1 2,750.00 Reg. Power supply

4,237.90

Month Ended September 30, 1962

Date Vendor Qty. Amount Description
9/4/62 Botwinik Bros. 1 $ 550.00 Spot Welder
9/26/62 Tektronix, Inc. 1 1,275.00 Curve tracer

2 , 470,00 Amplifier Assemblies

$2,295.00
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Activity of D.C.O. territory over the past four weeks has been upa bit over the previous four weeks.
getting more computer business and feel it is going to pay off.The following list of items is by no means exhausted ~ these are
merely those items that come to mind while riding in an F27 to
Greensboro, N.C., which is a trying experience in itself.
University of Michigan

Ristenbatt
Conductron, Inc.
University of Mayland, Kehoe
Condon
Kearns & Law
Army Strategic Communications

Command

A.P.Le

Western Electric

Chemstrand Research
N.I.H.
Martin Orlando
United Gas

Robert H. Ray Co.

Redstone Arsenal
Bowman Gray School of

Medicine
North Carolina State

University

PDP-4 or A~to-D Tape Format

5 & 10 megacycle modules
PDP-- 1
5 & 10 megacycle modules
PDP-4 or modules
looking at several computer
requirements
several systems and design
assistance
should come alive again with
their new $146,000.00 contract
on Nike-Zeus
modules
modules
PDP-4 or modules
their activities are increasing
and they are developing new
products - will require logic
modules
recent merger with Mandrel
Industries should heip sale of
PDP=1
modules
PDP-1

Link Computer
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J. Burley, DCO (cont'd)

Doing missionary work with followings
U. S&S. Steel
Aerojet~General
Fischer & Porter Co.
Socony-Mobil

Quality control has been good in my area, until I tried to hook
up logic kit for Greensboro show. Same old problem of having to
use extreme force in trying to insert banana jack in lab series
modules. Some banana jacks difficult to mate with each other.
Overall, I received much praise from customers on the fine qualityef our modules.

I would like Jim Myers to contribute to next bi-weekly describing
ways, if any, with which we can make his job easier, hence giving

ing out info on advance verbal orders? Any criticism Jim?

better service to our customers. I'm sure there are some things
he would like to see initiated, described, or what have you, bythe field offices. Are we misleading customers on delivery, mak~

I would appreciate sales leads from everyone at. DEC. Have had
some help from Gordon Bell, Stan and recently H. Anderson. These
are invaluable: The type of leads I am seeking is info on firms
setting aside large sums of money for capital expenditures on plant
modernization, process control, automation, info on new plants
planned etc. Thirty~five percent of the nation's population is in
my territory, a territory packed with heavy industry and my
biggest problem is finding out what goes on here. Send it in any
form, but please send it.
Still would Like for the Sales Department to provide a new intro-
duction to DEC employees and what they do. This would be very
helpful to the sales offices. Our next BULLDOG TROPHY should go to
Elsa Newman for her untiring efforts to incite people into parti-
cipating in DECUS. Excellent job.

For those interested, Jim Myers has a copy of the Renegotiation Act
of 1951. Many will be surprised at some of the agencies that
heretofore were believed to be renegotiable which in truth are not.
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J. Burley, DCO (cont'd)
To keep us going in the right direction, some feedback as to ourratio would be helpful. There's good government business to be had
and we can still afford a 64~36% break.

COMMUNICATE.
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BN LOOO 50%
JN 100--00 50%

The greater majority of my time for the past two-week period has
been spent in gensrai e work in the shops with heavy
emphasis having been pue on the problems of paint color and texture.
Scott Miller, Kiaus Doering and myself are presently trying to set
up the standards for paint which will satisfv all the requirements
of pleasing appearance, color match, ease or application, uniformity,
easily silk screenable, durable, and easy to touch-up. The paint
shop has beer. instructed to paint samples of each color they use
every day and of each new batch of paint as soon as it is used in
order to determine che range we can cons. stently expect and to allow

standards is expected to take approximately two weeks.

the silk sece g people to set their standard of texture necessary
for silk screening and toucheup. The whole program of setting these -

Sheet Metal Shop
The load in the sheet metal shop is about the same as it has been
for the past month ox so; however, heavy emphasis is now on pro-
duction items ard it has been necessary to keep two temporary
laborers from no, Bool, thus releasing two of cur more experienced
men to handle the srecial and rush jobs that have been cropping up
recently. The Sheet Metal Shop is also using a tine clock to punch
their times on their daily job tickets in oider that we might get
more accurate figuras on time necessary to complete certain work.
These figures, in turn, will give us more accurate costs and enable
us to estimate more accurately time required to complete a job,
therefore making our scheduling much easier.

Machine Shop
The machine slop is handling its present load very nicely with little
or no overtime and for the first time we nave been able to actually
make production runs on larger jobs like display housing, castings,
memory plane castings, and tilt and turn mechanisms for displays.
All of these jobs have been in fairly large quantities and we

these considerablyshould be able to cut the cost of machining on

by running them through as a production unit.
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K. Fitzgerald {cont.'d)

Cabinet Shop
The cabinet shop load has Gecreased quite a bit with the cancella-
tion of the ADX machines and therefore the people in the shop have
been able to do more of the detailed work in regard to cabinet
assembly and actually spend some time working on jigs and fixtures
for more efficient assembly of cabinets. Vhey have aiso been
extremely busy for the past week cleaning up AD 6 and 7 and the
Guplexing unit which is scheduled to be shipped on Saturday,
September 29, The cabinet and carpenter shop is going to have to
work Fricay night quite late in order to get the machine completely
cleaned up and crate it for shipping on Saturday,

Carpenter Shop
With two men in the carpenter shop now we have been able tc handle
many more of the small carpentering jobs that arise around the
plant and also take care of the special boxes, crates and benches
necessary for our daily production. f do want to impress upon
everyone, however, that carpenter work has got to be requested on
a regular work requisition form and scheduled the same as all other
shops, and whenever there is a conflict in schedules that cannot be
resolved between the carpenter shop and the person involved, they
must be approved by me before we interrupt the present schedule.

R. Doane

VHF Systein 40%
VHF Clock 25%
Test Equipment 10%
Current Calibrater 72 15%
Miscellaneous 1LO%

The VEE test system is now completely wired, with many revisions.
The control section has been tested, and se has one of the shift
registers. The system will be completely tested after transistors
neeced for three more Flip-flops arrive. The serial adder requires
a flip-flop and the exclusive~or section of two logic modules, in
addition to the gating in the first bit of the shift registers.

The first attempt at a VAP i range clock has produced 30 Mc

operation.
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Parts for the production of 25 of the new Current Calibrator havebeen ordered, two are being made in the model shop now for customers,and a third is already in use by G.E. No couplaints, so far.
At last an American manufacturer has learned to make 2... metal film

Daven has sold us 20, and although they only guarantee-1% tolerance, at least we don't have to 4communicate with them inbroken English or pulverized Italian. As soon as Jerry Hamilton
gets a chance to check them out with fast-rise current pulses, wewill know whether they can solve our delivery problem with current-
sampling resistors.

resistors.

D. Denniston, NYO

Very little of an unusual nature has been happening in the New York
area since our last Biweekly contribution of more than a month ago.Nevertheless, several new module customers, especially at Bell Labs,of course, along with some preliminary PDP sales work, has kept us
quite busy.

In general, our much improved delivery has brought back the goodwill of our customers, with perhaps the exception of Mr. Schwender
at Brookhaven. I know we have strained to tieet his stringent
requirements, but several modules, the 4604, in particular, have
held up his work.

Speaking of Brookhaven, I recently learned of a conference to be
held there with Dr. Paul Hough as one of <he principal speakers.
Since my information came from one of our customers at Princeton
University, I knew Little about it and understood that it would be
"small and informal" and although I felt it would be most worth-
while to attend, I honestly did not feel that those outside the
elementary particle field would be warmly welcomed. After it was

wish I had known we were invited, if we really were.

over, one of our customers at Brookhaven told me that about 80
people were there, logic circuitry was of interest to many, I.B.M.
was represented, and, he believed, two DEC people were there. I do

During a recent trip to Western Electric in Princeton, New Jersey,
I noticed that they had received a Model #75 Bias Panel that was
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D. Denniston, NYO (cont'd)

only partially wired and was missing its power cable. Mo wonder
they were confused as to how it was used.

L. Prentice

1000 95%
1136 Link Tape Unit 5%

Security ~ An investigation was made of the emergency lighting units
o which there are eleven in Building 5 and only two were found to
be operative. New battexies have been ordered for these and will be
installed as soon as they arrive. A study will be made of their
location and possible re~location :for better protection in case of
necessity of evacuation of personnel from Building 5. Recommenda-
tions will be made as soon as possible to Ken Oisen in regard to
auxiliary lighting and regular lighting for the stairwells in the
center of Building 5 and at the Wainut Street end of Building 5.

Also under investigation is a warning system tied into the risers of
the sprinkler system which would give a tarning to the guards in
Building 5 and possibly in Building 12 ~ a separated type annuncia-
tion system which would give them an indication of which riser was
feeding the leaking sprinkler head. It may only be economical to
put this system in Building 5.

High Rejection Rate of Painted Parts ~ We have completed a series of
paint samples and these have been selected by Klaus Doering as an
intermediate standard. We are running a control sample on the
paint each day for the following two weeks, at which time we will
again evaluate the samples and if indicated we will run the tests
for another two weeks, thie being the best time of year when we can
experience different humidity levels. When the building is complete-
ly closed in winter the humidity is very low It is hoped that when
these samples are completed and evaluated that the standards for
paint will become less opinion and more fact.

Printed Circuit Boards ~ We have received from Burgess Brothers the
last die (the 16-hcle dic) which punches two indexing holes in each
printed circuit board. This is used for Grilling, blanking, and
other operations performed on the boards as well as locating the
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Silk screening. If this die passes inspection, we can begin to give
punched boards to siik screening so that master plates can be made
up for silk screening eight bosrds at a time.

On Wednesday, September 26, Ken Fitzgerald, myself, and Cy Kendrick
visited 128 Supply Company in Waltham, and Looked at a four head
drilling machine made by Excellon Industries, Los Angeles, Calif.
We could pailet load 20 boards at a time on this machine after
blanking, and they claim that we can drill approximately 42,000
holes per hour with this machine. This nachine appears to be well
built and could be adapted to our use, requires some further
study and we expect to hear some proposals from this company in the
near future.

Low Performance Tape Drive - The first drawings for parts for this
tape drive have keen released to the machine shop and a pattern

@ drawing has been completed which will be turned over to Maynard
Pattern Works for the spools for the tape drive. The first tape
drive spools were machined from solid steck by Joe Gill in the
Model Shop. The next rerort should have some real progress on this
unit. Materials for some of the partis are scheduled to arrive
today.

A. Blumenthal

The Minneapolis-Honéywell PDP-1C-25 compute was shipped on
September 11, 1962. Exactly seven weeks elapsed from its delivery
to checkout to the time of shipinent. This is an excellent record
considering that options of 2 mag, tepe units, extra memory, auto~
matic multiply-divide and display wexe included in the system.
Also, a full elevated temperature marginal check was done, the
formal acceptance test was run, and an extremely thorough inspec-
tion was performed on the entire system. The machine is now being
installed by members of the checkout, mag. tepe and field service
crews.

The MIT machine, PHP-1C-26, together with PEPR, was delivered on

Friday, Septexber 21, 196%, ast an intensive period of closed loop
testing of the entire x ed : Tois chine spent 15 weeks in the>

house from delivery to checkout. The extended period was due to
leavethe fact that the machine here so it could
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A. Blumenthal (cont'd)
be used in proving out the PEPR system. Two days were required to
complete the installation.
At the present time three machines are undergoing checkout. The
one originally sLated for Adams Associates is being outfitted with
automatic multiply-divide so that it can be used in a joint displayin conjunction with an analog computer at the EJCC in December. It
should be ready for shipment within a week.

The Atomic Energy Commission of Canada machine, PDP-1C~27, began
checkout on Wednesday, September 19, 1962. It was the first machine
received with a full complement of modules. The typewriter is the
last part of the standard machine awaiting test.
Checkout of United Aircraft's PDP-1C-24, special options has com-
menced. The Packard Bell Multiverter seems to be OK, except for
minor adjustments. The multiplexer will be shipped Friday,
September 28, and should be here for checkout by Monday. Programs
for acceptance tests on the special opticns have yet to be written.
The machine is slated for shipment on October 15, 1962.

A system of information feedback from ccrputer checkout to produc-
tion has been adopted regarding wiring exrors and other such
troubles. Upon completion of checkout of each machine, the informa-
tion is compiled from the checlout data sheets and presented to pro-
duction on an inter-office memorandum. This will undoubtedly help
reduce the number of svch troubles encountered and reduce the time
each machine spends on the floor. This treatment had been applied
to the MIT and Honeywell machines, thus far, and the data therein
seems to indicate that inspection methods should be elaborated
upon.

All of the tape readers received xecentiy have exhibited a con=
siderable amount of photodiode drift, making it difficult or
impossible to adjust their amplifiers in a way that enables opera-
tion over a wide temperature range. The manufacturers are cognizant
of this problem and have agreed to supply us with replacement heads
using LS-400 diodes for all units that we consider to be unaccept-
able. These diodes are much more stable than the original type.
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R. Tringale
PEPR Controller 2310 80%
2114 Core Tester 15%
Miscellaneous 5%

During the week beginning the L7th of September, the PEPR Controller
went through a number of acceptance tests. These tests involved
both the PDP~l and the PEPR Controller. The programs used in the
tests were designed to simulate as close as possible the actual
operating conditions, which will be scanning bubble chamber photo-
graphs.

The PEPR Controller passed the tests and was delivered on Friday,
September 21, and installed over the week~end.

E. Harwood

JPL Output line units have been checked out with the exception of
the indicator and switch panel which is currently being wired. We
temporarily connected it to one of the ADX systems and were for-
tunate that an old teletype unit was left here, so we were able to
check out the system as it would be used on the computer. We will
send a program to JPL showing how the line units may be used on
their computer.

The ADX 6 and é Duplex System is in the final stages of its check-
out. It has gone through come preliminary inspection, and now the
machines are being readied for their acceptance test, which should
take place Friday morning. If all goes well, the acceptance test
should be over around noon, and we will be able to crate the
machines Friday afternoon and evening and ship them out early
Saturday morning.

Leo Gossel has written a program to check the Duplex System and
this is the program which we will use for the acceptance test.

We plan to send a good size crew to ITT on Monday to install the
ADX 6 and 7 systems. Most of the crew will be through by Tuesday
afternoon and that will leave just one test 1an and assistant to
finish checking out the system. We expect the complete system will
be checked out by October Sth.
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&. Barwocd cont'd

ADX-3 has gone through ail its preliminary BCE Ge of checkout and
is to memories and mag tai We have been
promised the sometime this week aud the tape control
by the end of next week. Due to the delay in the mag
tape control the machine is approximately four Geys behind schedule.
We do not anticinate any delay in the delivery schedule as we are
sure we can make vo this time.

ADX~8. This machine arrived in the test ar 3 cn Moncay,
Septenber 24, and two ITT people were BSS LANES te: checkeut the sys-
tem. hey will be supevised by Don Murohy erd proceed with
the neo or ary 'cipate
any delays due to these people doing the testing of the
machine, chic wachine arrived in tne area One week
late, it is row behind echedule, but we feel toat we wiil be
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it. This is the unit mentioned in the last biweekly report whichwill be used in the 1972. It has a BVeps greater than or equal to50 V at Io = 100 microamps. All 1972's that go through test nowwill be tested at 55° C. This is an effort to weed out the marginalunits which are giving us trouble, Each 1972 will use eight ofthese transistors.
We now have 970 MASO red transistors in stock. These are a high
punch-through unit (15 volts). These have been replaced by the
MA90 red units. In the interest of minimizing the inventory prob-
lem, these transistors are going to be used in place of MA90 non-
red units.
The 1538 D.C. coupled sense amplifier has now been phased into all
new memories. This wnit works very well. Its advantage over the
old 1540 A.C. coupled sense amplifier is that it has no baselineshift. The 1540's exhibit this baseline shift because of pulse
repetition frequency sensitivity inherent in AC coupled circuits.
We made an effort to have the unit all adjusted in tests so that we
could simply plug it into a memory and have it work (we knew we
would have to rebalance the AC balance pot in this event) but it
turns out that we have to readjust the slice and BC balance (as
well as AC balance) when even going from plane to plane in the same
memory »

The SJ1071 transistor mentioned in the last biweekly report will be
used in the 4673 Nixie driver.

Engineering is now working on a 1989, read-write driver which will
replace the 1973. Other things in the works are a 1987, which is a
split~bus 1972 which was designed for line computers, but will
probably replace the 1972. The 1971 is a linc sense amplifier
(two in a package} which might possibly be used on PDP-4, because
it has a slow memory cycle.
We are planning to use a silicon controlled rectifier in the 1986
memory tester switch. The number of this unit is SW1250.

We have discovered about 300 resistors color coded 1500 ohms which
@ are really 43,000 chms in many different modules, in various stages

of production. These were manufactured by Allen~Bradley. In the
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R. Hughes {cont'd)
immediate future, we are going to sample-inspect resistors. We had
decided to do this about a month ago, but this will give some pushto do this.
We recently received three batches of Ferroxcube pulse transformer
cores and put them in production without inspecting or analyzing
them. We will attempt to avoid this in the future.

The circuit schematics have all been updated and Cy Kendrick has
updated his parts list accordingly.
A procedure has been worked out with the Sales Department to keep
returned modules from getting in the finished goods stockroom.
There is now a special locked room next to incoming inspection for
keeping these modules which are returns from customers, both
internal and external. A memo describing the exact procedure will
be issued shortly.
We now buy 2N1305 transistors from Texas Tnstruments. When we order
them we order GA748's. Using this number tells the manufacturer
that we want the leads cut to a specific length and that we want a
transipad molded onto the transistor case. It also specifies a
Vop Sat test which is Vep Sat less than or equal to 0.1 volts at
Ic 38.9 mils; Ig 1.84 mils; Rug = 957 cius. This test insures that
2N1305's will work as flip-flop output buffers. The transistors
are still marked 2N1305 and the circuit schematic still calls for
2N1305.

We are conducting a life test on fans. We have two Gold Seal muffin
fans and one Pamotor fan being tested. The units are operating in
an oven at a temperature of 62°C.

A 575 curve tracer has been received and will be located in the
Quality Control module repair area. This unit will be used for
analyzing defective transistors removed from modules. It will also
be available to any engineer who wants to use it.

Ferroxcube is going to give us a long term loan on a 64 x 64
coincident current memory plane using 30 18 mil cores. These
cores have full drive at 25°C of 700 one output of 60
millivolts and aT of 0.4 microseconds. This plane will have
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R. Hughes (cont'd
untested cores in it and was borrowed for use by Jon Fadiman injunction with his memory testers.

J. Cudmore

EN 1073 40%
EN 1098 60%

The results of the Module fest Reports are starting to become
meaningful. These reports will be used to point out test problemsand hopefully we can then eliminate some of the testing difficulties.I am sure Jerry Hamilton will be able to simplify the current driver
testing, now that he has actually tested a production unit. The
average test for a Type 62 Current Driver is about 1 hr. and 15 min.
The 4304 Integrating One-Shot, which is becoming a high volume unit,
requires almost 40 min. of test time. This test will be revamped.
Succeeding weeks will be spent analyzing the difficult tests and
test procedures. Pexiodic equipment failures still plague test.
The 10 mc burst generator operates very poorly and scmetimes not atall. I understand Engineering is working on a more refined model
and completion of this device would be greatly appreciated. Some
of the more commonly used testers are falling apart and will have to
be rebuilt.
The 1201 switcning time tester is back on the air after the 567
scope was returned from Tektronix. The biggest headache in making
the required measurements from 16% to 90% is that the noise on the
ground paths inherent to the model exceeds 20%. These units can
be tested if the measurement points are shifted from 10% to 25% and
90% to 75%. Correlation units will be measured next week. After
verification of the results, this tester be used in production.
A modification to the special burst generctor in this system is
being designed to enable 4201 testing.
I would like to again propose the elimination of one of the test
Gata sheets. Delivery of test data sheets is sometimes a problem
and elimination of the extra sheet would save some test and inspec-
tion time. Subsequent returned module xeports will include machine
number and customer information if this information is given on
the defective module tag.
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N. Fitch
ENL098 100%

Within the past two weeks I have completed the 567 Oscilloscope pro-
gramming panel used for externally programming the readout scopes.At the present time this relay panel is driven manually but will
soon be driven by logic enabling us to make many time tests without
changing the settings on the scope itself.
The 1201 Automatic Time Tester has been medified to make time meas-
urements between 25% and 75% of the waveform under test. This mod-ification was necessary because the scope was triggering on the
noise instead of the 10% and 90% of the waveform.

At the present time I am developing a burst generator for the auto-
matic time measurer to enable us to test 4201's automatically.

D. Dubaye Test Equipment Headquarters
The following equipment has been calibrated since September 17th.

Quantity Description Type
14 Oscilloscope 543/543A
2 541A
2 Transistor Curve Tracer 575
1 Oscilloscope 321
1 515A
1 Square Wave Generato: 105
4 Current Probes P6016/131 amp.
14 Preamplifier CA
3 I
2 D
3 M

2 S
L K

R
2 it z
2 tty H

at

i}

at

G
1 E
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D. Dubay {cont'd}

Quantity Description Type
25 Meter 630NA~RM
16 630NA
LO 980
4 931

One of the 567 Digital Readout Scores was sent to Lexington to be

:

repaired and calibrated. is back in the plant now.

A 575 Transistor Curve + has been from Tektronix as ofthis date (9/28/62'.,

R. :

Type
MA89
MA90
MD93
MD93
MD904
MD95
MD95
MD114
SDA-~-L
SDA-L
2N1304
2N1305
2N1305
261.306
2N1309
2N4560A
2N744
2N1600
IN458A
IN1315
IN33168

@ IN3005A
Q5-100

Manufacturer

Philco

e

a

Philco

Gen. Elec.
Texas

it El

ts Ll

Gen. Elec.
Texas Instrument

Transitron
Texas Instrument
Hoffman
Dickson
Motorola
Int. Diode Corp.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL

Semiconductors tested since Last report:
Units Tested

995
000

7
4200
A076
009
282

1439
200
200

2000
5.9870
2500
29a
Leo
200
LOO

7

31
6

LOO
30

400

% Reject
0.60%
0.78%
0.00%
1.2%
0.93%
0.79%
12.0%
0.21%
0.00%
15. 5%%
0.75%
0.98%
1.96%
1.0%
0.6%
1.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Spracue
tt

if :

13.0%
0.0%
10.0%
0.0%
8.5%

DF633 DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD,
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R. Winslow

Type Manufacturer Units Tested % Reject
pool Clevite 50000 1.5%
D007 National 2230 0.9%
sw1250 Transitron 25 16.0%

*Wrong markings R. Grey

Wilwrite Product Resistors were removed from the stockroom and from
a few modules in Finished Goods. These resistors are poor in
quality for two reasons: {1} the resistive vaiue drifts all over
the place, and (2) the physical appearance of the resistor is poor
due to a plastic sleeve over the carbon. The sleeve gets gummy in
trichlorethylene.
I understand that these resistors were once before rejected, but due
to new personnel, they were reordered. Purchasing has been notified
of this situation.
Another problem which was encountered was with 1.5K - 1/4W - 5%

Allen-Bradley Resistors. The color coding on these resistors did
not indicate their resistive value which was 43K. An inspection of
the production area turned up 250 of these resistors.

It may be of some value to know that there were 40 out of 80 ina
lot of 3101's; 9 out of 90 in a 4603; 10 out of 90 in another 4603;
26 out of 450 in a 4604; 1 out cf 240 in a 1103; 48 out of 60 ina
4301; and 105 out of 540 in a lot of 4213's. The stockroom. and
other areas are being checked to remedy the situation.

It is obvious that Allen-Bradley made an error in their color coding
procedure~-with luck this seldom happens.

We are now using the new Standard Procedures for Inspection. It
would be greatly appreciated if everyone making computers or sys~
tems would correct their defects well before the acceptance tests.

R. Gaboury

During the past two weeks, the Mechanical Inspection Department has
added a girl employee. All finishing, such as chromicoat, anodize
and silk screening have to be inspected 100%, and capacitors,

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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R. Gaboury (cont'd)
resistors and other slectrical components have to be sample~inspected,
so the addition of a new employee has helped immensely.

K. Doering

Inspection procedures for in-process inspection are in the works
right now. This project should be finished by tre end of the
coming week.

The procedures and forms for assembly inspection have been distri~
buted and are in use fxom now on.

The girls in the test area received inspection procedures for sys-
tem and laboratory module inspection after electxical test.
All purchased material that goes to stock has te go through incom-
ing inspection first. We could reach an agreement with Henry Crouse
about this.

Fadiman

During the past two weeks work has been ccencentrated heavily on the
production of the Memory 1520 for IBM, Grego. This is the
first of our more comp ex memory testers with extra drivers to pro=
vide faster rise times. We axe proceeding with the wiring at all
possible speed in order to allow sufficient : ina for checkout of
the machine. This is also the first of cur memory testers to use
the new switches, Model 1986, with silicon control
rectifiers.
Work is proceeding on the iogical design of the gemi-automatic Core
Tester Model 2114, also for IBM, Owego. This is a complex pro-
grammable pulse generator for testing aperture cores.

Wiring is also being done on another automatic core tester, Model
2113, this one for RCA in Needham.

We have received an order from Ferroxcube in Saugerties, New York

ing up on the logical design of this memory tester and will start
putting it in wixing next week. The astronomical clock, Model 2113,

1 price 0,000. We are now finishsox a memory tester Model 1521,

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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for Mitre is nearing completion. This is a system to be used inconjunction with the Venus project. The Systems Group will also dopart of a large project for NASA involving a large number of analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog decoders and registers. We havealso received orders for two memory exercisers for Western Electricin Chicago, total price $49,300.
Two systems have been shipped within the past week 3 one of them isthe Automatic Core Tester 2113B to Ampex Computer Products Co. inLos Angeles and the other is the PEPR system which was finallyshipped last week to MIT.

Possible new orders for systems include the followings an encoder~
decoder test set for Western Electric in North Andover, price -

$7,507; a memoxy exerciser for Bell Telephone Laboratories in
Murray Hill, New Jersey for testing out .2 microsecond memories,price ~ unknown; a menory tester Model 1516 and a core tester 2113for the Mobara Works of Hitachi, Ltd. in Tokyo, Japan; and a memorytester Model 1516 for Siemens in Munich, Germany.

Last Monday I went down to Keasbey, New Jersey to visit the Indiana
General Corporation (General Ceramics Co.} and taiked to them about
equipment which they now have and also future test equipment needs.
I spent some time with Mr. Ev Valenti concerning new memory testers.
His feeling is that we must provide a memory tester with faster rise
times, like 50 millimicroseconds through a plane and 150 milli-
microseconds through a stack. Even our newest Model 1521 will not
do this. However, I feel that General Ceramics definitely needs new
Memory tester equipment and when they have the chance to see what
our 1520 and 1521 will do, they will probably place an order with us
for a system which will provide the fastest rise time which the
present state of the art allows. I suspect they will aiso sometime
in the future, say within the next six months, be ordering a semi-
automatic core tester, Model 2109, with eight drivers and 16 states
for testing multi-aperture cores. In general, they are happy with
the present memory test equipment and I gave them some minor
improvements that can be made and also explained about the proper
DC compensation for the drivers in the memory tester.
Installation of the semi-automatic core tester, Model 2110, and
Ramsey-~Handler, Model CH70, was made at Sylvania Electric by

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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J. Fadiman {cont'd}
Dick Whipple within the past two weeks. Everything appears to be
Satisfactory here except for the fact that again all the capacitors
mounted on the back plenum door broke loose, making a mess of the
776 Power Supply. George Gerelds is going to work on a way of
securing these capacitors with clamps so they do not come Loose in
shipment of our machines.

Two new engineers have joined the Systems Group on a permanentbasis. One is Pat Greene, who comes to us from Western Electric in
Andover and the other is Ed deCastro, who hes been working with us
this summer and also for previous summers. Thus our engineering
capability has been greatly increased, and we will be able to take
on a number of new systems jobs in different fields, as well as do
some much needed improvement work on the systems which we are now
manufacturing. Roy Elliott has also joined our group as a wireman,
coming from Maynard Sandler's Production Group.

e Judith Ebner

Books on Programming
Compiled by REGNECENTRALEN ~ "ALGOL" (Library No. 510.783 0)

During a meeting in Copenhagen on the evening of Feb. 28, 1959,
representatives from a number of computing centres, who are
all actively engaged on using the ALGOL language for facili-
tating the programming for their respective computers, agreed
that Regnecentralen, Copenhagen, should take steps to facili-
tate the continued collaboration of these computing centers
in all questions related to the practical use of the ALGOL.
This book contains ALGOL-Bulletins {AB) from 1 to 14
inclusive.

Kipiniak, Walerian ~ "Dynamic Optimization and Control" (Library No.
510.783 0)

Dynamic Optimization & Control deve'ops a general control
theory for dynamic systems of immediate interest to electrical,
mechanical, and chemical engineers and to operations research
analysts. The author demonstrates the computation of solu-
tions for such practical problems as vehicle stabilization,
trajectory control, chemical process contro and inventory
control. He also explains how spatial analog computers can
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be applied as optimizing controllers.

McCrackon, Daniel D. ~ "A Guide to Algol*Programming" (4 copies)
(Library No. 510.7830)~ Also 4 available "Guide Fortran* Programming"

This book is written for the person who wants to get a rapid
grasp of the use of a computer in the solution of problems in
science and engineering. The application of a computer to
such problems is greatly simplified by the use of ALGOL, or a
similar compiler, because it is not necessary to learn the
details of computer operation.

Charnes A., Cooper, W.W. ~ "Management Models and Industrial Appli-
cations of Linear Programming" (Vols. 1 and 11)
{Library No. 510.7830)

Directed mainly to those interested in applications linear
programming.

:

Dennis, Jack Bonnell ~ "Mathematical Programming and Electrical
Networks (Library No. 510.7830)

This research monograpn offers a new approach to mathematical
programming based on anology with electrical networks.

Bucholz, Werner ~ "Planning a Computer Systems Project Stretch"
(Library No. 510.7830)

This book is primarily concerned with the selection of an in-
struction set and related functional characteristics of a
large high-speed digital computer. Except for cost and speed,
these are the characteristics that do most to distinguish one
computer from the next yet they have received scant recog-
nition in the literature so far. For example, every computer
designer makes a choice between binary and decimal arithmetic,
but this book contains the first non~superficial treatment of
this fundamental aspect of computer design. The subject is a

specific computer: the IBM 7030, which is the outcome of a

design preject called "Project Stretch." Authors of individual
chapters participated actively in this project. This text,
therefore, reflects the reality of direct personal experience,
giving reasons for design choices and stating compromises
between conflicting requirements. Because the IBM 7030 com-
bines computing and data processing facilities previously
found only in separate computers, together with new features

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Judith Ebner (cont'd)

important for real-time operation, all of these important topicsare treated in detail. Some of the numerous original ideasdescribed are: the interrupt system, the floating~pointexception handling, variable field ad byte size operation,indexable addressing to the bit Level, logical-connective in-structions, memory protection, instruction look-ahead, and the
generalized input-output approach.

Digital Equipment Corporation ~ Programmed Data Processor~4"
(Programming Manual) (Library No. 510.7830)

(A reference shelf of Digital Manuals will be available in the
library as they come off the press. Anyone who would like to con-tribute previously published manuals, please send them to the
library.)

Graf, Rudolf Modern Dictionary of Electronics (Library No. 423)Electronic terminology and their functional definitions.
Tweney, C.F. and Hughes, L.E.C. - "Chambers' Technical Dictionary -
3rd Edition" (Library No. 423)

The aim of this dictionary is to give, in the light of present
knowledge and opinion, definitions of terms that are of impor-
tance in pure and applied science, in all branches of engineer-
ing and construction, and in the larger manufacturing indus-
tries and skilled trades. It is a dictionary of technical
terms, written by specialists, partly for other specialists
but more particularily for the technically minded man-in~the-
street and for students and interested workers of all kinds
and ages: indeed, for all who wish to understand what
scientists and engineers have to say to each other.

"Ninth International Congress of Linguists" (Library No. 406)
Preprints of papers for the Ninth International Congress of
Linguists held on August 27-31, 1962 at Cambridge, Mass.;
including the following three papers from the session on
"Applications of Computer to Language Analysis."
1. "The Impact of Language Data Processing on Linguistic
Analysis" by Paul Gaivin of Ramo-Woolridge.
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Judith Ebner {cont'd}
2. "Statistical Determination of Isotcving" by H. Kucera
of Brown University.
3. "Content Recognition and the Production of Synonomous
Expression" by W. Toch, University of Texas

Strumpen-Darrie, Robert and Berlitz, Charles F. - "French (TheBerlitz Seif-Teacher) ' (Library No. 428.24)

Strumpen-Darrie, Robert and Berlitz, Charles F. ~ "German (TheBerlitz Seif-Teacher) "(Library No. 428.24)

Michelin, Pneu ~ "France 1962" (Library No. 428.24}
A French Guide written in French

Podor, Eugene ~ "Germany 1961 < Fodor's Modern Guide"
{Library No. 428.24}

Cooke, Nelson M. ~ "Basic Mathematics for Electronics"
(Library No. 510.7834)

DATE September 28, 1962
BIWEEKLY
REPORT

This is the second edition of the texthcok originally entitled
"Mathematics for Electricians and Radioiuen. The purpose
this new edition is unchanged. It was written to provide

of

students of electronics and electrical subjects with a sound
background in basic mathematics. Wherever possible, mathe=
matical concepts and processes are related directly to
electrical and electronics applications, and some chapters
deal solely with applications. 'he format of the second
edition has been carefully redesigned to make functional use
of two colors. The second color is used for emphasis and
call attention to important equations or to a particular
portion of a figure. As such, the second color serves as
added teaching tool for instructors and an aid to compre~
hension and understanding for students. As the result of
extensive correspondence with teachers and students using

to

an

the
first edition and a national survey conducted by the publisher,
a review of the basic operations in arithmetic has been
included in Chapters 2 through 6. This review was included
for the large nwiber of students whose abilities in "figuring"
had lessened mainly because time had elapsed since they had
needed to employ these skills.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Judith Ebner (cont'd)
Fuller, Don ~ "Organizing Planning and Scheduling for Engineering
Operations" (Library No. 658)

Many engineering departments are inefficient because they
have structured the organization and based the operations on
professional competence and technical ability rather than on
managerial competence end administrative ability. The very
word "operations" implies the need for managers and admini-
strators and if Engineering is to be a financial gain to the
company rather than a financial drain, the department must be
run in accordance with the basic princisoles of effective
management. In short, these responsible for the engineering
input and output must either manage or be managed; they are
in no position to complain of "interference" from the outside
when they invite such interference fiouting the basic
principles of good management to which other departments must
conform.

Perry, J.W. and Kent, Allen - "Documentation and Information
Retrieval" (Library No. 658.3)

This monograph has been written in the conviction that mathe-
matical formulation of basic principles, together with cost
analysis of procedures and operations, will permit the develop~
ment of information systems to be placed on a firm engineering
basis.

Granick, David ~ "The European Executive" (Library No. 658.3)
An analysis of the post-war European executive-leader in the
Common Market, and both ally and competitor of American
business. In beginning, Professor Granick stresses the
realization that although Western Europe has seen substantial
economic and industrial growth, and while it is the home of
many giant companies, modern industry, for the most part, still
functions within an older structure of society. These
elements, antedating modern industrialization, are still power~
ful and provide a class basis and a set of social values
radically different from those which are dominant in the U.S.
Through an analysis of the great changes that are permeating
industry throughout Western Europe today, Mr. Granick reveals
how the various class lines are, in some instances, breaking
down, and, in other instances, notably Britian and Germany,
often reinforcing themselves. In the second part of the book,
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Judith Ebner (cont'd)
Professor Granick treats in detail tne more technical aspectsof management in the various countries--describing how top
management is educated and recruited, and how these executives
in each country consider their priorities in production, sales,
expansion, etc. The final part of the book is concerned with
modern labor-management relations and Professor Granick pro-vides an intriguing discussion of the various political and
social philosophies which typify and explain their interactingconflicts.

Niebel, Benjamin W. = "Motion and Time Study" (Library No. 658.5)
This book treats che place of the methods, time study, and
wage payment function in industry, describing the techniques
used to conduct proved methods programs that will result in
substantial savings in labor and material for any type of
business. The auchor presents accepted and proved techniques

The requirements and methods of installation of sound wage
payment plans are discussed in detail.

of work measurement and outlines the many helpful controls
made possible aftex fair time standards have been developed.
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G. Rice (cont'd)
Instruction changes fconc'd)

c) operate bit 10 1, skip is AT - minus, sma
a) operate bit 11 = 1, veverse the conditions for a skipsi. do not skip if any of the above conditions are

present.
2. Law W instruction

The law N inst
addvess portion of gq

ration code 760000, places the
in Ones are placed in

Double rowate facility
A second rotate AC left (vel) or rotate AC xiaht frar) will
be affected if operate bit 7 = 1 and vex or ral is
given.

wo

4, Auto-indexing registers
If an indivect reference made te registers 1035 - 17g, a
one is added to the register before the indirect address is
made,

5. Cal instruction
is bit a Zero, jas

20 (100020) is the indirect bit is a one, jms
120020 is fected. : the

na possible.ry for pilex
Additional options s

dL. Drum System
We have already propoved : drum systems. One
o these is a : 3 system with a word capacity of up
to 65K. This system we have in trial operation at the
pressent time. The SOROSy system, not as sephisticeted,
is a drum which to date is only in pro~
posal form.
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G. Rice (cont'd)
2. Memory extension

We have recently proposed & memory extension system. The
memory extension system will enable the memory to be
expanded to 32.

3. Extended Arithmetic Control Unit
Another proposed 2ddition to the PDP-4 is an arithmetic
unit. the arithmetic control unit {ACU) attaches to the

and operations to be performed
25nves

lows arithmetic
faster. The ACU extension to the accuma~
lator}; and consists of control circuitry, a multiplier-
quotient x and @ etep counting register. The

time te obtain Sianed 36 bit product would be
approximately 25 memory cycies or 200 microseconds.

The ACU, memory extension, end serial drum have not been built yet
and probabiy will not be in the near unless there appears to
be a definite need. Also, under very : consideration for the
PDP-4 is a Fortran type cemplier.

In case is interested, I have ween ica manual. from Kleinsmidt
on their model 311 Teleprinter with ra, alicl sicneling.

Elica Newmen

PDP scope. DECUSCOPE : to promote of jdeas of
intexvest to PUP DECUSCOPF the gozis of DECUS

The technical newsletter, is S months old. The name
combines Digital iti the

:

(the users group) an cet in the By-Laws e

1. To atwance t of data procecsing through
mutua ecveetion aud of ideas.

2. To estabiish standards and to provide channels to facilitate
the exchange of asong members

3. To provide feedback to the compu' er industry pertaining to
eavipment and proguaming ds.
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Elsa Newman (cont'd}

Contributions, in the of technical parers and notes have beenreceived from users and DEC programmers,

Iwish, at this time, to give hearts € thanks to DEC programmers,Dit Morse, in particular, wno alreadyhave contributed and on whose
cooperation I will continue co count.

DECUS is planning Yechnical Meeting in October at Hanscom Field,
where the ar Dynamic will be on display.
Papers for this meeting are now being invited. details will be
announced in the issve DEC : welcome any and all
Commencs avd suggestions for effective of DEICUS goals.
Jim Burley's idea of tagging which requires an answer
with a red flag is @ veal goodoe > use same. Thanks JIM.7 -1

D. Adans

Roving Inspection
In the past two weeks there have bsen computers and other
systems needed intermediate and firai electrical inspection.
These inspections took a qreat deal cf "ine but were completed with
very littie trouble.

One problem atched
future is tne running of wixes behind the chassis ground lugs of the
mounting pan Woon tio - - ere pullA

21

nda tod 2

the mounting panels from bay to bay, they wey rub tae cround
lugs connecting ench panel. so, the insulation may be
Sliced off the wire at various points leaving bace wire.

The Minneapolis-Horeywell bad 2 paix of wires which
ran the full length the tex. The wire und bare spots at
various spots darn ite full length, This of wires had to be
veplaced vhile the was Suki tra in che Craciug Room, waiting
to be Nee Dur ac Tie? 1 and
electrical forms mote up, 80 will be a more
formalized prece for all machines There wiil be a
memo soon to explain the new procedure.

1

7
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roam starting to write an iusgection procedure for checking out ali
computers, special systems, and oniional equipment. Automation
Component capacitors have been breaking down in the field. it hasbecome so bad that starting now no system or lzboratery module canleave the company with them in it. Production, stockroom, moduleinspection, and finished goods know of this and will be on the look-out for them. All of the A.c. capacitors have been taken from stock,and an inspection of Finished goods produced 366 modules uSing thesecapacitors. These were sent back to production, and the capacitorswere replaced by either Sprague or Erie capacitors.
As time permits, each system will be checked for these A.C. capacitors.There were i08 modules with these capacitors in the MIT PEPR and 61in the MIT computer.

R. Gaboury

@ During oux Final Inspection we have found seratches on silk screened
panels. We should have these panels reworked; however, this usuallytakes ten deys for xesexeening and four hours to change if cne
happens to be in stock. masking will eliminate this problen.
I have tried "Liquid Masking Tape" on some panels which can be
brushed on. When it dries it can be peeled of€ very easily. This
would protect the panel from minor scratches. This protection would
be put on as soon as the panel ccimes in to inspection from an outside
vendor, and will be removed by the Inspector at Final Inspection---it
should not be xemoved before this time.

K. Fitageraid
100-00 50%
EN 1000 50%

Machine Shop
The machine shop has been cevoting most if its time for the past two~
week period cn standard production items, and a few emergency jobs
for special project jobs Wich have come up on short notice. Tere
have been no outstanding problems ox items worthy of special note,
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K. Fitzgerald (cont'd)
with the exception that we have had to work approximately i0 hours
per man overtime in order to keep up with the regular work load.
Sheetmetal Shop
The sheetmetal shop is presently requiring three to :four weeks for
completion of ali work in the shop due to the heavy work load at thistime. Because of this heavy work load we have hired laborers from
"Labor Pool" to help out in the area of machine operators. At
present, it looks as if we will need this axtra help for approximatelytwo to three weeks to take the heavy demand off our own people and
keep the overtime to a reasonable limit.
One of the biggest problems we have besn having in the sheetmetal
shop lately has bean in the painting booth. There has been three or
four days when we could not paint becavse of the high humidity con-
ditions, and we feel that it is cheaper not to paint at all rather
than to have 50% co 60% xejects and then have to repaint. Another
more serious problem is the nature of t = paint It seems that
with oux standard Doeskin Twced there is a shelf Life on the paint of
about three months. We have found that cometimes it even exceeds
this and therefore we don't have too many problems with this partic-
ular paint. However, our solid color textured tweed which we use on
computers, special systmms, has a shelf Life of only 30 days. Some-
times even less than this, depending uson temuerature and humidity
conditions. It seems that the solid color breaks down in the bucket
and when the paint is appiied it shows a 5mali white fleck. This
has happened to us on two cacasicns in the past week and we have not
been able to paint any of the standard Nigital blue or ITT blue
because of this. We have approximately 45 to 50 gallons of this
paint which we cannot use. The suppliez has promised to give us
eredit for it, but that does not get us out of the hole of not hav~
ing paint with which to paint. Because of this problem I have con-
tacted an independent paint chemist and asked him to come in and go
over this problem with us, hoping, perhaps, he can come up with a
formula for a different type of paint that is still air dry,
textured, and the correct color, but does not have a shelf life.
This, I feel, is about the only way that we can possibly change
paint. Even though we have had many problems with paint in the past,
the only other textured paints on the merket are generally two-coat

o
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paints requiring a baking oven capable of temperatures to 350°,
There are two methods of reaching a bake temperature of 350° and theyare either gas fired ovens or banks of electric heating units. Thefirst case, gas fired ovens, would be quite expensive to buy andinstall and the fire hazard from something of this type would be
extremely high. The second alternative has the same fire hazards andis expensive; also involved would be the »ecessity for a new electrical service to the building, as we presently do not have enough
amperage On our present supply to allow a hook-up of this type.
We have been experimenting for the past two weeks on a clear conver-
sion coating for aluminum end have a production lot of 1901 top
and bottom plates through Alodine #1000 which leaves a clear chro-
mated service on aluminum and are all uniform in color and texture.
The only drawback I see on these pieces is that it will be difficult
to determine whether or not the pieces have keen coated. However, I

@ am sure that the details of controlling this can be worked out quite
satisfactorily. We will continue to run pieces through this process
hoping to find any bugs and problems, so that we might make a fuller
report later on. We also have a green colored conversion coating.
However, this requires a high bath and a little closer
control. We ran a few pieces through this but not enough to really
justify a full report. However, preliminary work indicates that we
would probably have the same problems on color match, rainbow effect,
and streaking, as those that we have with our present Chromicoat
system.

Cabinet Shop
The cabinet shop spent most of the past two-week period getting the
ITT console ends assembled and installed on units for ADX-9 and 10.
The console units for ADK=11 and 12 are being delayed again because
of the paint problem. However, we are expecting shipment by the 2lst.
Carpenter Shop
The carpenter shop is fullv installed upstairs in Building 5 at this
time. We have shipped from this area six times now and we feel con-
fident that we have a vretty fair system operating. Also, the scale
is now in operation up there i lL be able to weigh the units
whenever necessary.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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K. Fitzgerald (cont'd)
I would like to outline at this time he Final draft of a memo thatwill soon be pubiished for the crating anc: shipping of all units re-quiring packing or cratings
All machines and
sent to the crating area adjacent to the Cax Sacp in Building5 at least one dav prior to the date which the transport people arescheduled to pick it up. If the system is AC of more than sixstandard computer cabinets and a typewriter table, it must bedelivered to the shipping arec two days to the pick-up time.This time is necessary to allow for the mechanical inspection byQuality Control and any necessary rework which is discovered. The

erating. Jt is also imperative that Snop receives a
work requisition for the crating at least one week prior to the date

exating w ll berequiring packine

machine wilt not be erated or shipped Une. time as che QualityControl department notifies the carpeniexs ti is reacy for

of shipping. This is necessary in ord to Osu that there will be

immediately and the requisitioner will be co so chat he may

no confiicting shipping dates with othe ate, When this workrequisition in the shen, any con: L :

recolve the conflict in ample time to notify the shen of the actual
Shipping date."

L. Prentice

Generai Engineering 75%
Engineering Project - Security 25%

The subject of this Biveekly Report is Security. Ws initiared
Pinkerton gverd sexvice Monday, Senuember LOtn Vois has now been
in operation for the past fovr days. As with che initiation of any
new service, there sre things that need to be done to sooth
out the operation. 'Yhe primary reacon for adopting quard service is
to make our people security conscious; tha. we do have a need to
know who is in the building at ali times and that we have keen
interest in safety for our employees. The otner benefits we hepe to
dexive from this acerue from & 24-hour fice watch end access to the
building around the full 24-hour cycle, seven days a week. While it
is impossible to have this degree of security without minor incon=
venience, we hope that the inconvenience will be L and to a very
smail number of reople. While these are cur main concerns, a great
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L. Prentice (cont'd)

many other small benefits accrue from a guard serviceof this type.Our next endeavor in this area will be to provide more adequate fire
protection than we presently have.

A man has been hired for the Tool Crib in Building 3 and we expectto have this in operation within the next few weeks. An all employee
memo will be gotten out explaining how the Yool Crib will operate
and the necessity for keeping records, etc.
I wish to thank Bob Lassen and his people and Dick Mills and Brad
Towle for the assistance given in setting up the security guard sys~
tem.

B. Crouse

The major component vendors are generally delivering to our scheduled
dates; additional ordexs have been placed withs

Potter Instrument - 20 handlexs with three moath $131,500.00
lead time

General Ceramics 25 memoxy stacks 64 « 64 x 19 $ 79,875.00
Sorohan ~ 25 computeriters 47,756.25$

Semiconductors ~ current usege of the Germanium diode is
100,000 devices a month, Transitron and Clevite are our suppliers
on a year's schedule. Price ic $0.15 each. The price increased
half a cent for additional specification that is 0.25% AQL level.
Texas Instrument kas contracted to supply 2N1305's (GA 748),

(GA439) and GA212 with an epoxy base and leads cut to length.
In large volume the vnits are priced at $06.24, §0.305 and $0.605
respectively. General Electric has submitted a similar proposal.
The General Electric units would have a Milton Ross Co. base glued
to the can with epoxy rather than die stamped, as is the Texas
Instrument devices.

The new cafeteria in Building 5 is beqinning to operace. Until the

breaks will be the only services A Probably two weeks hence,
full operations will begin. Consvructive suggestions and compiaints
will be received by yours truly.

outing is over and has relicvea work Load on Bill Tobin coffee

DF633
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om Kalwell
Recently, Derrick Chin and I visited Raytheon, Quincy Tube Division,in regard to our problem of CRT tubes ured on visual display. I amcertain that the problem of defects in the screen will be correctedand all tubes will be inspected per DEC seecifications in the futureprior to being shipped.
This week a list has been circulated on all machine screw fastenersthat DEC uses. bring this list up-to-date as new fasteners areadded to our production stocks.
With failures occurring in Rotron Fans, I've recently pur-chased three Pamotor axial fans for Bob Hughes' evaluation. This
fan has a large starting capacitor and at the present time cannot be
supplied without this capacitor. The Pamotor fan is more cestly,but it has a greater air flow capacity, is guaranteed for one yearand is permanently lubricated.
I'd appreciate a six-week lead time on requests for patch cords and
special power cords.

Dave Adams from Quality Control has complained of taper pins not
being properly crimped on our wire. The Amp repair man adjusted the
machine to crimp 22 AWG wire and presently it is crimping properly.
The other problem has bean on the consistency of our vinyl wire; all
future orders on vinyl wire will have a .046 min. O.D. and max. .053
with normal O.D. of .051.

R. King
I am now purchasing items in the maintenance, repair and operating
supply lines. Due to many department moves and new personnel, we
are presently purchasing a large quanticy of office furniture. We
do not have a large inventory of office furniture in the house, but
some of the vendors we deal with cerry an inventory to service our
needs. If the lead time on the following items could be given by
the requisitioner, I'm sure we could service all requests more
smoothly.

1 week for desks and 4+drawer cabinets
2 weeks for typing stands, side chairs, executive chairs,
secretary chairs and 2-door stands
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The office chairs come in various colors, but we deliver these on afirst come first served basis. if you desire a certain color,
please specify on the requisition and we will do our best to accommo~
date you.

Judith Ebner

CORRECTION

Theobald, Robert - "Profit Potential in the Developing Countries
(Library No. 658.8)

An AMA reference study. A brief summary of Part 1, 2, and 3
follows :

Part One, a stimulating analysis of the outiook for the U.S.
company abroad, was written in the winter and spring 1960-61.
Revisions have been made since then to incorporate changes=--
notably changes in the crganization of U.S. Government
agencies~--bringing this study up to date as of late October
1961, wherever possible. The probable effects of the new
Agency for International Development have been considered,
as has progress in the unity movemient in Europe.

Part Two contains 53 brief statement by foreign governments
on their attitudes toward outside private investment and the
advantages of investing in their countries.

Part Three offers statistical summaries of economic condi-
tions in 75 nations. Some of the zore mature countries are
included in the summaries, but the emohasis is definitely on
nations for which infermation has previously been scarce, or,
at best, widely scattered and hard to find.

D. Dubay

Test Equipment Headquarters (EN 1042)

Twenty scopes and twenty preamps have been calibrated in the past
two weeks. Both 581 scopes have been modified and calibrated for
use of the type 82 duai trace preamps.
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D. Dubay (cont'd)
Our second type 82 arrived last week along with another type 109
mercury pulser.
The new Tektronix oscilloscope camera has developed cn sticky lens and
has been shipped back for repair.
One of the type 567 Digital Readout Scopes is at Lexington for repairs.

R. Huches

In an effort to weed out high-failure-ineident components, we are
now using only Gold Seal Muffin fans in all products which requiremuffin fans. Ali of our muffin fan failures to date have been with
non Gold Seal types.
Modules with automation components capacitors are being removed from
finished goods for rework by production to eliminate these capacitors.
These units have shown a high~failuve-incidence and are being re-
placed by either Sprague or Erie.
Incoming inspection of core menories, readers, punches, typewriters
and mag tape handlers, is now being performed under Jack Smith's
supervision. Quality Control will only be involved to the extent
that it will keep people informed cf any problems relating to
vendors.

The last few days, for tyro hours a day, Cy Kendrick and I have met
and have updated his parts list and at the same time I have marked
up my circuit schematic book. The drafting room originates change
notices correcting the parts nomienclature. A primary reason for
this change is confusion in production. A typical instance would
be we have ordered zener diode type for cur 735 power supply.
This number calls for a zener diode voltage tolerance of 20%. When
we order the part we ask for a 5% diode, but since the part number
calls for a 20% voltage tolerance, that is what we get. The
correct part number for this device is iN3316B.

For our NIXIE driver, we can now buy a transistor specially designed
to drive NIXIE tubes. Our part number Ox this device is SJ1O71.
It is a silicon NEN, low Leakage transictor in 6 TO5 package having@ the following ratings: BVcxo greater than or equal to 65 volt at
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R. Hughes (cont'd)
iC 10 mils (pulse).
The purpose of this test is to get by all of the negative resistancesthat this breakdown voltage parameter would exhibit so it is measured
in a high current region to demonstrate that the minimum voltagecollector to emitter (base open) is 65 volts. It has a 2 V emitter
to base junction and a beta of 10 at 5 mils. Price of this device is
$.73 per each 1000.

Deposited carbon resistors are generally thought of as being 1%resistors because that is what is printed on the outside of them, but
the military considers them a 4% resistor, because when you solder
them into a circuit they change value and don't quite return to their
original value, and because the temperature coefficient is so high--it is 500 PPM/°Cc. We can purchase for the same price (about 15 cents)
metal film resistors with a guaranteed temperature coefficient of
150 PPM/°c. These resistors are made ci the iine that makes 50 and
25 PPM/°Cc resistors, but where the 50 PPM resistors are tested to be
50 and the 25 PPM are selected from that same Line to be 25 PPM, the
150's are simply not tested for temperature coefficient.
It is fairly obvious that we should incorporate these resistors into
our old as well as our new designs because they would improve the
performance of our circuits. Vendors are Sprague and IRC.

Our wirewound Tel Lab resistors do not stand up very well, particu-
larly in our manufacturing process. When we clean etched boards we
have troubie with the resistors opening and the labels being
scrubbed away. New designs should use a resistor such as the Daven
Epoxy Encabsulated types.
We have systematized the repair of returned modules and issue a
weekly list of all the repairs made. Ox this list go to
everyone we could think of who would be interested in it. If anyone
is not presently receiving this list and wouid like it, please
holler.
Note: We haven't forgotten you fellows in the field offices--you
will be getting copies.

DFS3
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R. Hughes (cont'd)

Speaking of field offices, if you have any Quality complaints, please
send them directly to me on the teletype, preferably as soon as theyeccur.

During the last couple of months, we have had a very high incidence
of failures in our core memory 1972 switches. The MD114 transistors
get shorted out. These units die in a rather random fashion. We
have trouble with them in the memory checkout area--we will lose a
few packages, and then on the systems floor, we may lose more pack-
ages. Up to 15 have gone bad at one time, and we can't find out why.
They don't burn out as a function of address or particularly as a
function of time, and about the only thing we can say is that lately
we have been using Sprague transistors, and that these have a lower
voltage breakdown than the Philco transistors which we have previous-
ly used.

The breakdown rating of the MD114's is typically far higher than the
transistor actually sees. The machine the transistor has on it is
22 volts. In plotting the distribution of breakdown voltages for
Sprague MD114 vs. Phiico MD114's, we discovered that the Sprague, in
general, has a lower breakdown voltage. Out of 100 tested, all were
23 volts or more. Of the Philco's tested, all were 40 volts or
more. However, 73% of the Sprague were less than or equal to 62
volts, whereas 79% of the Philco were greater than or equal to 62
volts.
We are going to select MD114 transistors for 50 volts breakdown and
put these in the 1972's and hope that the problem will go away.

J. Cudmore

EN-1073 50%
Module Test 50%

The Customer Defect Report is now in use. This is a report which
enables QC to record each returned module, serial no., defect listed,
trouble found and disposition. A weekly report will be issued which
will tabulate the returned modules for the previous week. The first
of these weekly reports was issued on Sept 11. Of 29 returned

® modules 23 had no decernible defects. We are severely hampered if
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J. Cudmore (cont'd)
the defective module tag is not filled out. Each returned module istested at room temperature and at 55°c.
The 4203 FF has undergone a circuit revision. The 2N1305 transistorsused as output buffer amplifiers were somewhat marginal due to insuf~ficient overdrive cap.

The 2N1305's have been replaced with 2N1309's which have iess stored
charge, higher cut-off frequency and a higher Beta. 'The 2N1309 was
selected, instead of the 2N1307, since we already stock the 2N1308.This ailows the same complementary features of 2N1304, 2N1305 com-
bination in a higher frequency device.
One of the 567 Digital Readout Sampling scopes has been returned to
Tektronix for adjustment or repair. The maintenance of these scopesis a real headache due to the lack of calibration and test proced-
ures.

K. Doering

We have worked out a complete procedure for intermediate and final
electrical and mechanical assembly inspection which will help to end
the existing confusion about who cails whom and who is responsible
for what. I shall make cure that every :0dy who is involved in this
subject gets a copy of this procedure. 'The new inspection forms
are being printed and we hope to be able to use them by the end of
this week.

Diode and transistor test people are using a new record form similar
to that of the mechanical inspectors. This eliminates and simplifies
paper work tremendously and saves quite a bit of time also.

We also made up a form for notifying Purchasing about test and
inspection of partial shipments. Inspection procedures for in-
process inspection are in the works and should be compieted by the
end of this week.

Every engineer who makes modifications on parts where a model is
involved should make sure that the model also gets changed and goes
through the Q.C. Dept. for retest and approval. He should also take

DF633
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Ke. Doering (cont'd)
care of getting models back from vendove for modifications. If he
48 not sure if and where are he shouid definitely
send a copy of his change w.tice to 0.0. eo that they can take care
of the models. Wo models should he urcd without O.C. approval.
Our Die and Jig Insp. is : slowlv. We had a rather
good applicant for the vacant dvafimans job. He will make up the
insp. dwg's for this progran. am im good hopes that we can push
things ahead much faster.

K. Larsen, WCO

A few weeks have gone by since made a contribution to the Biweekly,
so have some "catching ue" do.

Ted and I made a trip to fenttle to attend the Nerthwest ComputingAssociation Sth Annual ence Show. 'The response to the show
was disappointing sone of the meetings that Oiver Judd (of
Rush Deake & Associates} had through, but we did get to
see our module customer a Boeing end a grove doing some interesting
work on training devices at the University, Gne group at Boeing was
making a computer comparisen chart shows.: iC the time required to
Simulate a 7090 indexing Saved on the number of times
this instruction is used in 7690 une Pof~L was far down
the List by this evaluation. They seemed to think that this was a
most important measure of

Interest is growing in the Hybrid Yagi Computer Systems at
Boeing and The methods
now used are acecuac and ro anys is justified: uy components and
develop a system for present anticipated veyuirements; wait and

ophi :

see what cther companies C and then make ea decision.

XY made a trip to L.R.L. to telp them with a memory problem.
They had located the cause of the ia broken wire in the 735
P.S.) by the time I arrived and were replacing the transistors in
the 1973's. Zt took only @ short time co adjust the drive currents
and get the checkerboard program running with but after
about 2 hours running, it began to error intermittently. We traced
the problem to one of the delicate matrix wices in the memory module

P..!
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which would open after the temperature came up to normal.

At the WESCON show we gave away 85 or 20 boxes of catalogs and also
received a good number of for catalogs and/or specific
information. Thanks to Dit Morse we had some PpP-4 display pro-
grams to attract attention. I think the machine looked good even
though we had to crowd it in at the end of the booth. Several
industrial designers stopped by to pay DEC some compiiments on the
PDP-4 packaging design. One industrial design consultant suggested
that we submit it in an industrial design competition. (I have his
card if Loren Prentice or anyone else would Like to follow up on
this.)
I talked to a fellow from Collins Radio and he said that they have
one of their ADX type computers in operation at Cedar Rapids. He
thought that the New York Central Railroad was to get the first sys-
tem. It has a high-speed non-destructive read-out (Biax) memory as
a program memory and a standard coincident current memory for data
storage.
FE think we've made quite a "hit" at Hughes Aircraft with the first
core tester (2108) delivercll te them. It was received without
manuals, drawings, schematice or other helpful information. I also
would have appreciated a sat of marked-up drawings for the 2113
delivered to Electronic Memories, Inc.

We have been experiencing a few probleme in getting computer spare
parts from DEC, Maynard. Theoretically, anv part that we need on
an emergency basis we could have within 24 hours, but in practice
it turns out to be several cays ox even weeks. Apparently the
sequence of events goes something iike this:
We contact person #1, who calls person #2 and asks him to give the
part to #3 for delivery to 74a who will take it to #5 for shipment.
At each point it seems to lose some of its priority status and
approximately 4 TWX's and 3 phone calls later (which boosts Bell's
profits) #6 finds the part under a bench and gives it to #7 who

might ship it to us. All I can say at this point is -- HELP:

I would like to make an appeal for advance information on anything
chat is new at Maynard. If you have a rough draft of a program
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K. Larsen, WCO (cont'd)

write-up, computer application, or application and you know
it hasn't been copyrighted, please send it to us -~ honest, we won't
give the rough copies away or criticize your handwriting -- we would
like to keep informed on "what's new" at Maynard.

R. Winslow

These Semiconductors have been tested since the last report.

Semiconductor Mfr. Units Tested
D-664 Continental 22072 1.3%
D-662 Clevite 20000 4.1%
D-001 25000 1.4%
D-003 Pransitron 300 93.0%

Semcor i00 0.0%
1N-1982 ad 100 0.0%
1N-3209 Motorola 250 0.0%
MA~90 Sprague 5000 0.4%
MA-90 Philco 4000 0.5%
MA-89 1000 0.2%
MD-93 1373 2.1%
MD-94 2333 71%
MD-95 7269 9.7%
MD-109 530 14.0%
MD-114 Sprague 1733 1.0%

Philco 1657 0.24%
2N-1613 Fairchild 40 0.0%
2N-1301 RCA 300 3.0%
2N-1308 Texas Inst. LOOO 1.9%
2N-711A 1500 1.1%
2N-LL46A Clevite 1960 10.2%
2N-1218 Sylvania Looo 1.6%
28-2099 Sprague 101 2.0%
GA~212 Texas Inst. 4000 0.78%
GA-439 5000 3.0%
2N~1600B Transitron 48 0.0%
2N-1600 7 0.0%
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J. O'Connell

I believe the followinginformation on modules not listed in the
catalog may be helpful. If there are any additions ox corrections,
please call Velma on Extension 396.

DEC UNITS NOT LISTED IN CATALOG

Model. No. "Tech .
& Name Description Price Data Originator
72 calibrator for use $ no R. Doane
Current in same applications as 71, but
Calibrator with greater accuracy and Less

ference

distortion of measured wave forn.

735 For computer memories, temperature NFS no D.Wardimon
Power Supply compensated. If sold, $455. Price

includes 1701 Power Supply Control.

769 Same as 766, buc uses different $ no R. Hughes
Power Supply transformers.

770 Used as standard power supply ia no R. Savell
Power Supply CRT display unit. 10,000 volts,

milliamp. (+250 volts, ~150
velts will suppiy 20

EYs

775 Same as 773, but with douhle jack $ no R.fringale
Power Supply on front panel.
776 Same as 769, but for mounting on a $ no D.Wardimon
Power Supply plenum door. (Current driver P.S.)
778 Dual $ no R. Best
Volt Supply

820 Power NFS no R.Beckman
Control Panel

*Technical information available.
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Model No.
& Name Price Dara ori OriginatorDescription
B21 in no D

Check Contral
Penel

822 Saw? age L excepr or mm oi, NPS no .Wazdimon
Controi for
Tape Unit &o

1161 A diode desocing n :
ches $ yes J. Cudmorei: :

BCD Decoder BCD and tots
1 cds toalé

be anded fox each 3 Poa: :

Loads to be hy A

removal of dure

1535 Mag. das two Y ra 3 Landes caia : : $ yes JF, Cadmrore
Tare Sense @éen of
Anpli fier Gain end Ya Lene pot AVAw a : 3

Te,

ference

7

1537 Dram S no 2. Johnson
Sense

1538 Fre Paleo
DC Sense ang Slice and ther.

Used: in mop
of USES

in eh a, j

se:

caIe

Made ao D.Wardinon
be (it.

Range Gate :

1570 Used for of a cas S237 yes A. Faics
slicer

tion) with a cent 7 beat rei. level.
: L :: : :

available.
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J. O°Connell (cont'd)
Model No.
& Name Description Price
1572 DC Comparator similiar to 1547, but $

Amplifier
1690 Contains 4 inverting drivers for use $
Bus Driver

1691
Bus Driver

dviving heavily loaded outpt lines
where fast vise and fall times would
ereate severe ringing and large
induced voitage transient,
Contains 4 inverting drivers for use $
in driving exctexnal equipment with
logic levels of 0 and ~10 v. Con~
trolied output cise and fall tines
of approximately 1-5 msec.

1705 CRT To am changes in resistance $
Bias and values to anaure correct operation
Focus of Zener diodes undex low voltage

conditions.

1706 Power A wnity gain amplifier used princi- NFS
Amplifier pally for focus correction.

1707 Designed to be used with the 1706. NFS
Multiplier The circuit is a level sh and
Bias Supply places 5 v. across certain

resistors in a 4677 type Single-
Ended Bridge.

1803 Contains 4 Dunco Reed Relays. NPS
Relay Designed for special use in an

experimental unit.

1804 Contains 4 Dunco Peed Relays. NFS
Relay for use in an

experimental wnt.
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A. Falco
Difference with lower drift end higher speed.

J. Cudcimore

Cudmore

D. Chin

Ao Falco

A. Falco

D.Wardimon

D.Wardimon
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Hence speed is comparable to 4113,
ete, Now in drafting.
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J. O*Connell (cont'd}
Model No. *Tech.
& Name Description Price Data Originator
1956 Provides connections from Isgic NFS yes D.White
9-pin Plug to xear piug of 4203 Flio-fiop.
Adapter.
1984 Same as the 1977, except input bus NFS no R.fringaleRead-Write is split. Special module used in
Switch memory plane and stack testers only.

Switch memory plene and stack testers only.
1986 New read-write € which we hope NFS no A. Falco
Read-Write will replace 1975, 1977, 1980, 1984
Switch and 1985. A first lot has been

tried ouc in a small system by the
special systems group.

1987 Similar to 1972 plus diede decoding NFS no D.Wardimon
Read-Write circuitry to save the binary to
Switch octal decoder.

1988 For use in experimental memory unit. NFS no D.Waxrdimon
Diode Unit A network of D-007 diodes for use

in slow-speed memory for PDP-4, etc.
This module is very much experimental
and should not be used o: - design
purposes as it will probably he
changed.

4116 3-- 5-input negative OR gates. $47. mw D, White
Diode Connections same as 4117.

4161 Same as 1161, except for transis- $ no D. White
BCD Decoder tors used. Trensistors are MD 114.

1985 Same as 1930, exceot input bus is NES no R. Tringal
Read-Write split. Special in

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
|
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Model No. *Tech.
& Name Description Price Data Originator
4202B NFS yes A. Falco16 rey hA 4202 with shi
Dual chenged so that shift richt input
Flip-Flop terminals contro] what shifts into

Elip-flop B. A cannot
be shifted. Pravents shifcing a
Sign bit in a memoxy register.

4203 Used as accumulator in PDP-4, $ yes D. White
Flip-Flop Unit has so many logical connections

that an extra connector on rear of
module is necessary. (See 1956 for
convenient way de connect from this
connector to front of mounting panel.)

@®
Outputs are buffered, and have same
driving capability as 4201, except
that no logical delay is provided.
A carry output, which should not be
heavily leaded, is used for carry
propagation. The unit contains all
inputs necessary for clearing, shift-
ing in two directions, from
two sources, {one of which may be a
jam-transfer) clearing, complement
and set.

4204 Unit is equipped with output $ yes D. White
Dual buffers but no logical delay. It
Flip-Flop is useful as 4 register flip-flop

where high driving capability,
countin and reud-in from several
sources is requixed.

no D. White4217 Will be a binary counter with
common clear and individual gated

Counter read-in. dust started. Price not
yet determined; estimatec $96.

*Pochnical information available.
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J. O'Connell {cont'd}
Model No. *Tech.
& Name Deseription Price Data Oriqinator

4219 Five flip-flops in one package. $ no D. White
Quintuple Features common cleax, common set
Flip~Flop and a jam cransfer only

one level input. Wot yet in drafting.
4505 Similar to the 4506. 'he IBM uses $ no D. White
IBM 7090 (P) two sets of curxent levels, onlyto DEC one of which is used on the data
Converter channel. These converters will

handie the other set. In drafting.
4506 Converts IBM 7090 levels, as used $ no D. White
Team 7090 on direct data channel fcurrent
to DEC Con- mede> co DEC standard levels. Six
verter (N) converters ber package. Model in

final stages; write-up nearly
completed.

4517 Mag. To be used with NRZ tape system NES yes J. Cudmore
Tape Read- of DEC to convext from two head
Write Switch (l-read, i-write) to one head

system.

4518 Drum $ no 5.f Johnson
NRZ Writer
4519. Drum $ no ET.
Field Select
4520 Read- For use with 1986 NFS no A. Falco
Write Hold switch in a special system.
& Select

tTechnical information available.
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J. O'Connell {cont'd)
Model No, *Tech.
& Name Description Price Data Originator
4605 Designed for the Contains $ no D.Wardimon
Puise 3 pulse emplifiers which produce
Amplifier BEC standard 2.5 volt, 0.4 msec neg.

pulses. ech ».A. has a
diode AND gate whch cen be inter-
naliy jumeared to any of 12 input
lines which allows provisions for a
pulse input. The unit has a total of
12 level inputs, 3 pulse inputs, and
3 pulse outputs.

4669 DEC This module is the complement of $ yes D. White
to IBM the 4506. It convexts DEC levels

polarity outputs are available.
Six converters per module. Model
now released.

4670 DEC Similar to 4669: the IBM uses two $ no D. White
to IBM 7090 sets of current levels, only one
Converter of which is used on the date channel.
(N) This converter will handle the other

set. Now in drafting.
4671 Same as 1671, except that this ome $96. yes D. White
BCD Light is capable of handling excess 3
Driver code as well as straight 6421.

Will soon xeplace 1071.

Driver tubes. Model is in Engineering;
will be released in one month.

@ *Pechnical information available.
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to 7090 leve s used in direct dataConverter
(P) channel, current mode.

4673 Converts $421 code to levels suit~ $65. no D. White
able for driving NITE indicatorNIXTE
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J. O'Connell (cont'd)

and input gate is ectivated, a
solenoid driver cirenit is
energized.

Generator negative over 10 V. ranye. Starting

BIWEEKLY
REPORT

*Tech.Mose) He
& Name Description Price Data Originator
4700 Contains 6
Printer NFSwith Che andivid ai A. Hall.
Buffer inputs comnon clear input.Element If all six are tO,

AO A. Falco4701 Generates hinsar (.1% we hove} $which starts eat Ve and swincsRemo

level and slepe adjustable. Pre-
laminary cireuit now in Engineering.is yu preliminary
stages and will not be ready for sale
Zar some

@ Technical information available
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E. Harwood

The acceptance test on AD 6 was run on August 22. A man from ITT
came down and we started the test about 10:00 in the morning. The
test runs for about eight hours and that is just about what it took
us to complete the whole thing. The minor difficulties we encoun~
tered were quickly fixed, and did not add any time to the test. For
the first time since we have been doing these acceptance tests, the
whole test was on mag tape and that helped to run it more efficiently.
While the tape was here, we managed to make a couple of copies so
that we can run the acceptance test before the ITT people come down
to run it formaily. The ADX-6 machine is stiil in the house and we
will be using it to do program debugging and for the ADX-6 and 7

Duplex System.

ADX-7 - The ADX~-7 machine is in its final stages of check-out. All
the equipment on the machine has been thoroughly checked and is
working fine. We are still lacking two of the extra memories for
this machine, and we expect those sometime next week. We will
require three or four days to finish up the machine after the arrival
of the memories and we expect to have the ITT people come down and
perform the acceptance test on a 7 about Seprember 12.

Duplex Control and Switch - The Duplex Control and Switch is com=

pletely wired. We hope to get all the modules sometime this week.
We will then attempiPs to do the first duplexing between the ADX-6 and
J machines. We are currently getting these programs ready to run the
Duplex System. At the present time, we are approximately one week
ahead of our schedule. This will afford us a decent amount of time
to thoroughly check: the Duplex Control and the whole system.

ADX<-3 - ADX=-3 is t on schedule. We are at the present time in
the first stage of the check-out proceduve, and we have all the
necessary modules and the memories to proceed full speed ahead.

JPL Outgoing Line Units ~ We have turned into the drafting room the
@cawings necessary to build the JPL Outgoing Line Units. In the
meantine, we have marked up a set of ivy draws:aqs and have ordered
the mounting panels built. This will be one bay with a con-
trol panel on top, mounting paneis and one plug panel. We

should be able to meet the delivery date of the end of October on

a

this system.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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E. Harwood (cont'd)
ADX~2 Extra Tape Units ~ We have the ADX-2 six extra tape units cur-rently being tested on the ADX-6 and 7 machines. These are the first
tape units we have received with the fans on top: therefore, we will
be able to check them under 1000F as we now check all systems. We
plan to ship these on Monday, September 3. This is one week aheadof the schedule chat we had planned for these test units.

R. Mills
Capital Equipment Months Ending - June 30, 1962 ~ July 31, 1962

June 30, 1962

Vendor Description Amount
H. Carlson 2" Stroke C2HP motor, $ 1,950.00i xun & 1 stop button

A. Dumont scilloscope, Plug Ins, 1,427.35
Probes, Connector

Hewlett-Packard Milziammeter 550.00
United Shoe Component Inserting Mach. 2,685.00
Gen. Inst. Ultrasonic Generator 721.00
Contronics 2 Comparators, 2 Panels 1,450.00
Frank A, Parker Optical Measuring System 595.00
Pettingill & Pear LO Desks 947.50
Wright wine Key Punch Desks 514.50
Ferris Larkin 14 Doi. Ped. Desks 1,326.50

Suly 31, 1962

Bowry Asso., Inc. Sidewall Fans

Burgess Bros., Inc. 22 Hole Die

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL

$12,166.85

1,799.82
641.52

$ 2,441.34
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Judith Ebner

Baker, Stephen - "Visual Persuasion" {Library No. 659.13)
A study in non verbal communication through the medium of pic-
tures. The author shows how ideas can he put across to others
via their unconscisus sesponse to symbois.

Chorafas, Dr. D.N. - "Programming Systems for Blectronic Computers
(Library No. 519.92)

This volume covers in great detail the general aspects of com-
puter programming. it reviews the last ten years of techno-
logical evolution which have brought about the complex proced=-
ures that constitute a present-day programming system.

Conrady, A.E. - "Applied Optics and Optical Design - Part One
(Library No. 535)

Conrady, A.E. "Applied Optics and Optical Design - Part Two
(Library No. 535)

Corey, E. Raymond - "Industrial Marketing" (Library No. 658.8)
Introduces cases and concepts, showing industrial marketing
both as a general process and as a complex of specific strate-
gies, techniques and counter forces. The discussion of each
case leads to the developiment of ideas of broad significance
in industrial marketing. In addition, the book includes
chapters which develop and summarize basic concepts emerging
from ail of true cases in each of the three areas, product
planning, pricing, and marketing programs.

Engineering Scaff of Hewlett-Packard Co. - "Microwave Theory and
Measurements" (Library No. 537.12)

This book has been prepared to meet a continuing and increasing
demand in the electronic industry and the academic field for
basic information on microwave theory and microwave measure-
ments. The contents provide analysis of microwave theory,
microwave instrunentation, and microwave measurement techniques.
The material is so presented that it is readily understandable
to any person with a fundamental engineering background. No

calculus is required. Tecrnical institute students, as weil as

Engineers can use the book to iearn the fundamentals of micro-
wave theory and techniques

college undergraduate and graduate <tucents, can use this pub
lication as a basic text cr as a supplement to other books.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Judith Ebner (cont'd)

Francis, Ely - "Using Charts to Improve Profits" (Library No. 658)i. What Charts Can Accomplish
2. The Initial Steps
3. Ten Requirements for Good Charts
4. Auxiliary Aids to Good Charts

Ten Pitfalls to be Avoided
6. Practical Chart Procedure
7. Following the Sales frend
8. Controlling Costs
9. Evaluating Profits
10. Controlling Inventories
il. Controlling Receivabies
12. Charting the Essential Profit Ratios
13. Charts Can Improve Profits

Do

McCay, James T. - "The Management of Time" (3rd Copy) (Library No.
658.53)

This book sets forth a practical method for overcoming time
pressures and preparing for the much greater time demands of the
coming decade. The methodology is mainly drawn from the work
of Alfred Koraybski, as presented in his book, "Science and
Sanity." The Appendix gives a background reading list of books
by scientifically orientated authors.

McKinley, James L.; Bent, Ralph D. - "Bleetricity & Electronics
(Library No. 629.132 6)

Written especially for the technician or mechanic who will be
concerned with the repair, maintenance, and assembling of air-
eraft or space vehicles and their components, this timely and
completely up-to-date book covers a broad range of subjects.
The latest information on electrical and electronic instaila~
tion, radio receivers end transmitters, electronics instruments,
automatic pilots, missile control systems, and communications
systems for space vehicles is discussed in cetail.

a

Phillips, Alvin ~ "Transistor Engineering" (Library No. 621.381}
This outstanding volume offers a sound fundamental understand=-
ing of transistor devices. It clearly explains principles of
transistor theory and design, and ti.e relationship of all
measures electrical characteristics to physical properties of
transistor materials. It also develops principles that are

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Judity Ebner (cont'd)
basic to designing integrated semiconductor circuits--one of
the fastest growing aspects of today's electronics. The book
uses an extremely helpful "building~block" approach in which
each chapter is dependent on material preceding, and new aspects
are introduced in logical order. This builds a progressive
understanding of design theory so that any transistor in use
today can be fully understood.

Quartly, C. J. - "aSquare-Loop Ferrite Circuiting" (2nd Copy)
{Library No. 621.381 51)

The author describes in a concise and simple manner the prin-
ciples of operation of coincident drive stores and the more
elaborate systems which have been proposed to increase speed of
operation. Though primarily intended for matrix stores, square~
loop ferrite cores have found other uses in computers and other
digital equipment and brief descriptions are given here.

Rhode & McCall - "Press Photography (Library No. 770)

Pullen, Keats A., Jr. - "Handbook of Transistor Circuit Design"
(Library No. 621.381 7)

Develops a systemized apyvroach to the design of reliable cir-
cuits for transistors and other active devices.

Susskind, Alfred K. "Notes on Analog-Digital Conversion Techniques
(Library No. 510.782 0}

About the Book: The outgrowth of a Special Summer Program on
Analog=Digital Conversion Techniques held at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology late in 1957, this book offers a
detailed exposition of both theory and design. The subject
matter is divided into three parts:
l. Pertaining to systems aspects of digital information
processing that influence the specifications for analog-to-
digital and digital-to-analog conversion devices.

2. A detailed engineering analysis and evaluation of a variety
of conversion devices is presented.

3. Devoted to a case study based on development work done at
the Servomechanisms Laboratory of the MIT Department of
trical Engineering.

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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Theobald, Robert "Profit Potential in Developing Countries"
(Library No. 658.8)

An AMA reference stucy. A brief summary of Part 1, 2 and 3
follows:
1. Please describe briefly the attitude of your government toU.S. private capital investments in your country, givinginformation on the major incentive programs, if any, which are
in force to encourage the setting up of firms.
2. If possible, give brie® case histories of one or more firms
which have set up preduction facilities in your country.
3. What steps do you feel could be taken by U.S. companies to
insuxe a more satisfactoxy relationship between them and various
groupings within your country~goverament, management of exist-
ing firms, labor, consumer interests, ctc.?

D. Dubay

Test Equipment Headquarters EN 1048 100%

A total of 21 oscilloscopes and 21 preamplifiexs have been calibrated
within the last two weeks.

A good part of my time has been spent working on the music and page
system. Since the take over of the Raytheon area in Building 5,
several speakers have been added and the page desk has been moved
from Building 4 to Building 5. The break sianais are now timed from
the master clock and are Loud enough for anyone to hear. A doorbell
has been installed at the entrance to Building 5 and is tied into the
system in the form of a Loud buzzer.

I vecently received 2 Type 62 premap. This is a dual trace preamp.
for use with the 581 Tektronix oscilloscope. Both 358i scopes have
been modified for use with the Type 82.

The Tektronix readouc oscilloscopes have key". me busy ever since
they arrived. I hope to Learn enough abovi them to keep them oper=
ating more efficiently. I'm certainly getting enough practice.

DF633
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D. Dubay (cont'd)
SeversL trips to the Tektronix office in Lexington has taught me
shat we aren't the oniy ones heving problems with this machine.

Tt is for people co b.eg track of
metor leads and seope probes. wind trese itens,
but exvecc c.co to be COUN to re. Most of these items
seem to disappear during the evening. I sce neo reason fox petty
theft against your fellow workerc. A recent inspection of some tool
boxes has shown me where sowe of these items ave going. I would like
to point ovt that there is a vexy poor impedance match between a
Tektronix probe and a Fower Cxaft tooi box. The probes really do
not do much good in a tool box.

K. Fitzgerald
EN LOCO 715%

106-00 25%

The past four-week period has been exceptionally trying for the
shops, due to the vacation schedule. However, feel the shop
foreman and their people have handled the situation very well by
notifying requisitioners at the time of theix request for worl
whether or not we could meet the dates and we haye not had to exceed
any promised delivery deces.

Sheetmetal Shop
The sheetmetal shop has received its new SPU handle blanking die
and as soon as an OK is xeceived from Quality Control it will be

placed into immediate production. This should help to cut our pro-
Auction time on handies by approximately 50%, since it eliminates
one whole blanking operation which was necessary with the old dies.

We are presently making experimental production runs using Alodine
1000 and Alodine 401 in our coating tanks. The Alodine 1000 leaves
a clear chromated finish on aluminun and the 401 leaves a green
color. We expect to make a proposal in a week or so. So far, the
clear seems to answer many of the problems on color match and rain~
bow effect we are getting in our Chromicoat.

During the past two-week period I have investigated spot welders and

have found one at a firm in Worcester. We have tried it out and

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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K. Pitegerald {cont'd}

bought it pending a 30-day trial period. This machine is rated at
50 kva and is capable of spot-welding two thicknesses of aluminum
with a combined thickness of 7/32. Ynis machine should help some of
our design problems by enabling us to use more spot-welding rather
than rivets.
We have located a man to ovr last vacancy in the sheetmetal
shop. He is pending physical That this time.

Machine Shop
The machine shop has not been quite as busy as the sheetmetal shop in
the pact four-week period, but that's all over now. Oxders which
have been placed in the machine shop with an open date for delivery
because of apoarently no urgent need have all of a sudden become
extreme y urgent with delivery requirements in the neighborhood of
two to three days. Some of these jobs require 50 to 100 man hours
to complete. Obviously more thought must Le given required dates on
work requisitions.
New tooling has been purchased to facilitate the machine of memory
plane stack hardware and the production un using this new
tooling is under way at this time. It sould decrease the total
production tite by ton to fifteen percent. Also in the machine shop
we have interviewed a candidate to fill our last remaining appren~
tice job in that area. He is ponding reference check and
physical at this time.

Carpenter Shop
The carpenter shoe and : i:WF arca has been on the top
floor of ct to be in full in his
erating area very : ac A memo will be issued in the very near
future outlining the proc duxce for the crating and packing area.

3

The adéitional sres end personnel in the 3 snop should allow
d-

us to Go more of thea penter work on the prewises. However, IT

:: oriority of workwould Like
for work is ac :

lL. Cyvating apd packing

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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that we have to but as far as: cost accounting goes, ail
2

out. They are inspeercd again after final and before the

and shipping aree they are put in Ie seems that
it would be s .o chaise aay con. these

and work a fc odie of ch. gas S rade known
the area visors.

R, Eugue &

cel} ciee in Qvats.v Cooirol. He is
and in-process inspection.

Jim Codmore is for moduie test.
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most pact by C and slonpy work habits. It is bad enough

final acceptance tec. are inspected cnee move an the crating
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2. Production (table teps, gm benches and
tools necassexcy for production work)

4, Plant:

At tne present time it is planned to outfit Jonn Culkins with a few
more carpentey machines tools in the oid shop in
Building 3. "his wiil atow Jchn to hancle more of the simple wood-
working maintenance jobs which arise.
Cabinet Assembly Shop
The cabinet assenbiy shop is ocrating much move efficiently in its
enlarged quarters and is right up-to-date on its work requisitions.
However, it keers on oux own scheduling because of
the amount rework necessary on mechines ALEX inspections and
before shipping. four peopie in : area have spent three

BIWEEKLY
REPORT

K. (cont

3. (disnlay booths, speciai tables, ete.)Advertisina
ain enance

:

r

: q

of this time and MACE gepent on rework is charged to the individ-
ual macaine ard ro. cto w'€ responsiple che valage. Quality
Contcul hes now set us a of Juspece uy these machines as soon
as they are they are to final check-

:

stem
: a

:

+ Qs:

:

Kiaus Doerin YOP
7: : :
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J. Cucmere

Production Test 0%
Miscellaneous 20%

Several improvements can be made in the moduvie teet departiaent. The
proposed improvements ares

1. Avtomatic fect -- Document Automatic Testers and provideoperators with sirplified set-up instructions. Add cali-bration points and provide a test module for each test.Formalize the calibration times.
2. Information on a performance and incdule test

time is sketchy or ne 4
module LOoi oc and technician performance data will be
gathered, This with en :

and potextiai
us to predict overtime needs

naam Lesting capabilicy of the department.
3. Obtain information on test each

module and obtain
+

4. Develop a or train technicians more
formally.

:

5. Improve cooperation ox e : derar in getting
marginal circuits redesigned and complicated testers ortest procedures simplicied ox improved. Cooperation in
this area on the engineering work load which must
be lightened or a priority given to sach job.

ds

. Automatic testing cevelopment This project requires the
undivided time of en engineer.

P3 ada Lce

Vacation 50%
Genexa! Enyineerisg 35%
Security

The first week of the Lact roriod was spent on vacation and I had
an to visit a coprer mine ard @u Muxcockville,
in Quehec, operation OC miies inland from
the seaport enl was 7 & in the wilderuess stayti g in 1952, so it

:

has new been in operation approximately 1C vears. Smelter

COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL
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L. Prentice (cont'd)

production is aoproximately 50 tons per 24 hour shift. Smelters arein operation 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Smelter produces elec=
trodes of blister approximately 625-660 lbs. each and furtherelectrolitic refining is done at Montreal. Specially bviit trucks
make two trips pex day, 50 miles to dockside and return trips arefilled with ore concentrate two other mines, one located in
Newfoundland and one at another iocation in the Maritimes. Part of
the mining operations is accomplished by open pit methods but most oftheir mining operations are conducted in undexground galleries with
regular construction equipment, shovels, trucks, drills, etc. Almost
no manual labor is used in getting out the ore. The ore itself con-tains only about 10% copper. Concentration ic accomplished by pul-verizing the rock and oil floatation and a drying process. Then the
ore is transmitted to the smelting operation by conveyor belts. Thefirst melting cf the ore occurs in a converter similar to a Bessemer
converter and then is recharged into a revcxberatory type furnace
and then poured as blister copper into molds which are run through a
weter tunnel and are coole'l, weighed, and are ready for shipment.
Approximately six to nine iv pounds of bismnth are refined
daily as a bi~product of the copper smelting operation. Power for
the operation is brought in on high lines and thay also generatetheir own electricity. Gases from cmeltiing operation are burned in
up-to-date water tube boilers, and the steam is used to generate
electricity, xun compressors, etc. Operations include a large ware-
house of supplies, with heavy equipment, approximately 5000 separate
items being maintainec as repair and replacement parts. They also
have a heavy plate shop wiich includes welding anc cutting equipment
and some forming for to draq iine buckets, shovels, rook
Griils, etc. They also maintain an shop which is capable
of repairing cables end winding eleccxic motors, I would say, up to
and including 50-75 aud naps LOQ horsepower. They maintain a
large machine shop, mostly devoted to lathe work and have lathes up
to 15 feet between centers. Some milline machine operetions. All
this equipment, with the exception of the weiding equipment, is
brought in from England.

electrical

I enjoyed the oprortunity of being able to visit and spend some time
there. The security and safety regulations are very thorough and
up-to-date. The other coexations were all planned in 2 and
reflect that ere. No E t seems to have been made since 1952
upgrade either the welding or machine shop on.

9
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L. Prentice (cont'd)
Since returniag to Maynard, time has been consumed trying to find
what loose need to be picked up and spurred into some kind of
Operation. Most of the Locks have been put on curing my absence.
We have several additional requests for security on several sections.
Some o the people axm still on vacation and decisions on how theyshould be handled await their return.

Starting Tuesday, August 28, Klaus Doering was moved to Quality Con-trol. Ninety percent of his time will be devoted to Quality Control.
We will try to find someone within our group who can take over the
responsibilities he has been assuming in regard to production equip-
ment, anc also standards,

R. Gaboury

During the past 3 weeks we received the following precision inspec~tion equipment in Mechanical Inspection:
from Brown & Sharpe, a Byte-Set and raiser block
from Taft Pierce, (2) i6" angle irons

We are also getting @ Hyte-Check from Brown & Sharpe.

This equipment will enable us to check dies, jigs, fixtures, and
gages with extreme accuracy, and leaves no room for any more guess
work.

We also bought the necessary equipment for Maintaining a program of
checking accuracy of micrometers, verniers, ete.

R. Saveil
Loco 33%
1027
2065 10%
1020 LOS
1Gs4 15%
L034 3%
L025 AG
L129 2%

The last bi-weekly pericd has seen the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
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R. Saveil (contd)
Computer Systen accepted by the customer after 2 i% week delay due
to failure of the Uptime Card Reader to run (not our responsibility)and 2 days delay due to memory system failures. L.R.L. is quite
happy witn the system ard is thinking of buying another one similar
to it.
There was quite a bit of vibration damage to the system when it
arrived at Livermore. Screws were loosened in every piece of the
system. In the future we should be sure to ship by air-ride van or
plane when shipping long distances

Since my return from Livermore, I have spent a great deal of time
cleaning up things that were let go during the last couple of months
when the &.R.L. system was here. We are getting instruction and
maintenance manuals shape for all pieces of peripheral equip-
ment. Preliminary copies should be ready to print in another two
weeks.

@ Bob Whitefleet, a surner student, has been invest: atingq commerciallyavailable charactex generators to add to car Gisplay ine. We con=
cluded that we could bani ta ovr - ard hope bud 'd a better
ore - end sels foxy Cae same price Ton''d cout us to buy

25 usece. exclisave of tine. so far look

one. We attempting to make the characters cub of iine segments
instead of point by poi coal One a ter in about

ecti sa
fairly promising.

We received 7 tans ther vave faited, due to
epen windingSs and binding, in the These cans are the
manentiy ivbricated tyre. Recently, Rotron changea the design soe

that the new fens muct be periodically oiled.

We took several of the Cofective fans apart to wry to Find ovt where
the wires are breaking. The motor coil is ported in ta Bakelite
type of material, the same type material that is used for the fan
housing. The coil leads exe a very fine pair of copper wires which
run through one of the cpokes to the solder luge. We have been

copper wixes ard coil so that we can find where the wire is opening.trying to find a solvent this housing that will just leave the
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D. Adams {cont'd)
We also noticed that there was no trace of oil in the motor.

I called Rotron to try and find the cause of the short life of these
fans, and to see if they could give me some information on a solvent
for the housing. The only thing they told me was that the windings
opened up due to poor manufacturing technique and that we wouldn't
have any trouble with the new fan. They wouldn't tell me anything
about the housing material or how to dissolve it.
We took one of the new fans apart to check the difference between
them. The coil of the new fan is not potted, there is a new type of
solder lug, ard the lead wires are a tinned metal strap 1/16" wide
by 1/32" thick. From this we wight judge that most of the open
wires were found in the spoke of the housing.

The new fans may run all right with periodic oiling, but the chances
are great that no one will oi] them, due te Forgetfulness and/or the

from the housing.

fact that the is on the back of th acing the housing
cé the heat Gink or stack. To the <an it must be removed

In checking to see if there are other MA of fans that are more
reliable than the muffn fan, found nec we ace about 1 out
of every 4 fans we install. We found the : Axial fan which

5has the same phycicel dimensicns as the xy fan. The Pamotor fan
has a eivflow is permanently ivbricated, and the
motor is guaraneed Nox one year. It is h than the muffin
fan, bas a die ho 4 hich is
physicall VEX mt anc as more1 : : :

expensive thar the Rotrom fan.

We ordered anc a WAI fan and we are a life
test on it and two fans are running in an oven
set at 62°C, nese be rau without oiling to see how long they
will last under heet.

We ordered a cutalcg from Pametor to sce if they have another fan
we could use that does not requixe the large staxting capacitor.

Another problem we had recently is that t G meountine are
made 2being the ~3 volt decoupling capacitor backwards.
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The model was found to be wrong also. JI had the model fixed and the
901 panels in test and finished goods were returned to production to
be fixed.
We received 40 banane jack patch cords (911) which were rejected by
IBM in Yorktown Heights, N.. The only thing I could find wrongwith them was about half of them were hard to plug into a socket or
themselves. These units were sent back to Component Manufacturing,
who make them for us, to see what could be done about this in the
future.

K. Doering

During the past week, I have become acquainted with my new responsi~bilities.
First of ali, I have worked out a organizational plan which
is supposed to clarify procedures and record keeping and to cut
time on unnecessary pape: work. This wiil, to a large amount, mech-
anize paper work and allow some people to spend more of their time
on their actual jcb.
Then there has been a number of bigger and smaller Q.C. problems
brought to me. Wot each one of them can get solved right away,
simply because of lack of time. Each of them is being, or will be,
worked on and seople involved will get a straight answer.

Some things, naturally, require more time be zause we co not want to
troubleshoot but rather prevent failures from happening again. This,
however, requires a thorough study of the problen.

R. Winslow

These semi-conductors have been tested since the last xeport.

Semi-conductors Manufacturer Units Tested % Rejection

MA 89 Sprague 2287 1.2%
MA 90 ad 3226 0.5%
HD 5299 0.3%

FSP 24 20 40%
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R. Winslow (cont'd)

come to a close.
expect now to have some time to Letter study my territory and seek
out the type of customers we prefer.

both PpP-1 and the PpP-4,

Communications Command.)

J. Burley, DCO

Territory Situation
Year end buying of dune and July and the folicw-up worl is about to

Semi-conductors Manufacturer Units Tested % Rejection

D~001 Cievite 509 221%
D-001 Transitron 27900 2.6%
D-003 Clevite 4274 0.2%
D~662 3108 2.28%
D-664 Texas Instrument 2.7%

MD 114 Philco 198 0.0%
2n 3984 R.C.A. 9.5%
2N 522A General Instrument 235 0.4%

674 0.1%2n Pailes 2505
2N 1065 Instrument 5609 L.1%
2N 11843 300 9.7%
2N 1204 Phiico 289 0.7%
2N 1305 Texas Instrument 5130 1.0%
2N 1494 Phiico 100 5.0%
2N 1495 400 0.8%
2N 2099 Sprague 2iii 237%

L330

Tre majority of the shipments has been made.

Computer interest is at an all time high in this area,
I expect to invite Spike Naylor to come

to Maynard after Sept. 17 to lcok at PDP-4 (he is with Army Strategic
Among those interested are:

Army Strategic Coma. Comaand
Burrowes, Paoli
Martin fo., Baltimore
Frankford Arsenal

involving

ASTRO Porces Institute of Pathology
Genexai Flectric, Valley Forge

aA
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J. Burley, DCO (cont'd)
An RFP came from the Joint Communications Agency, but since it re-
quired services which we do not offer and also appeared very ADX=-ish
we got the newly opened Iff office on the trail. TI should think
they have an excellent chance of getting the contract. X'li getbetter acquainted with this office once they're betier settled and
hope to work closely with them.

Still eliminating ourselves from consideration on many computer re-
quirements by refusing to lease. However, since most of theseinstances involved renegotiable purchases, I wouldn't at the moment
plead for leasing. (Dovbt at the moment that the PDP-4 would reallylend itself to this anggey unless it would be PDP~4A.)

Literature & Information
Anxiously awaiting the new A to D Brochure. It's understandable that
a new document takes time, but I feel we should have kept a supplyof the old brochures to overlap the old one. They are much in
demand.

On the subject of pubiications, I would like to see a List of the
items we have to sell, along with prices and delivery info if avail-
able. To prevent procrastination, I would su-gest that this be a
confidential list, one that we wouid not be committed to necessarily.
Which testers are salable now, memory buffers, are the items on the
PDP-l price list the only features or options we offer? Lack of a
price should not prevent the entry of an option or accessory on this
confidential list.
There are many new people at Maynard whose job functions ara unknown
to me.....the same goes for some of the older employees. Suggest a
list of contacts be drawn up by the sales dept. (Hi, Stan) listing
people to be contacted on specific problems. It's time consuming to
ask Dick Best to heip me out on a driver problem when I should have
gone to J. Hamilton directly. Jim Myers shouldn't have to channel
a request for thumb tacks to Fern. Again, we needn't be committed
to this list.....it needn't assign responsibilities but merely be a
guide as to who does what at Maynard. We're large and still grow-
ing. Let's re-introduce ourselves.

Delivery
I would like to know our delivery situation. Any target date yet on
having say $50k worth of modules in stock?
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J. Burley, DCO {cont'd)
Quality Control
A couple of quality control problems have come up. Have already
reported on tne connector problem, one discovered earlier in testing.APL nas possible grob.iem with G.B. transistors passing pulses. This
nas yet to be confirmed, so will hold until I get more substantialinfo. Bob Hughes deserves the support of Fre employee of DEC, andI hope he gets it. takes but a few direct customer encounters to
appreciate what QC can do fox you.....or the lack of it. Here's a
couple of examples: a competitor in the New England area was re-
cently referenced on a NASA contract as rot to be afforded consider-
ation "because of pasc poor performance". Another competitor is
being phased out at NASA principally because of poor reliability.
The nasty thing about reliability is that it shows up only after a
company has supplied everyone with their mistakes (It also takes a
long time to clean vo these problems.....and cnes reputation.)
Plea
To the "haxsxied and hurried 500". please answer correspondence
from the field offices. We are rot a walk or a phone cail away like
the ad says. If our problem is insoluble or you haven't time to
devote to it, let us We'll try something eise. I'we started
tagging my letters reduiring action with a bright red flag. This
isn't done to annoy, but to remind you that the writer is a long
way away and is waiting for a repiy. TWX and LD does not and will
not solve ail problems.
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od. Atwood

R. Doane 12 R. Blackwood 2

J. Padiman il S. Lambert 2L. Prentice a1 N. Maznarese 2K. Fitzgeraid 10 E. Towle 2D. Adams 9 RR. AndersonJ. Cudmore 9 L. Buttexworth
H. Crouse 8 R. Cajoiet 1D. Denniston 3 Barbara Charnock
G. Beli 4 L. Cleary LJ. Burley, DCO 7 K. Deering 1
Judy IEbner 7 A. Falco 1

R. Hughes 4 Jd. Kovdela
R. Mills J. MacKkeen 1
M. Sandler 4 R. Mangsen L
R. Beckman 2 S. Mille 1
Lora Dunn, DCA 3 J. Smith
W. Parr 3 R. Tringale LE. Harwood 3 R. Whipple i
K. Larsen, Wco 3 R. Winslow i
R. Savell 3

R. Lassen 12 D. Dubay 2A. Blumenthal F. Kalweil 2

J. Atwood 6 G. Gerelds 1
Barbexa Stephenson 5 J. Hemilton 1

T. Johnson, weS. Olsen 4

1
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H. Crouse

Memory stacks were an area of concern. General Ceramics' firstthree stacks had high inductance levels; different wiring techniqueswill be used on the balance of twenty~five stacks. General Ceramicswill be stocking five of these for immediate call.
Ampex appears to be back on the air again and is shipping on a some-what regular schedule.

Generally, the picture for major componente and semiconductors isgood.

Acme Electric has proposed to make some of our Power Supplies. Theywill begin with the 728 supply. The major difference in havingAcme Electric supply the units rather than our present cutsidesources is that Acme will provide all material and testing.
R. Blackwood

Ten operator control panels for the PDP-4 are being manufactured bythe Metal Etching Corporation of Ozone Park, New York. These panelsare being fabricated on somewhat of a trial basis, as they will be
horizontally brushed, clear anodized, and have black etched letter-
ing, as opposed to the normal baked blue enamel and white screen~
ing. These panels are due here the week of September 10th, andwill provide an interesting comparison with our present panels.
Sheet Metal Fabrication, Machine Shop Work, Painting and Screening,and Front panel wiring vendors are providing us, in most cases,with excellent delivery and quality and no troubles are foreseenin respect to future orders.

N. Mazzarese

Acceptance tests for ADX-6 are scheduled for August 22. The sys-
tem will be shipped to ITT World Headquarters at 320 Park Avenue
in New York on August 24. ADX-7 will be shipped on September 14
to the same location. It will be duplexed with ADX~6 which should

@ take from two to three weeks. This represents a change in our
original plans, as both systems were previously scheduled to be
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N. Mazzarese (cont'd)
duplexed at DEC, and delivered on October 15.
This duplexed installation is part of an IT? service center wherecustomers will subscribe to computer time. The basic function ofthe ADX System will be to provide communication between the sub-scriber and the International Business Machine 7090 computer in
Paramus, New Jersey. The first subseriber will be Eastern Airlineswhich will use the system to handle its reservations.
ADX-3 and -8 are tentatively scheduled to be shipped as a dual
system on December 15. is also scheduled for delivery atthis time.

Our thanks to Dave Pinkney for his help in checkout while the ADXcrew was depleted due to vacations. Leo Gorrel is back fromCalifornia, and has rejoined the group.

G. Bell
We've been discussing the PDP=4 for use as a general control
computer for Foxboro Corporation. The Limitations of the machine
are that it does not multiply or divide rapidly. We, therefore,will propose some additional hardware, and it looks as if we can
get the time down to an average of 60 microseconds for multiply.
Two other methods can be used, one yielding about 350 microseconds,
and the other 144 microseconds. The cost for a x, logic box
would have to be $10K-$15K. Foxboro feels they need more than
8,192 words of memory. Hopefully, they'll never use it but will
have to offer it. The scheme would work exactly like that for
PpDP-1.

We have proposed a drum system for Foxboro which allows simultan=-
eous computation while transferring data. A block of data, con-
sisting of 256 words around the drum, in serial, would be trans«
ferred with each command. The word transfer rate would be 19x3.22
microseconds.

We need to provide reliability data to Foxboro. The data on
PDP-1's doesn't seem to be relative. A good exercise routine
exists and we'll start running all available machines around the
clock.
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R, Boane

Test Equipment Committee 7%

VHF Modules 80%
LOMc flip-flop 8%72 Current Calibrator 5%

Four of the revised layout VHF flip-flops and one logic modulehave been shipped to Jim Burley, who will carry them over to theJohns Hopkins Applied Physics Lab. The flip~flops were thproughlytested complementing at 30Mc, complementing at 50Mc, and being setand reset at 50Mc. Voltage margins were wide {typically +3 to +20
on +lOA, +5.5 to +18 on +10B, and -8 to ~17 supply limit on -15)at 30Mc, and nearly as good at 50Mc.

A new VHF burst generator with printed conductors for the resonanttransmission line and set-reset delay lines allows these three
modes to be selected by toggle switches that control electrical
delay by operating reed relays to insert or omit extra sections.
or disconnecting long sections ef cable to perform the same
functions. The feasibility of production testing VHF modules
efficiently was demonstrated, and I expect that the testing of the
remaining seven flip-flops for the test system and of the productionlot (for which parts have been ordered) will proceed expeditiously.

:

The use of the old burst generator would have required connecting

The first edition of a variable, multirange VHF clock is under
construction. Being considerably simpler "han the delay multi=
vibrator, and having inherent neither of the two problems which
have plagued it, the clock ought to come along fast.
Pred Shirley, one of our summer students, will continue to carry
the new current calibrator along during my vacation, which begins
August 20. He has built and tested an engineering medel, and is
now making a few improvements cn it. The parts have been ordered
for a new model and for the first "producticn unit which must be
shipped to G.E. for a system by September 10.

Emile Chevrier is continuing to work towards improvement of the
10Mc flip-flop.
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J. Cudmore

Testing Development 50%
Qc 25%
Others 25%

The following modules may now be tested semi-automatically - 4116,
4117, 4139, 4141. The d.c. tests on all buffered system module
FP (except the 6208) may now be tested automatically.
The 1201 switching time tester works intermittently and the problem
seems to be noise pickup in the programming cable. This cable is
being replaced with one containing shielded wires and should elim-
inate the difficulty.
This past week Mr. Babineau of Western Electric Suppliers Inspec-
tion group was here to witness the testing of W.E.'s latest order.All went smoothly with Mr. Babineau finding no defects.

The second lot of 1538's (D.C. coupled Sense Amp.) reached test
and ran into a snag. This lot and the next two following it vere
built using a TI. SPA~l transistor instead of the Fairchild FSP-2
that was used in the first lot. As a result of higher cutoff
frequency and higher gain, these modules were found to oscillate.
A quick fix has been tried and we will know the results soon. A
layout change may be all that is required in the final solution.

A. Blumenthal

There are presently 4 PDP<1's undergoing checkout. 'Their status
is as follows

The machine with all the options on the initial order is complete
and has been accepted by MIT. A minor fault still exists in the
display system which will be corrected by installation of a new
type of intensifier as soon as they are available. The special
ror's to be used in conjunccion with PEPR have been installed and
tested. Installation of further options has begun, although the
order has not yet been received. Multiply-divide has been put in
and checked out using a set of modules from another machine.
Installation of light pen is awaiting redesign of some of the
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A. Blumenthal (cont'd)

amplifier mounting hardware. The panels for Type 20 sequence break
have not been received as yet. Within a week or two we expect to
complete the work and tie the system together with PEPR on thefifth floor of Building 5. After about a month of test, it will
be shipped to MIT.

The central processor is fully checked out including multiply-divide. The extra memory will be installed Monday, August 20;
Mag. tape is due Tuesday, the 2ist. fhe display will go in
Monday, August 27. It looks as though the delivery date of
Beptember 1 (changed from October 1} can be met. Work on the
special options, to be delivered after the computer, has not yet
begun.

PDP-1C-24 (United Aircraft)
Central processor checkout has proceeded as far as possible without
the tape reader. This includes memory. The reader has given
intexmittent fuse blowing troubles and is in Quality Control for
repair. The special option design is ready to go to Drafting.
The latest delivery date on the Packard-Bell A/D equipment is
September 5 and has caused us to delay our delivery date for a
couple of weeks.
PDP-1C-22 (Adams Associates)
The central processor is checked out up to memory which is due for
installation on Tuesday, August 21. The design work on the options
(4 typewriters, incremental plotter) is being done now. The old
style typewriter tables will be used because they lend themselves
more readily to the mounting of the necessary extra hardware.
The plotter has been received but has not yet been tested.

R. Winslow

These semiconductors were tested since the last biweekly.
TYPE MANUFACTURER NO. TESTED % REJECTS
MA 89 Sprague 1000 1.8%
MA 90 R 4000 0.73%
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TYPE
MD114
MD114
2N167
2N744
2N1204
2N1308
2N1310
2N1719

D-003
D-003-1
D-007
p662-1
D-664

IN750
IN758A
IN1217

Philco
Sprague
Gen. Electric
Texas Instrument
Philco
Texas Instrument
Gen. Instrument
Texas Instrument

Transitron
Clevite
Nat. Transistor
Clevite
Cont. Device
Texas Instrument

Westinghouse
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10437 1.9%
6538 0.46%
500 0.63%
37 0.0%

561 13.2%
400 1.5%
550 7.5%
300 1.7%

1039 78.8%
8726 2.0%
1579 8.2%

41816 4.5%
15000 0.28%

402 5.0%
100 16.0%

6 0.0%
791 35.3%

BIWEEKLY
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MANUFACTURER NO. TESTED %

IN748
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D. Denniston, NYO

CUSTOMERS

U.S. Military Academy, West Point, New York
We are almost 100% sure of an order for classroom modules. Theyare overjoyed with the yellow symbology after seeing the old blue
symbols at Ft. Monmouth. It looks like about two panels of
modules. (They have a limited budget as opposed to Ft. Monmouth.)

Radio Receptor Company, Hickeville, L.I., New York
X made a second trip out to RR recently, at their request, and now
I have even stronger convictions about these people than when I
made some unpleasant comments about them in the June 22nd Biweekly.I have now talked with two different groups there and wonder if it
is possible that everyone at RR is the same type of person.

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc oe Murray Hill, New Jersey
I have recently visited with two new groups of people here. Of
these two, one looks like a certain customer. While 1 was there,
we stopped in to see some of the other groups using our equipment
and they got a wonderful sales pitch from their own people. The
other group is interested in a system to exercise entire storage
systems they are developing. They would prefer to buy an entire
system, but might be willing to build it from modules. They would
like to obtain between a 2 me and 5 me cycle time.

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Holmdel, New Jersey
Unlike Radio Receptor, I always enjoy visiting at "the labs". The
"Blectronic Switching Section", recently relocated at Holmdel, is
in full swing again. I will be visiting some of our better cus-
tomers here on August 3rd.

Federal Aviation Agency, Atlantic City, New Jersey

during a recent trip to southern Jersey. They are interested in
both modules, for black boxes, and computers for real time simula-
I talked with Ray Ratzloff, the head of their computer section,

tion, especially the PDP-4.

U.S. Coast Guard, Wildwood, New Jersey
While at F.A.A., I stopped in to see what the Coast Guard was
doing with the modules they recently purchased. They are in the
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D. Denniston, NYO (cont'd)

prototype equipment business, especially in the LORAN field. weshould never expect any large orders from this location, but itlooks like we are in for a number of small ones.

I might mention that we have recently received a number of orders
from I.B.M. in Kingston, New York. They are nothing fantastic,but we are glad to see them coming through from this location.
Also, recently I had the opportunity to give a small talk on
"Digital" techniques to the I.R.E. Student Chapter at R.C.A.Institutes. This talk made it possible for me to meet some of the
instructors at the Institute.
POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS

Capehart, Corporation, Richmond Hill, New York
I recently visited Capehart. They have a Marine Corps contract
that will involve a considerable number of modules. It is presently
between us and 3C, but I am afraid that he is swayed to 3C slightly
due to the fact that they can supply him with logical design symbolstickers. He prefers their symbology. However, he did say he
would be as open-minded as possible and would do a cost comparison
for part of his system.

Data Control Systems, Inc., Danbury, Connecticut
I stopped in at DCS two weeks ago at the request of one of my
friends there, although they are not officially in our area. They
are just beginning to do more extensive work along the digital
line.
We recently sent estimates to both Fedexal Scientific Corporation in
New York City and Bulova R & D Labs in Woodside, New York.

L. Prentice

1000 98%
EN-1019 Advertising 2%

As may have been noted by readers of the Biweekly Report, I have
asked all the other engineers in this department to contribute at
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L. Prentice (cont'd)
least once to the report. While I de not think it should be
mandatory that people make a Biweekly Report every two weeks, how~
ever I think they should be encouraged to write reports of this
nature and that they should be urged to write a Biweekly Report
whenever they have a project which they think deserves this typeof attention. While these last sample reports were rather invol-
untarily forced upon the people involved, I think they were very
well done and show that these people are competent to write this
type of report.
For the past several weeks my time has been largely consumed by
working out the general plan for relocation in Building 5 and in
some detail planning of various areas of relocation, such as
Purchasing, Personnel, Inspection and the Cabinet Shop. Ken Fitz-
Gerald has drawn up a plan for the Carpenter shop to be built on
the top floor of Building 5. This past week nothing has been
accomplished because the carpenters have been on vacation and our
own carpenters and personnel have been busily engaged in the con-
struction of a display building at the Orange Airport, Orange,
Massachusetts. This display building should be completed by
tomorrow, with the exception of landscaping and, perhaps, some
painting. The last of the primary materials was delivered to the
site today.
An Inter-Office memorandum will be issued shortly shewing design
responsibilities of the various engineers in this department.
Drawings have been started and should Eo complete in a day or 50
for a new casting for a bus~type plug-in unit for PDP-4. Initial
order on this casting is supposed to be for 100 units; pattern charge
for this is estimated to be $50.00 and casting should be procured
for approximately $5.00 to $7.00. Machine time should run around
$2.00 to $3.00 per casting. I believe we have evolved a very
inexpensive unit and one that is readily assembled.

N. Mazzarese

ADX-2 was installed and accepted by ITT on July 19th. This repre-

this are especially due to Don Murphy and Jack Williams for the
tremendous effort they made to meet the schedule.
sents the second consecutive on time delivery to ITT. Thanks for
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N. Mazzarese (cont'd)
ADX=-6, 7 are presentiy in checkout and will be delivered as a dual
system on October 15th.

ADX<-3, 8 are being constructed and will be delivered as a dual
system on December 15th.

Poor color match on ITT computers continues to be a problem. In
the past month we have repainted 33 doors on computers presently
installed, plus all the doors on ADX-2. This is extremely costly
in both time and money. Raffi & Swanson have promised to be more
consistent in their color output, and K. FitzGerald will be spray-
ing sample chips with incoming paint and comparing them visually
to a standard.

It is hoped that these measures will end the color problem.

ITT has two circuit design engineers redesigning the 1973 package.
They feel the 1204 is breaking down due to excess Vcb.
John Ackley has personally requested that we redesign this card
ourselves on several occasions. In fact, he stated we had promised
to redesign it last year. As we have not met our obligation to
ITT, they are attempting the redesign themselves. Frankly, I'm
embarrassed with this situation and just hope somebody else gets
embarrassed by reading this.

R. Doane

VBF Modules 90%
72 Current Calibrator 5%
Miscellaneous 5%

A VBF planning meeting on the morning of August 3, in addition to
many suggestions, resulted in the following Gecisions 3

1. At WESCON there will be no big splash, but literature
will be available "under the table" in case of direct
inquiries. A logic module and a flip-flop module will be
shown on the sane basis. I will not attend, but my name
will appear on the literature to channel requests for
more information.
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2. The splash will come after a production run of 20 of each
type, and will include a technical paper and a workingdemonstration. The test system now half done will have
been finished. The occasion for the splash was not
decided.

Barbera Stephenson

Report on the Analoq-Diqital Conversion Meeting
A meeting was held on July 31 to discuss the status and future plans
for our analog-to~digital conversion circuitry. The meeting
included Harlan Anderson, Dick Best, John Grabowski, Ben Gurley,
Bob Jankey, Ken Olsen, Stan Olsen, Barbera Stephenson, and Don White.

Ken Olsen opened the meeting by explaining how many of the systems
which we are manufacturing include analog-digital conversion equip-
ment. Most of this is presently being purchased from outside firms.
Ken emphasized the importance of expanding our capabilities in this
arez so that we will be able to build this type of equipment our-
selves rather than buying it.
We listed the different types of circuits which would be useful
and/or necessary and discussed what we presently have available in
these different categories.
1. Comparator--We presently have the type 1547 which is able to
discriminate between two signals with a difference greater than 10
millivolts. Al Falco is presently working on a new version, the
type 1572, which wili be more stable with respect to temperature
and time. Thie is aleo expected to switch faster and be more
sensitive.
2. Operational Amplifier (Chopper)--We presently have the type
1706 which is designed for increasing the driving ability of a
ladder network output. We will need an operational amplifier which
will allow us to expand our range of input signals to include
bi-polar signals. The cther AD devices will operate on a unipolar
rance of 0 to -10 volts. For A to D we should have operational
amplifiers which would convert input analog signals into this

@ ranges; for D to A, to convert this range into the appropriate
output range.
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3. Sample and Hold--We presently have one circuit of this type
which is in the works. Bob Savell is building a sample and hold to
inhibit D to A output transients while the digital number is being
switched. We will also need a sample and hold which can be used
to reduce the aperture on analog-to-digital conversion.
4. Commutator--We do not presently have any switches which can be
used for multiplexing signals into an analog=-to-digital converter.
This can be done to some extent by using a separate difference
amplifier for each input. However, since the difference amplifier
draws up to 1 microampere, this method is limited by the conversion
accuracy which is desired.

5. Power Supplies (Reference)~--We presently have only one unit,
the type 1562, whch has an accuracy of approximately 0.1% at con-
stant temperature. Temperature drift is 2 mv/°C. Bob Hughes is
presently working on the new model which will vary no more than 7
millivolts over a sixty degree centigrade range and has a ripple
of less than 200 microvolts. Both these supplies are for ~10
volts.
6. Digital to Analeg Converter Ladder Networks--Five Ladders, using
three different kinds of resistors, are presently available. We
feel. that it would be advisable sometime in the future to obsolete
all of the binary ladders and replace them with metal film ladders
with some new potentiometers which have better resolution. 'The
two new modules would probably include one lé-bit ladder and a
package with two 8-bit ladders.

7. Ladder Drivers--We presently have three single ended bridge
packages available, the type 1677, 4677, and 4677A. The accuracy
of these is quite well described in the present literature.

8. Ramp Generator--John Grabrowski is presently working on the
ramp generator which has a linearity approximately 1 part in a
thousand.

To extend the accuracy of our present systems we will need some
equipment which is at least a factor of two (or more) better than
that which we are working on. Ken suggested Julie and Pluke.
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Barbera Stephenson (cont'd)
John Grabowski is checking on what these companies have available
in terms of technical specifications, price and delivery.
AIMS
Our present systems have an accuracy of 10 bits + 4 of the least
significant bit. Our aims will be to increase this to an accuracy
of 12 bits = % of the least significant bit (this may also be
taken as = 1 part in 8000, or .0125%, or 1.25 millivolts out of
10 volts.) We will aim for a 14 bit resolution (which means
part in 32,000, or *.003125%, or & 0.31 millivolts out of 10 volts).
DEFINITIONS
The phrase "N bit accuracy" or "N bit resolution" will imply the
following

If the number system is signed, the sign bit is included in the1.
N bits.
2. It is assumed that the maximum full scale range of 0 10 volts
is being used.

3. MN bit accuracy means that the result is good to within * 4 of
the Nth bit (additional inaccuracy must be stated).

Don White will be in charge of circuit design for the new A-D
modules and Barbera Stephenson will be in charge of applications
for the new modules. Each will prepare a schedule in accordance
with the aims above.

Judith Ebner

"Color Atlas" by Kornerup, A. and Wanscher, J. H.
A color memory in pocket form, it contains 1,266 color swatches
systematically organized and identified for easy reference.
Practically designed and easy to use, this atlas is meant to
be a tool for everyone in all questions dealing with color.
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Judith Ebner (cont 'd)

"Europe's Needs & Resources by Dewhurst, J. Frederic; Coppock,
John 0.7 P. Lamartine Yates and Associates

The "Europe" with which this Survey is concerned comprises
eighteen countries: Pinland, Swedea, Denmark, Norway, Iceland,
ireland, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Belgium,
Luxembourg, the German Federal Republic (together with the
Saar and West Berlin), Austria, Switzerland, France, Spain,
Portugal, Italy and Greece. Eurppe's Needs and Resources
represents an achievement in international scholarship. It
was planned, carried out end published as a research project
of the Twentieth Century Fund, under the direction of
Dre. J. Frederic Dewhurst, former Executive Director and
Economist of the Fund, with a staff of predominantly European
Scholars and specialists from many countries.

"Exhibition Techniques ~ Traveling and Temporary by Carmel,
James H.

A number of exhibitions, both large and small, have been
selected for this book to show the advantageous use of specific
techniques; they are discussed in in the text and
illustrated in more than 300 photegraphs, drawings and diagrams.
The different phases of traveling and temporary exhibitions
are explored-~from the preliminary planning, through the actual
production, to the final presentat'on. Attention is focused
on the importance of reaching the intended audience, both in
the planning stage end in the final presentaticn. Scheduling,
contracts, insurance, and other necessary arrangements for the
traveling exhibition are covered.

"Handbook of Patents" by Toulmin, Harry A.
The object of this book is te furnish the philosophy upon
which the patent law is grounded and an understending of the
relationship of the patent law to manufacturing research and
engineering: thereafter, each chapter is a guide to the steps
that must be taken, from investigating the novelty of an idea
through preparing a patent application, prosecuting it to an
issued patent, and thereafter protecting it by litigation in
the courts. Also, the international situation in regard to
patents is discussed with chapters on foreign patents and the
treaties and conventions dealing with patents to which the
United States is a party.
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Mierominiaturization of Hlectronic Assemblies" edited by Horsey,
Eleanor F.

Twenty one pavers were presented at a Symousium held at
Ordnance Fuge Laboratories?) on 30 and

October 1, 1958. Taese papers include information in the
specific field of microminiaturization, where the term
miniaturization" is defined as the desicn of electronic equip]
ment to produce size and weight reduction of an order of
magnitude below that of subminiaturization.

"Wave Generation and & 1 ng" by Strauss, Leonard
The objective of this 3 text is to present a iogical, unified
approach to the sualysis of those circuits where the non-
linearity of the or transistor is significant. A
Gevelopmental treatment is followed threughout as it focuses
or, the €essential festures of practical wave-genexating anc
shaping circuits. :To this end, the text is
Givided into five sactions: models and shaping, timing. witch
ing, memory, and oscillations. It is, of course, impossible
not to cnstep across these bounds in discussing specific circuits

les have been chosen so that the basic ideas will
avise naturally the discussion. In most cases, the

be applied to other existent, and not as yet emistent.
cuits. Transistors and vacuum tubes axe used almost inter-
changeably to the contention that tne basic mode of

OF is independent of the active element employed.

Chad

the techniques mayanalysis is detailed so that

Lora. otes
Bireau

ef Metropolitan Boston is now available in the Library; for
CCS.

R. Lassen

Interviews have beon fairly heavy--results very cisappointing,
particularly with respect to hourly people. However, we have
managed to locate a caypenter, machinist, sheet metal worker and
three wiremen recently.
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R. Lassen (cont'd)
On the other hand, we have seen several excellent engineering andadministrative people and hope to have some positive results soon.
The general contents of the new employee handbook have been edited
and will be ready for printing as soon as the wording has been
reviewed by the Personnel Committee with Jack Atwood. Jack has the
layout and art work pretty well set up, and the new handbook
promises to more useful and more attractive.
We have prepared a proposed layout of a new Personnel Office in
anticipation of a near future move to Bldg. 5. We have outgrownour present facilities and are badly in need of more working snace.
The new area will provide for better applicant waiting, and inter-
viewing areas and will allow much more privacy. We will also have
quieter and etter equipped testing rooms and offices.
Telephone calls (internal and external) are becoming a major prob-
lem. We are taking steps to have much of our internal coumunica-
tions, particularly notices, handled on a standard form basis. We
have reached the point in our growth where it is both impractical
and inefficient to conduct our business solely by telephone.

R. Winslow

These semiconductors were tested since the last biweekly.
TYPE MANUFACTURER TESTED % REJECTS
GA212 Texas Instrumect 2000 1.7%
MASC Philco 93 17.2%
MASO Sprague 900 8.0%

Philco 137 2.2%
MD114 Sprague 12578 8.8%
2N398A Motorola 700 2.7%
2N398A RCA 2000 0.85%
281204 Philco 185 0.5%
2N1304 Texas Instrument 1000 0.7%
281496 Philco 125 2.0%
2N2099 Sprague 285 0.0%
281600 Transitron 52 13.5%
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R. Winslow (cont'd)
TYPE MANUFACTURER TESTED % REJECTS
D-001-1 Clevite 32134 1.86%
D-C07=1 National Transistor 3274 3.67%
D-662-1 Clevite 19620 2.1%
D-662-1 Texas Instrument 1000 100.0%
D-664-1 6904 0.17%
D-664-2 Continental Device Corp. 10000 3.8%
13209 Hotorola 100 34.0%
Q6-100 International Diode Corp. 200 6.0%
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